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COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
1.0 BACKGROUND

MGT was contracted by DeKalb County School District to gather information and data in order to
develop a plan for E-SPLOST V. This work was initiated as part of the district’s Building S.P.A.C.E.S.
Initiative. The Initiative was launched by the district in 2015 with three major goals:




To align the E-SPLOST V capital improvement program and its resources with the District’s core
mission and vision.

To leverage a data-driven process and stakeholder engagement to guide the strategic decisions
related to the development of the E-SPLOST V project list.
To determine how, where, and why future E-SPLOST revenues should be allocated to improve
and modernize the District’s buildings and infrastructure.

The Initiative included activities that supported these three goals, including assessing each school using
the Facility Condition Assessment (FCA) and the Facility Educational Adequacy Assessment (FEAA) and
gathering and analyzing the capacity and utilization of the school based on enrollment projections for
2022. In addition, MGT conducted a series of community listening activities in the fall of 2015 and again
in 2016.

In order to develop the plans for the proposed SPLOST election, MGT conducted an initial series of five
meetings to gather community input. The data from the community meetings held in the fall of 2015
can be reviewed here.1 During those meetings we heard significant concerns from teachers, parents,
and students about overcrowding, especially in regions 1 and 2. We heard significant concerns from
students about restroom conditions across the district as a whole. We identified safety and security
issues with the lack of lighting, front vestibules, and sprinkler systems. All these activities were aimed at
gathering community input: what should be prioritized, what should be included in the plans, what is
less important or necessary. The purpose of this initial process was to gather ideas and issues in order to
shape future decisions. Those issues and concerns were factored into the district’s decision to request
voter approval for E-SPLOST V.

The community supported the district’s request for funding under E-SPLOST V in May 2016 with a 71%
“Yes” vote. At that time, the district had not completed the analysis of facility and operational/capital
needs and therefore asked voters to approve five (5) categories of work without a specific set of plans or
buildings. Each of the categories had a planned budget that represented the district’s commitment to
spending those dollars for work in that category. SPLOST funds must be spent as they were
voted/approved by the community.
Following the voter approval of E-SPLOST in May, MGT began work with the district to develop more
specific plans for the use of the funds in each of the five approved categories 2:


Safety and security improvements



Facility condition improvements




New facilities and additions
Technology improvements

http://www.dekalbschoolsga.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/02/Summary-of-Regional-Community-InputMeetings-and-Online-Survey.pdf
2
http://www.dekalbschoolsga.org/e-splost/budget-allocations/
1
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Buses, vehicles, and other capital improvements

This report contains information regarding the processes used to gather community response to the
specific plans for the use of E-SPLOST V funds. This report is arranged as follows:
1.0 Background
2.0 Methodology
3.0 Findings
3.1 Community meeting data
3.2 Online survey data
Appendices A - C

2.0 METHODOLOGY

MGT gathered community input in DeKalb for a second time in October 2016. The district held five (5)
regional community meetings to engage the community around the specific plans for E-SPLOST V
spending approved by the voters by a 71% positive vote in May 2016. Each community meeting included
both a large group clicker session and a small group facilitated discussion. Additionally, MGT provided
an online survey that was available in both English and Spanish. The online survey was open for 3 weeks
during the community meetings at the sites.
The five meetings (see locations below3) were intended to provide an opportunity for community
members to hear information about the district’s plans for the use of approved SPLOST funds. In
addition, the sessions were structured to provide time for the community to ask questions and identify
issues that they support, areas that they don’t support or find problematic, areas that they want
changed before the final plans are approved, and ask questions.
Each meeting had the same agenda:


Introductions



E-SPLOST Overview





Building S.P.A.C.E.S. Initiative Overview
E-SPLOST Projects and Options
Small Group Discussion

At each meeting, participants received a multi-page handout that provided detailed information in
support of the proposed spending/project lists identified through the E-SPLOST Projects and Options
portion of the presentation.

During the presentation, participants were invited to provide input using electronic “clickers,” starting
with an opportunity to introduce themselves and then to provide feedback on the various options, areas
or interest/need, or issues regarding each of the five (5) categories of E-SPLOST V spending.

Regional Meeting schedule: October 4: Tucker HS; October 11: Miller Grove HS; October 13: Chamblee HS;
October 17: Columbia HS; October 18: Stone Mountain HS. http://www.dekalbschoolsga.org/building-spaces/
3
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After the large group session with clickers, participants moved to small, facilitated group sessions.
During these sessions, participant input was charted based on comments that were positive (Plus),
negative (Minus), or included recommended changes (Delta). The facilitators gathered all comments on
large chart paper in the room. These charts were transcribed to become part of the public record of
each session and posted on the district’s Building S.P.A.C.E.S. 4 website following each community
meeting.
The data gathered from these community meetings and the online survey will be reviewed and
considered as the district develops the final recommendations for E-SPLOST V projects. Final
recommendations will come from the superintendent to the Committee of the Whole in November
2016 and could be refined before presentation/consideration by the Board in December 2016.

3.0 FINDINGS

This section of the report provides initial findings from the various community engagement sessions
conducted during October. As described earlier, data were gathered during a series of five community
input sessions held at five high schools – one in each region - as well as through an online survey tool.
We are reporting the data separately from each of the five regional sessions. The survey data are
reported from the community as a whole.
3.1 REGIONAL COM MUNITY MEETINGS

In 2016, the community engagement events included an informational meeting in September where
MGT presented all the data from the assessments and the study authors presented their final
recommendations from the Secondary School Facility Planning and Feasibility Study.

Following that informational meeting, community feedback was solicited through a series of five, open
community meetings as well as an online survey that included the same set of questions. The
community meetings were held in each region and had a total of 279 people in attendance with the
participation numbers by region as shown below:


Region 1 – Chamblee HS: 70



Region 3 – Stone Mountain HS: 48





Region 2 – Tucker HS: 54

Region 4 – Miller Grove HS: 30
Region 5 – Columbia HS: 77

3.1.1 LARGE COMMUNITY GROUP DATA

Data in the large group sessions were gathered using electronic voting clickers. Each person in the
audience had an equal opportunity to voice an opinion through their “click” in relation to the series of
question slides.5 MGT gathered information about each of the five SPLOST categories, described earlier.
The data in Exhibit 1, on the following page, show priorities based on a majority of the responses from
each regional meeting.
http://www.dekalbschoolsga.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/02/Summary-of-Regional-Community-InputMeetings-and-Online-Survey.pdf
5
See appendix A for Community and Survey Feedback questions.
4
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The questions regarding spending for each category (e.g., Option 2A or 3A) come from the Building
SPACES presentations in the five regions6.

As shown in the exhibit, there is variation across the regions. For example, for Category 1, Safety and
Security, participants from Regions 1, 2, 4, and 5 indicated greater need/interest in security issues than
safety issues. Having sprinklers was important in Regions 1, 2, and 3, but improved lighting was more
important in Regions 4 and 5. Having security vestibules was clearly a high priority for all regions.
Under Category 3 regarding capital improvements, there was significant disagreement with all of the
options at each of the community meetings. As shown below, a majority of participants in all regions
recommended revising the allocation of resources among the options.

Finally, it is important to notice the response from Regions 3 and 5 relative to category 5. Those
communities appreciated the goal, but were disappointed by the amount of funding to support band –
and, in some instances, other performance areas. They encouraged the district to invest more funds
into this category of SPLOST funding. They recognized it as an area where students could excel and
achieve recognition and perhaps scholarships toward college.
EXHIBIT 1
COMMUNITY INPUT FROM LARGE GROUP SESSIONS, BY REGION
CATEGORY

REGION 1

REGION 2

REGION 3

REGION 4

REGION 5

Biggest Safety issue

Sprinklers

Sprinklers

Sprinklers

Lighting

Lighting

2. Additions

Option 2A

Option 2A

Option 2A

Option 2A

Option 2C

Where $ Support?

Surplus
Property

Surplus
Property

Would community
support?

Not sure

Not sure

Not sure

Not sure

Not sure

No

Revise
options
Student
restrooms
Yes
Parking

Revise
options
Student
restrooms

Revise
options
Student
restrooms

Revise
options
Student
restrooms

1.Safety/Security

Biggest Security issue
Find $ to Support?
Would I support?

3. Improvements

Improvements
supported
Capital improvements
supported
4. Technology

Security

Vestibule
Yes

Not sure

Revise
options
Student
restrooms
Yes
Parking

Security

Vestibule
Yes

Safety

Vestibule
Yes

Not sure

Yes

Security

Vestibule
Mixed

Not sure

(No clicker data gathered)

Yes

Security

Vestibule
No

No

Yes

See http://www.dekalbschoolsga.org/e-splost/files/2016/10/ProjListHandout_20161004.pdf for the handout
used at the large group session that shows each of the options for SPLOST Categories 2, 3, and 5
6
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CATEGORY

REGION 1

5. Options

Option 5C

Yes Increase

Buses

No increase

REGION 2

REGION 3

REGION 4

REGION 5
Option 5C
BAND

Option 5 AB
or C with
changes

Option 5 AB
or C with
changes

Option 5C

None

None

NA

NONE

Band

SOURCE: MGT OF AMERICA CONSULTING, LLC. COMMUNITY CHARRETTES, OCTOBER 2016.

NA

Band

None

3.1.2 SMALL COMMUNITY GROUP DATA

Following the large group sessions, district facilitators conducted small group sessions to allow
participants to explain their thinking and issues identified in the large group sessions. The groups
ranged from 5-20 participants. Each group was facilitated by an administrator from DeKalb who had
been trained to gather data from participants.

For each of the 5 categories of E-SPLOST spending, he participants were asked to identify components of
the possible project lists that they thought were positive, negative, or needed changing.
The data from this exercise 7 show that there were concerns about equity – both in expectations relative
to fire alarms/drills, etc. as well as facilities overall across the district from north side schools to south
side schools. There were concerns across regions about both the choices presented and who had made
them. It was very clear that participants wanted an opportunity to shape the projects conducted under
SPLOST V differently from the options presented. Region 5 participants were especially interested in
having increased resources to support band and music opportunities for students in that area.
3.2 ONLINE SURVEY DATA

The online survey, which included similar questions, was available from October 10 – 24. There were
841 completed responses. The data in Exhibit 2 were not differentiated based on region in the district.
EXHIBIT 2
COMMUNITY INPUT FROM ONLINE SURVEY
CATEGORY
1. Safety and Security
2. Additions

7

RESPONSES

Security vestibules at front entries was identified as the highest
priority in this category
64% recommended Option 2A with a focus on 3 new ES, other ES
additions, and new land
68% recommended finding additional resources

53% recommended that the resources come from identified surplus
property, rather than a property tax increase.

See Appendix C for comments from small group sessions.
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CATEGORY

3. Facility Condition
Improvements
4. Technology

5. Buses, vehicles and other
capital equipment

RESPONSES

Only 39.59% would personally support a bond to garner new
resources.
Only 28% think the community would support a bond and 44% are
not sure.
34% favor Option 3C which focuses on specialty school needs, but
28% support Option 3A which supports ES.
35% recommended increased spending to improve student
restroom fixtures
57% recommended increased spending overall in this category to
address the capital renewal needs.
No information provided in this setting

35% recommended Option 5C, but 32% wanted to recommend
adjustments among the category funding option.
34% supported additional spending on buses

32% supported additional spending on band instruments – or other
musical or performing arts areas.
The largest group – 37% - recommended no increase in spending in
this area.

SOURCE: MGT OF AMERICA CONSULTING, LLC. ONLINE SURVEY, OCTOBER 2016.

3.3 SUMMARY AND R EGIONAL OBSERVATIONS

The data from the DeKalb community meetings make clear that there are differences across the districtboth within a region and among the regions. The SPLOST V proposal represents an attempt to address
the most pressing, highest priority needs of the district within the SPLOST resources.
The current revenue estimate for SPLOST V is $500 million over 5 years. Based on the data gathered
through the facility assessments conducted in 2015 and the community input gathered through this
process, there are more needs than the $500 million can address. The district has attempted to gather
objective data and invite community input to shape the final project plans for E-SPLOST V.
From the community input:


Region 1 – address over-crowding



Region 3 – improve facilities in that region: windows, restrooms, etc.





Region 2 – address over- crowding and address needs at identified schools
Region 4 – improve facilities in that region and provide equitable opportunities – especially
music
Region 5 – address equitable access and opportunities – especially band, etc.
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Appendix A
Community and Survey Feedback
Total Participants
1157
Questions
20

Results by Question
1. Introduce Yourself (Multiple Choice)

Options
I am a parent or guardian of a DeKalb student
I work for DCSD

66%
10%
6%

I am both an employee and a parent

1%

I am a student

I am a community member or other

Percent

Responses

Totals

Count

70%

120

50%

802

60%

70

40%

17

17%

213

100%

1221

30%
20%
10%
0%

I am a parent
or guardian of
a DeKalb
student

I work for
DCSD

I am both an I am a student
employee and
a parent

I am a
community
member or
other

2. Introduce Yourself (Multiple Choice)

Options

Percent
22%

I am an ES stakeholder ONLY.

2%

I am a MS stakeholder ONLY.

Responses

Count
271
26

I am a HS stakeholder ONLY.

14%

167

None, interested observer.

7%

89

I am interested in multiple levels (ES, MS, HS).
Totals

55%
100%

673
1226

55%

60%
50%
40%
30%
20%

22%

10%
0%

14%

7%

2%
I am an ES
stakeholder
ONLY.

I am a MS
stakeholder
ONLY.
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I am a HS
stakeholder
ONLY.

I am
interested in
multiple levels
(ES, MS, HS).

None,
interested
observer.
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3. Please tell us your high school Cluster:(If your Cluster is not listed, please wait for next slides) (Multiple
Choice)

Options

Percent

Responses

4%

Cedar Grove HS

47%

107

Columbia HS

6%

13

100%

226

34%

Cross Keys HS

Totals

45%

10

Chamblee HS
Clarkston HS

50%

Count

40%
35%

77

8%

30%
25%

19

20%
15%
10%
5%
0%

Cedar Grove
HS

Chamblee HS

Clarkston HS

Columbia HS

Cross Keys HS

Dunwoody HS

Druid Hills HS

Lakeside HS

Lithonia HS

Miller Grove
HS

4. Please tell us your high school Cluster:(If your Cluster is not listed, please wait for next slides) (Multiple
Choice)

Options

Percent
11%

Dunwoody HS

15%

Druid Hills HS

70%

Lakeside HS

3%

Lithonia HS

Miller Grove HS

Totals

1%

100%

Responses

Count
101
135
639
26
13

914

70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
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5. Please tell us your high school Cluster:(If your Cluster is not listed, please wait for next slides) (Multiple
Choice)

Options

Percent

Responses

10%

Martin Luther King Jr. HS

14

2%

McNair HS

Count
3

Redan HS

29%

40

Stephenson HS

46%

64

13%

Southwest DeKalb HS

18

100%

Totals

139

50%
45%
40%
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%

Martin Luther
King Jr. HS

McNair HS

Redan HS

Southwest
DeKalb HS

Stephenson HS

Stone
Mountain HS

Towers HS

Tucker HS

I do not know
the HS near
me.

I don’t live in
DeKalb.

6. Please tell us your high school Cluster: (Multiple Choice)

Options

Percent
8%

Stone Mountain HS

2%

Towers HS

63%

Tucker HS

4%

I do not know the HS near me.
I don’t live in DeKalb.

Totals

22%

100%

Responses

Count
14
4

112
8

40

178

70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
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CATEGORY 1
7. 1. SAFETY and Security - $15m Which of these 2 areas is your highest priority? (Multiple Choice)

Options
Life safety items – sprinklers, fire alarms, etc.
Security items – vestibules, outdoor lighting,
fencing, etc.

Totals

Percent

Responses

42%

Count
492

58%

676

100%

1168

60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Life safety items – sprinklers, fire
alarms, etc.

Security items – vestibules,
outdoor lighting, fencing, etc.

CATEGORY 1 Safety and Security - $15m
8. Highest priority for safety (Multiple Choice)

Options

Percent
34%

Fire sprinklers in the buildings

29%

Fire Alarms

16%

Emergency lighting
Other

Totals

20%

100%

Responses

Count
393
336
188
234

1152

35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%

Fire sprinklers in
the buildings

Fire Alarms
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CATEGORY 1 Safety and Security - $15m
9. Highest priority for security (Multiple Choice)

Options

Percent

Responses

65%

Vestibule to manage front door

759

9%

Fencing

109

20%

Outdoor lighting
Other

Totals

Count

231

5%

64

100%

1162

70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

CATEGORY 2 New facilities and additions - $230m+ $25M

Vestibule to
manage front
door

Fencing

Outdoor lighting

Other

10. Which option do you prefer? (Multiple Choice)

Options
Option 2A: Secondary plan, 3 new ES, other ES
additions, new land - $315.6M
Option 2B: Secondary plan, 3 new ES, no ES
additions, no land - $283M
Option 2C: Secondary plan, 2 new ES, no ES
additions, no land - $255M
I have another idea.

Totals

Percent
65%

Responses

Count
644

17%

173

17%

168

100%

990

1%

6

70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Option 2A: Secondary
plan, 3 new ES, other ES
additions, new land $315.6M

Option 2B: Secondary
plan, 3 new ES, no ES
additions, no land $283M
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11. DCSD has an E-SPLOST budget of $230M for capacity additions and additional $25M in Ga DOE
reimbursements. Should the district: (Multiple Choice)

Options
Identify additional revenues above the $255
Million to cover additional capacity costs?
Not exceed the $255 Million?
I have another idea.

Totals

Percent

Responses

Count

69%

706

30%

307

100%

1016

0%

3

70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Identify additional revenues
above the $255 Million to cover
additional capacity costs?

Not exceed the $255 Million?

CATEGORY 2 New facilities and additions - $230m+ $25M
12. Which of three revenue options would you prefer? (Multiple Choice)

Options

Percent
14%

Bond backed by property millage
Strategic sale of surplus property

Use of District's General Fund Reserves
I do not support any revenue option; keep
costs at or below $255M
I have another idea.

Totals

Responses

Count
138

54%

547

20%

202

13%
0%

100%

134
3

1022

60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Bond backed by
property millage

Strategic sale of
surplus property
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option; keep costs
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$255M
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13. If DCSD proposed a bond (backed by property millage) to support new facilities and additions, would
YOU support it? (Multiple Choice)

Options

Percent

Responses

39%

Yes
Not sure

Totals

40%

404

26%

No

Count

35%

270

37%

30%

366

102%

25%

1040

20%
15%
10%
5%
0%

Yes

No

Not sure

Yes

No

Not sure

14. If DCSD proposed a bond (backed by property millage) to support new facilities and additions, would
the community support it? (Multiple Choice)

Options

Percent
28%

Yes

28%

No

Not sure

Totals

44%

100%

Responses

Count
297
289

462

1048

45%
40%
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%
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CATEGORY 3 Facility Condition Improvements - $100M

15. In order to address needed facility condition improvements, I prefer to focus $100 M on: (Multiple
Choice)

Options

Option 3A (renovations to support ES
additions)
Option 3B (major focus on capital renewal)
Option 3C (focus on specialty needs)
Option 3A, 3B, or 3C, but with some budget
allocation adjustments
I have another idea.

Totals

Percent

Responses

28%

Count
270

16%
33%

159
323

23%

223

1%

5

100%

980

35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%

Option 3A
(renovations to
support ES
additions)

Option 3B (major
focus on capital
renewal)

Option 3C (focus
on specialty
needs)

Option 3A, 3B, or
3C, but with some
budget allocation
adjustments

CATEGORY 3 Facility Condition Improvements - $100M

16. Identify any component of Category 3 you would recommend increasing the budget allocation.
(Multiple Choice)

Options
Renovations for Jolly ES/Chesnut ES (to
support additions in Option 2A) [$0-$16M]
HS athletic field upgrades [$0-9.8M]

ES playground replacements [0-$3M]

Restroom fixture replacement [$2.7M-$4.6M]
Set-aside for potential Lead/Water
Remediation [$1.8M-$2.4M]

Totals

Percent
18%
19%
11%

Responses

Count
163
179
102

35%

323

17%

156

100%

40%
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%

923
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CATEGORY 3 Facility Condition Improvements - $100M

17. Identify any component of Category 3 you would recommend increasing the budget allocation.
(Multiple Choice)

Options

Percent

Responses

19%

ADA/accessibility issues [$3.5M]

Count
181

Capital renewal program (major system
replacement) [$69M-$83M]

56%

529

Parking additions at schools [$0-$2.5M]
I have another idea.

4%

21%
0%

33

School bus parking/pavement [$2.6M-$5.2M]

Totals

193
4

100%

940

60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

ADA/accessibility
issues [$3.5M]

Capital renewal
program (major
system
replacement)
[$69M-$83M]

School bus
Parking additions
parking/pavement at schools [$0[$2.6M-$5.2M]
$2.5M]

CATEGORY 5 Buses, Vehicles, and Other Capital Equipment - $40M
18. In order to address buses/vehicles and capital equipment needs, I prefer to focus the $40 M on:
(Multiple Choice)

Options

Percent

Option 5A (focus on major school bus
purchase)

11%

Option 5B (blend of Options 5A and 5C)

Option 5C (major focus on other [non-school
bus] capital equipment needs)
Option 5A, 5B, or 5C, but with some budget
allocation adjustments
I have another idea.

Totals

22%

Responses

Count
99

202

34%

320

33%

308

100%

931

0%

2

35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%

Option 5A (focus
on major school
bus purchase)

Option 5B (blend Option 5C (major Option 5A, 5B, or
of Options 5A and
focus on other 5C, but with some
5C)
[non-school bus] budget allocation
capital equipment
adjustments
needs)
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CATEGORY 5 Buses, Vehicles, and Other Capital Equipment - $40M

19. Identify any component of Category 5 you would recommend increasing the budget allocation.
(Multiple Choice)

Options

Percent

Responses

35%

School buses [$25.15M-$33.8M]

312

6%

Support/service vehicles [$1.5M-$3.5M]
Band equipment [$2M-$4M]

32%

I have another idea.

0%

51

284

27%

I don’t recommend any increase.
Totals

40%
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%

Count

239
1

100%

887

CATEGORY 5 Buses, Vehicles, and Other Capital Equipment - $40M

20. Identify any component of Category 5 you would you recommend increasing the budget allocation.
(Multiple Choice)

Options

Percent
22%

Trash compactors [$0-$1.75M]

20%

Portable classrooms [$1.5M-$3M]

20%

Kitchen equipment [$1.2M-$2.6M]
I don’t recommend any increase.
I have another idea.

Totals

Responses

Count
188
172
172

38%

322

100%

855

0%

1

40%
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%

Trash compactors
[$0-$1.75M]

Portable
classrooms
[$1.5M-$3M]
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Kitchen
equipment
[$1.2M-$2.6M]

I don’t
recommend any
increase.
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Appendix B
Small Group Meeting Notes and Questions

APPENDIX B - Small Group Meeting Notes
Location

Tucker
Tucker

3-Oct

3-Oct

3-Oct

Category
1

Safety is paramount

Fire alarms should get everyone out
of the building.

1

Tucker

3-Oct

1

Tucker

3-Oct

1

Tucker

3-Oct

1

Tucker
Tucker
Tucker

3-Oct

3-Oct
3-Oct

Plus

2

Tucker

3-Oct

2

Tucker

3-Oct

2

Tucker

3-Oct

2

Tucker

3-Oct

2

Tucker

3-Oct

3

Tucker

3-Oct

3

Tucker

3-Oct

3

Tucker

3-Oct

3

Tucker

3-Oct

3

Tucker

3-Oct

3

Tucker

3-Oct

3

Tucker

3-Oct

3

Reasons on the list? Space Vs
Equipment

3

Use PTAs and Foundations to
reevaluate the needs

Tucker

3-Oct

3-Oct

2

3

Opportunity to give $ to ES.
Creativwe

Process needs to be transparent.

Henderson Mill is excluded.

There has been overcapacity for a
decade. Why left off?

Redan HS has parking issues because
of the new building.

Druid Hills on list, athletic field not
touched since 1928, but used for
county XC
Need for additional resources

Comment/Question

Why are some expenditures 3x as much as others?
Why isn't Midvale on the list eventhough it has a low FCA score? Henderson Mill,
too.

Every building should be up to code.

2

2
2
2
2

Tucker

All need to be together - it's not a
choice.

2

3-Oct
3-Oct
3-Oct
3-Oct

3-Oct

Delta

Vestibules should be standard for
every school.

Tucker
Tucker
Tucker
Tucker
Tucker

Minus

How were schools selected
How did you draw the line between investing in a new school or just doing
renovations?
Henderson Mill ES needs a new school with the lowest FEAA (50%) and nearly
lowest (27%) FCA
Sell unused land on Druid Hill by Target. Needs to be rezoned.
We want funding the the ES, but different schools.
Would it be faster to use bonds?
You need to advertise the projects.

Lakeside - Extra-curricular activities. Where will additions go? There's no parking
and the community is tired of folks parking on their property. This is a safety
issue.

Lakeside Cluster - are you keeping it
the same or redistricting (Sagamore)?
Midvale fixtures 2011 priority, but
nothing done and not on the list

Panola Way has old toilets, leaks, and
mold
Sequoyah MS has sewage problems
Henderson Mill has had no
renovation since built in 1965

Henderson MS- what about areas not
being renovated. Need to look again.

McLendon needs to be on the list.

Druid Hills HS football and baseball
fields have sink holes.
Briar Lake ES had a new playground 5
yr ago. No need to replace.
Kittridge - replace (??)

Why are playgrounds an option?
Rusting equipment @ Midvale and
Hawthorne
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Small Group Meeting Notes and Questions
Location
Tucker

3-Oct
3-Oct

Category
3

Tucker
Tucker
Tucker
Tucker
Tucker
Tucker
Tucker

3-Oct
3-Oct
3-Oct
3-Oct
3-Oct
3-Oct
3-Oct

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Tucker

3-Oct

4

Tucker

3-Oct

3-Oct

4

Tucker

3-Oct

5

Tucker

3-Oct

5

Tucker

3-Oct

5

Tucker
Tucker
Tucker
Tucker

3-Oct

3-Oct
3-Oct

3-Oct

Encompasses everything as equal.

5

5
5

Providing additional buses

5

funding band equipment

Tucker

3-Oct

5

5

replacing portables

Tucker

3-Oct

5

Tucker
Tucker
Tucker

Miller Grove

3-Oct
3-Oct
3-Oct

11-Oct

Parking Lot
Parking Lot
Parking Lot

allowing stakeholders to have
dialogue

Miller Grove

11-Oct

1

Miller Grove

11-Oct

1

Miller Grove

3-Oct

Good to include playgrounds.
Consider more than 15 minutes.

3

Tucker
Tucker

Plus

11-Oct

1

2

Miller Grove

11-Oct

2

Miller Grove

11-Oct

2

Miller Grove

11-Oct

2

Miller Grove

11-Oct

2

improvements to kitchen facilities

Making good dialog regarding these
budget line items

Minus

Reevaluate the whole list - Who
decided?

Delta

Don't know the schools receiving
upgrades
Wireless ussue at Henderson MS
Transportation for all athletic teams 2-3 buses for HS/MS
Why is band in this category? Use
the $ to replace other schools.
Funds should be for Music - not just
band.
Band includes ES, MS, HS? It should
include all,
Band needs to be more specific.
should include music programs
why addressing band instruments
before instrastructure?
Why not use recyclables in lunch
room?
Henderson Mill is not on the list
Do we really need more portables?
The system says we have many (30)
in storage.

Comment/Question

Make sure buildings are safe over putting $ into these issues.
Wshy do 2 schools get more attention?
Prioritize athletic fields which host county events.
should go by greatest need based on scores.
Spend $ in a smart way.
Move away from fair and equal.
Stop putting on a band-aid.
Staff = parents (community) need to have input on how to allocate $ on their local
school.

Why are lighting, safety vestibules considered just now?
Henderson Mill ES - 27% score needs a new school
Index cards are used if your information is not posted.

Would like to see additional funds for
metal detectors and security cameras
Make S/S a priority to the computer
upgrades
Proposing options for funds not yet
identified
Don't spend what you don't have

Look for grant/donated funds before
looking for money (loans) that would
put the county further in debt
Don't go outside the budget
Would you support raising property
taxes to get those funds (millage
rate)
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Appendix B
Small Group Meeting Notes and Questions
Location

3-Oct

Category

Miller Grove

11-Oct

3

Miller Grove

11-Oct

3

Miller Grove

11-Oct

3

Miller Grove

11-Oct

3

Miller Grove

11-Oct

3

Miller Grove

11-Oct

3

Miller Grove

11-Oct

3

Miller Grove

11-Oct

4

Miller Grove

11-Oct

4

Miller Grove

11-Oct

4

Miller Grove

11-Oct

5

Miller Grove

11-Oct

5

Miller Grove

11-Oct

5

Miller Grove

11-Oct

Parking Lot

Chambllee

18-Oct

1

Chambllee
Chambllee
Chambllee
Chambllee

18-Oct
18-Oct
18-Oct
18-Oct

1
1
1
1

Chambllee
Chambllee

18-Oct
18-Oct

2
2

Chambllee
Chambllee
Chambllee

18-Oct
18-Oct
18-Oct

2
2
2

Miller Grove

Chambllee

Chambllee

Chambllee

11-Oct

18-Oct

18-Oct

18-Oct

Plus
Seen some facility improvements

Minus

There is a difference in
improvements and just patching up.
Stop putting a band-aid on the
problems.
Who is making the choices on the
selections?
Misdirection initially w/student
achievement verses facility
improvement
Doesn't see anyone coming out to
make the improvements that are
supposed to be improved.
Toss playground replacement list
Get rid of playground replacement
list in favor more improvements as a
whole or replace all of the
playgrounds
Identify all schools that need specific
repairs and replacements
No choices/items for feedback
pretaining to technology

Delta

Comment/Question

Need an increase in tech. across the
county fo all students. Would like to
see an increase in the budget for this.
Need to support bands/instruments
district-wide

5

When the contractors are hired,
make sure it is not just the lowest
cost choice. Choose quality.

Switch funding for S/S and computer
refresh.
Deplorable no air/heat or cameras

Mechanical disrepair
How are musical instruments
considered a capital item?
If there is going to be support
vehicles purchased make sense they
are not for administrators

Besides building space report, where is the data coming from?
More important to have fire sprinklers and others to highlight student safety
should be priority over bldg safety
Every building should have sprinklers and fire alarms
Should be a package
Should be no options
Make them all equal
1. Chesnut needs clarification re: the consequences of their vote. Proposal info
needed to properly vote
2. Funding questions re: Peachtree MS
2.a. Will 2A option compromise funding for other schools?
Henderson Mill ES - needs a new bldg - funding should be allocated for this school
as well. Increase in allottment for ES needed.
Why were schools selected - we need more info.
Concernes about overpopulation
Did not like the "all or nothing" options

1

2

2
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Small Group Meeting Notes and Questions
Location

Chambllee
Chambllee
Chambllee
Chambllee
Chambllee
Chambllee
Chambllee
Chambllee
Chambllee
Chambllee
Chambllee
Chambllee
Chambllee
Chambllee
Chambllee
Chambllee
Chambllee
Chambllee
Chambllee

3-Oct

18-Oct
18-Oct
18-Oct
18-Oct
18-Oct
18-Oct
18-Oct
18-Oct
18-Oct
18-Oct
18-Oct
18-Oct
18-Oct
18-Oct
18-Oct
18-Oct
18-Oct
18-Oct
18-Oct

Category
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

Chambllee

18-Oct

2

Chambllee
Chambllee
Chambllee

18-Oct
18-Oct
18-Oct

2
2
2

Chambllee
Chambllee

18-Oct
18-Oct

2
2

Chambllee

Chambllee

18-Oct

18-Oct

Plus

2

B - should not be limited by budget #s
- value in rebuilds
If add on ES, no land acquisition
needed

18-Oct

2

Chambllee

18-Oct

2

Chambllee

18-Oct

2

Chambllee
Chambllee

18-Oct
18-Oct

2
2

Chambllee

18-Oct

3

Chambllee
Chambllee
Chambllee
Chambllee

18-Oct
18-Oct
18-Oct
18-Oct

3
3
3
3

3

Include gym & indoor facilities

Chambllee

18-Oct

3

Include field improvements (ES)

18-Oct

Delta

2

Chambllee

Chambllee

Minus

Get it all done while we have the $

Patch problems - rather than wait for
Consider building ES up - multi-level
a rebuild
Add on to exisiting but no room to do
it
$ went from $25M to 16M in MS and
HS, so estimates we voted on aren't
accurate
Lead + ADA shouldn't be in SPLOST.
Should be part of general budget.
Budget #s suspect. Is it accurate?

Restroom - how were students
selected?
Lead water: doesn't seem that
funding should not come out of
SPLOST.
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Comment/Question

Lack of information
Selection of schools should be based on need
Process is rushed.
Numbers vs (over) community
Sagamore stay with Lakeside
More thoughts put into crossing
How is school capacity selected
Not all factors are taken into consideration (traffic)
Data considered
How to meet the goals of no portables
New schools instead of additions
Need more info for student population + redistricting
Briercliff sale? / Chamblee (old) MS
Traffic studies for moving schools?
Rezoning??
Need more info about plans + how decisions are being made.
Doreville area??
Need to see a long range plan
Less redistricting in some school zone
Need more details…
-clarity, greater communication
- crowding
- methodology
Location of the 2nd school
Focus on facilities vs overcrowding
Disappointed Henderson Mill ES is not on the list
Capacity concerns - no trailers - is this realistic
Does the ESPLOST address our future
ESPLOST 4 funds should be allocated
We need a project outline - when/where how it's done

Poor bldg conditions for schools not addressed (C. Reynolds, Montclair, Dresden)

Land swap Dunwoody HS & Peachtree MS
Options for land acquisition

Having to choose between category 2 and 3
More info on Elem. Schools picked for reno
Lead + ADA out of general fund??
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Appendix B
Small Group Meeting Notes and Questions
Location

3-Oct

Category

Chambllee

18-Oct

3

Chambllee

18-Oct

3

Plus

Minus

Have schools ever been tested for
lead water?
Capital renewal - long overdue
parking

Delta

Comment/Question

Chambllee
Chambllee
Chambllee
Chambllee
Chambllee
Chambllee

18-Oct
18-Oct
18-Oct
18-Oct
18-Oct
18-Oct

3
3
3
3
3
3

Chambllee
Chambllee
Chambllee

18-Oct
18-Oct
18-Oct

3
3
5

Chambllee

18-Oct

5

Chambllee
Chambllee
Chambllee
Chambllee
Chambllee

18-Oct
18-Oct
18-Oct
18-Oct
18-Oct

5
5
5
5
5

Projection concerns
Are we not thinking forward - foresight?
More details needed
Reallocation on A v C
Need nicer portables
Lighter on buses/vehicles
Fine arts in general. Include orchestera
Do we really need support service vehicles in our current demand?
If bands are funding, all performing arts should be funding.
We need more buses that (are operational).
Late buses - major concern

Chambllee

18-Oct

5

Revamp bus stop. Kids are walking too far for stops.

Chambllee

18-Oct

5

Low maint. Cost

Chambllee

18-Oct

5

Greater safety

Chambllee
Chambllee
Chambllee
Chambllee
Chambllee
Chambllee
Chambllee

18-Oct
18-Oct
18-Oct
18-Oct
18-Oct
18-Oct
18-Oct

5
5
5
5
5
5
5

Chambllee

18-Oct

1&4

Safety should be a priority - we
should not have to use ESPLOST $
Safety for students

Chambllee

18-Oct

1&4

and within building

1&4

Fire important - old ES

Chambllee

Chambllee

Chambllee

Chambllee
Chambllee

Chambllee
Chambllee
Chambllee

18-Oct

18-Oct

18-Oct

18-Oct
18-Oct

18-Oct

18-Oct
18-Oct

3

How did we get here? Why do we have so many schools that need renovations?

5

5

1&4
1&4

1&4
1&4

We feel as though we're playing catch up
ESPLOST funds from 1997 onward - where is it? Were funds not used wisely?
No one should attend a school in poor conditions
Lead concerns- are our kids really drinking water with lead? Until 2022??
See Cat. 2 commentary - poor building coniditions
Explain why Jolly and Chestnut selected. There are schools in "greater" need.

Where are the monies for buses/transportation. Again - how did we get here?

Yey! Arts have $!

Safety for faculty

Technology needs improved
all schools brought to same level

Catching up on things that we should
already have done. But, do them
now! Stay on top of these things!
Let's think into future so we aren't in
same place 5 years from now.
# of students on bus regulation??

More facts on all these big decisions

Smarter about bus routes
Band/Fine arts included
Bus replacement cycle

N/A

What is the life span of a bus
Buses are replaced out of how many?
Why is it only band. Should include include orchestra
Most amount funded to this category band

S&S shouldn't on SPLOSt
security and technology bough but
not always used
cameras shouldn't be under
technology - should be security
S&S should be covered under general
budget, not SPLOSt
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Small Group Meeting Notes and Questions
Location

3-Oct

Category

Chambllee

18-Oct

2&4

Chambllee
Chambllee
Chambllee
Chambllee
Chambllee
Chambllee
Chambllee

18-Oct
18-Oct
18-Oct
18-Oct
18-Oct
18-Oct
18-Oct

Parking Lot
Parking Lot
Parking Lot
Parking Lot
Parking Lot
Parking Lot
Parking Lot

Plus

Minus

Delta

12 million for ERD/Finance/HR - why?
Is this what ESPLOST related?
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Comment/Question

Operating cost of central office
Public should be well aware
Lottery for parking (high schools)
Consistent studies/feasible
Review/not catching up of Ed. Info
#50th in nation
Not late with info
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Appendix C
Survey Comments (Unedited)

APPENDIX C - Survey Comments/Suggestions:

Category 1 SAFETY AND SECURITY
Both!
Both are equally important and all aspects of safety should be the district's top priority. Both life safety and security impact people and property. Some life safety and security items can safe a
life and some save/protect property. Both are critical to a successful district.
E-SPLOST should be used for specific capital improvement projects for educational purposes. Many of the life safety items are a requirement for occupancy and should be maintained and
Securing the buildings to protect the children
Oak GroveElementary needs security vestibule
Priority should be given to student safety over building safety. Sagamore Hills ES needs a fence around the field to prevent kids from disappearing into the woods.
Druid Hills Middle side lot by the baseball field is very dark. I feel uncomfortable being there alone.
The elementary school in clarkston is without security lights for their outside trailers. The trailers have also been without activboard projectors because of a lack of security outside. The
projectors were stolen and have yet to be replaced because of safety concerns. This is detrimental to student learning and acceleration through the use of technology.
We are definitely need fencing for safety and security. We are surrounded by apartments, graffiti in some areas, people cutting through going to and fro. People looking through doors etc.
Our school gets broken into too often. The trailers are not equipped adequately due to these break ins. The projectors have been stolen. This highly effects our students' ability to learn.
We are in very high need of both these categories.
parking for staff is unlit and paths walking into school are dark
The parking lot area at the Druid Hills Middle needs more adequate lighting for days like when day light saving approaches and there are kids still here for after school activities and its hard to
see with dark areas around the building. I feel also that there is to much open space between our 6th grade students and the front lobby therefore I feel that there should be a wall with
Oak Grove ES needs higher safty and security.
security is a HUGE issue. Anyone can come onto our campus (DHHS) and enter the building.
Oak Grove Elem has an HVAC system that is grossly inadequate for the school.
Oakgrove ES
Oak Grove Elem is a possible recipient of $140k for security upgrades
NEED SECURITY CAMERA AROUND THE SCHOOL PERMISES
Ashford Park ES is in desperate need of new fencing. There are low parts the kids can climb over and openings they can go through. The current fencing poses a significant safety threat.
Clarkston High School needs improvements for safety because there are so many entrances and exits in the building- access in and out is too easy.
Oak Grove Elementary need better security in place.
I am a parent but also work for Blackboard who focuses on security and services in education. There are many areas where security could be improved on campus, especially considering the
Druid Hills Middle School needs an enhanced security system
Replacement of HVAC
Replacement of dilapidated steps into trailers
Better more secure front entry door
Druid Hills Middle School is in need of a secure vestibule. When you enter the building you walk directly into students.
opportunity to advocate for professional cleaning/replacement of HVAC delivery system, structural repair to exterior entry columns, replacement of outdated and unsafe front entry doors,
and replacement of dilapidated wooden steps into/exiting trailers for OAk grove elementary
After incidents in other schools in dekalb and around the country Oak Grove Elementary needs a vestibule
Oak Grove Elementary is in need of security items
Oak Grove's front doors are a security hazard.
My priority is a better process than the current backwards DCSD process! It seems prudent to survey the parents prior to the vote!
Better perimeter fencing and lighting around the school are important
They are both VERY important.
need security upgrades at oak grove elementary school
The previous have established for years.
Why is this either or? Both are important.
Also safety officers
Need to allocate more funds to demolition/rebuilding aging schools.
Safety & Security must be linked with good communications. DCSS must plan for all schools to be able to communicate within their buildings in emergencies.
It does not seem that sufficient information is provided to inform these "either / or " choices in questions 4-6, shown on this page, and likely additional questions, if the remainder of the
Don't forget Henderson Elementary
I suppose safety comes before security, but security is a close second. Once basic safety is ensured, security needs to be addressed at all schools.
This is a ridiculous choice - both categories are critical! Henderson Middle desperately needs additional outdoor lighting, but also needs functioning sprinklers and fire alarms.
We are in critical need of security upgrades at Oak Grove Elementary
Security measures for oakgrove elementary
Due to the raise in crime it is important to keep students safe in school. Therefore, schools should have a fence around the perimeter to keep students safe of intruders when they are on the
Oak Grove ES needs a secure vestibule entry.
OGE's entrance lacks proper security.
It would be my hope that sprinklers, fire alarms, etc. have been in the facilities and upgraded as needed. Both of these items are very important. Sadly security seems to need addressing in so
Outdoor lighting and security fences so that campuses are not open to people passing through, teens hanging out, etc.
Both of these areas are critical to the safety of students. Should not be an either/or.
Cedar Grove HS' parking lot has poor lighting. When the children are released from practice in the evening, they are standing in the dark. I would like to see this improved.
Also, unlike other schools, the office does not sit directly by the front doors so a table has been set up in the hall for visitor sign in. If this can be improved for safety, that would be great as
Both have equal value and be mandatory.
our elementary school, Oak Grove ES, is in great need of additional security items.
A vestibule is needed at OGE.
Really not enough to say one over the other without more information and statistics, so you might have "Not sure" as option. Zoning is MY PRIORITY right now over all other issues!
Safety is Top Priority!
Metal detectors, bulletproof glass, safe rooms, locking doors
More exit doors
vestibule
e would like to use this option as another opportunity to advocate for professional cleaning/replacement of HVAC delivery system, structural repair to exterior entry columns, replacement of
outdated and unsafe front entry doors, and replacement of dilapidated wooden steps into/exiting trailers for OGE.
cleaning/replacement of HVAC delivery system, structural repair to exterior entry columns, replacement of outdated and unsafe front entry doors, and replacement of dilapidated wooden
need up to dated security system in the school.
It depends on the community and the condition of the facility.
These items and survey should have been done prior to the vote!!
Anything to deter clarkston area school robberies would be great.
Oakgrove Elementary needs $140,000 for security upgrades.
Need vestibule for security
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Category 1 SAFETY AND SECURITY
I feel like the previous question is almost pointless. A good majority of parents, and students also, would be interested in upgrade/fixing/maintaining both the safety and security at school.
How cab one choose between the two. Both are important.
Henderson Middle School is full of aging and unreliable systems
Within reasonable budgetary constraints.
But perhaps a mix depending on needs of particular schools...
All safety
Please do not forget the oldest school in this area is Henderson Mill Elementary!!
Security items that pertain to the well being of the kids are most important. Make sure the correct fencing and (low cost) lighting is put in place.
Renovate Henderson Mill Elementary
Use of LED or solar lighting to reduce future cost
Henderson Mill Elem desperately needs infrastructure improvement
I live near Henderson Elementary and middle school. They are in horrible condition. They lower my property value. Update them.
Please do something to improve the facilities at Henderson Elementary
This is an old school and has not had any significant infrastructure repairs in many years.I would imagine that both safety and security issues should all be assessed .
These two categories are both important and one should not lessen the need for the other. Both are disastrously outdated at HMES and need to be brought up TP date.
Obviously life safety items should be the priority, but not at the expense of other areas that will allow our schools to use their money and resources wisely. Safety items and fire and safety
Renovate Henderson Hills Elem
Both life safety and security items are important.
renovate Henderson Hills Elementary
HMES has not been updated for security items in a long time. Its needs are great.
Teachers walk to and from vehicles in the dark bc there is no lighting in the parking lot.
Investments made by PTA and School Councils are stolen and not covered by adequate if any insurance.
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FEAA in the county, 3rd
Henderson Mill Elementary needs a new facility that can accommodate buses and cars while providing Teacher parking where a child's safety is not impact. The current situation in the
morning and afternoon is deplorable.

Henderson Mill Elementary needs a new facility that can accommodate buses and cars while providing Teacher parking where a child's safety is not impact. The current situation in the
I believe that the primary goal is student and teacher safety versus property safety. Therefore, I would add vestibules to the life safety items.
We need outdoor lighting in the parking areas, back of HS buildings, near the trailers, etc.
Henderson Mill Elementary received tour lowest facility score. It should be at the top of the list for facility improvements
The school's gym is way too close to the street, and always has the doors open. I understand there is poor ventilation in there, so maybe that is something that be addressed.
AEDs as well
Really a little bit of both.
Both are vital. I selected security items because they are in use daily while it is my hope that the fire alarms/sprinklers will never be needed. However, it is imperative that our schools have
SECURITY INSIDE is first priority. New and improved cameras that are mobile, telephones in EVERY class room (that dial out of the building), exterior lights, and extra security guard
Aren't you required by law to remedy life safety items?? This question seems to be designed so that people will not choose security, which would be additional $$
Henderson Mill Elementary school needs the funds. It has the 3rd lowest facility condition assessment in the entire county and the lowest score in the assessment that ranks how well
Henderson Mill Elementary needs new facilities
Henderson Mill Elem. needs a new facility. The school is in poor condition.
Really it depend on the school and what it needs. There is not a one-size fits all answer.
All schools should have life safety items working and in place
The school building is very vulnerable. A visitor or intruder can simply be buzzed in and come face-to-face with students. There isn't a preventative barrier.
Make sure all are up to code and in working condition or replace old ones.
We need a updated check in system where people scan their ID once and it's always there for checking out students. Their ID then will always be on file electronically in case there is ever a
need for it. We need a state of the art security system and more cameras for anyone entering our building. It is way too easy to gain access to hallways with our current system, and it only
Likelihood and impact of a fire is much greater than that of a security issue.
All of these items should be addressed since they are all important safety issues.
this should not be based on lay people's opinion, this should be based on hard core risk probability/cost/benefit analysis
fences that are rusty and have fallen down need to be replaced
Hazardous conditions to the health and safety of students should be prioritized. Where fire alarms and smoke detectors already function properly, these funds should be spent on eliminating
trip and gash hazards in play & PE areas, mold, and other more urgent problems due to the county's failures to appropriately maintain the schools, especially the numerous facility problems at
Henderson Mill Elementary, where the PE teacher has had to bring his own tools to school to try to fix problems, but can't address all of the safety issues on his own.
We also need to focus on Elementary School funding and look at a reallocation of funding a new school for Henderson Mill Elementary which has very low scores.
Henderson Mill 10/18/2016- WEEK 11 WITHOUT AC IN EVERY CLASSROOM. How is this even a question?!
Stone Mountain High tennis court security is a mess and the back parking lot could use more lighting and cleaning near dumpster
Both are important
security lighting and fencing
I completely understand that spending has to be prioritized but this is like asking parents if we want to provide air or water !
Outdoor lighting within the Clarkston cluster is needed
Oak Grove ES has almost no door control. It absolutely needs improvement.
I think both areas should be prioritized- hard to choose one or other
More security measures to ensure parents are entering buildings and not just anyone. Whoever goes to the door of my daughters school is immediately buzzed in.
New Facilities to replace Cary Reynolds and Sequoyah
Based on the condition of many of the schools, we best be prepared to get the kids out in case of an emergency.
If the alarms for anything don't work then where is the safety for our kids?
Basic safety first, but we should balance safety and security. I'm not sure how we can distinguish the 2 in this context.
?
Gun violence safety
Safety concerns regarding access to the buildings on campus.
Additional outdoor lighting around Clarkston High School would make it safer for students participating in activities. Better security on our outer doors is needed to keep our students and staff
While the life safety items are my highest priority, I don't think that security measures can be taken lightly either.
None!
For buildings that haven't had improvements since the 1960s, throwing good money at security systems is a waste. The mold at Henderson Mill Elementary makes the children and teachers
sick. The ancient heat units cannot be adjusted by teachers, leading to open windows in January to avoid children's frequent nose bleeds. Children regularly sprain ankles on the pitted fields
and uneven playground with a huge rock in front of the basketball hoop. Many property owners are choosing to move to other counties once they realize the situation is hopeless. Failure to
maintain schools will continue this outflow of families. Henderson Mill, especially, lacks the PTA resources of other Region 2 schools, so when teachers show us mold and metal pipes jutting
Life safety should already be in place. Security needs to be part of this splost
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. 3rdf Lowest FCA in the county, and
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Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FCA in the county, 3rd lowest FEAA, school is 52 years old. Moving students WILL NOT improve the facility. Voting for ES funds but not
necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds.
I am concerned about Henderson Mill facilities.
both are equally important
it seems to me the life safety items should be covered anyway---as part of fire codes and state regulations. How would any of that be optional?
I think both should be of equally high priority. The safety of the students, teachers and administrators should be priority 1.
Antiquated systems
Need all new not a bandaid -- new school for Henderson Mill
All of the above
Fire alarms, emergency lighting and sprinklers (or at least auto release fire doors to close off sections to prevent fire spread) are all necessary for every building that houses people (students,
staff). Emergency lighting is essential for power outages and other disasters that require some level of light if the building is occupied.
Oak Grove Elementary needs a new HVAC system or at the least, a professional cleaning of the current system which is always leaking through the ceiling. We also need better front entry
structural damage, replace front entry doors, trailer steps, etc...
Oak Grove Elementary needs professional cleaning and replacement of HVAC delivery system, structural repair to exterior entry columns, replacement of outdated and unsafe front entry
doors, and replacement of dilapidated wooden steps into/exiting trailers for Oak Grove Elementary.
professional cleaning/replacement of HVAC delivery system, structural repair to exterior entry columns, replacement of outdated and unsafe front entry doors, and replacement of dilapidated
Oak Grove Elementary needs HVAC Maintenance and cleaning...hopefully to address some leaks in ceilings
Again, student safety should be the #1 priority.
Professional cleaning services, Replacement of HVAC delivery system, structural repairs of exterior entry column, replacement of outdated and unsafe front entry door, and replacement of
Our school (Oak Grove Elementary) needs cleaning/replacement of our HVAC system, replacement of our doors and entry columns and replacement of poor structural steps into the trailers.
Professional cleaning/replacement of HVAC delivery system, structural repair to exterior entry columns, replacement of outdated and unsafe front entry doors, and replacement of dilapidated
OGE - Replacement of HVAC system, structural repair to entry columns, replacement of outdated front doors
Replacement of HVAC delivery system, structural repair to exterior entry columns, replacement of outdated and unsafe front entry doors, and replacement of dilapidated wooden steps
HVAC system in Oak Grove ES is in terrible shape
Oak Grove Elementary needs a number of updates to make it a safer environment for children to learn- the HVAC system is extremely old as well as the exterior columns.
professional cleaning/replacement of HVAC delivery system, structural repair to exterior entry columns, replacement of outdated and unsafe front entry doors, and replacement of dilapidated
Intruder issues.
Security Guard needed consistently on the premises.
Access to campus buildings is too easy which creates a safety issue.
The trailers need better security.
Clean or replace HVAC, Structural repair to entry collums, replace unsafe front door
Security Cameras
We would like to use this option as another opportunity to advocate for professional cleaning/replacement of HVAC delivery system, structural repair to exterior entry columns, replacement
of outdated and unsafe front entry doors, and replacement of dilapidated wooden steps into/exiting trailers for OGE.
Professional cleaning/replacement of HVAC delivery system, structural repair to exterior entry columns, replacement of outdated and unsafe front entry doors, and replacement of dilapidated
The emergency lighting can come on right before it gets dark and turn off right at sunset. Just a little suggestion.
professional cleaning/replacement of HVAC delivery system, structural repair to exterior entry columns, replacement of outdated and unsafe front entry doors, and replacement of dilapidated
Our school is Oak Grove and the systems are in dire need of replacement. Our HVAC system is falling apart, we desperately need exterior structural repairs, replacement of unsecure entry
HVAC at Oak Grove Elementary in need of attention. Front entry doors are outdated and seem to present a safety and security hazard.
Oak Grove ES is in dire need of a professional cleaning/replacement of HVAC delivery system, structural repair to exterior entry columns, replacement of outdated and unsafe front entry
doors, and replacement of dilapidated wooden steps into/exiting trailers for OGE.
OGE needs an HVAC cleaning or replacement, replacement of unsafe front doors, repairs to external columns and repair to stairs to trailers.
Security access for students during school hours so the building can stay locked during the school day.
professional cleaning/replacement of HVAC delivery system, structural repair to exterior entry columns, replacement of outdated and unsafe front entry doors, and replacement of dilapidated
HVAC system needs to be replaced and/or cleaned. The exterior entry columns are in need of repair. Entry doors are outdated and unsafe and the wooden steps to outdoor trailers are not
Proper fencing around school
Repair of unsafe front entry, professional cleaning and/or replace HVAC
HVAC replacement-Oakgrove ES
professional cleaning/replacement of HVAC delivery system, structural repair to exterior entry columns, replacement of outdated and unsafe front entry doors, and replacement of dilapidated
Professional cleaning/replacement of HVAC delivery system, structural repair to exterior entry columns, replacement of outdated and unsafe front entry doors, and replacement of dilapidated
replacement of HVAC delivery system, structural repair to entry column, replacement of unsafe front entry doors, replacement of wooden steps into the trailers for OGE
We would like to use this option as another opportunity to advocate for professional cleaning/replacement of HVAC delivery system, structural repair to exterior entry columns, replacement
of outdated and unsafe front entry doors, and replacement of dilapidated wooden steps into/exiting trailers for OGE.
Professional cleaning/replacement of HVAC delivery system, structural repair to exterior entry columns, replacement of outdated and unsafe front entry doors, replacement of wooden steps
We would like to use this option as another opportunity to advocate for professional cleaning/replacement of HVAC delivery system, structural repair to exterior entry columns, replacement
of outdated and unsafe front entry doors, and replacement of dilapidated wooden steps into/exiting trailers for OGE.
Although this is a guess. Don't you have to have fire alarms by the fire marshall. So why would I vote for this? There are questions like this that I have which make this diffucult to answer.
Oak Grove Elementary really needs a new HVAC or an upgrade of the current system. Every year my daughter has been at OGE, there have been problems witht he HVAC system- leaks, smoke,
breakdowns etc. OGE could also use structural repair to the entry columns, replacement of outdated and unsafe front entry doors, and replacement of dilapidated wooden steps into/exiting
We need at Oak Grove Elementary professional cleaning/replacement of HVAC delivery system, structural repair to exterior entry columns, replacement of outdated and unsafe front entry
doors, and replacement of dilapidated wooden steps into/exiting trailers for OGE
at Clarkston High School
Would recommend we use this option for professional cleaning/replacement of HVAC delivery system, structural repair to exterior entry columns, replacement of outdated and unsafe front
entry doors, and replacement of dilapidated wooden steps into/exiting trailers for OGE.
Oak Grove elementary needs professional cleaning/replacement of HVAC delivery system, structural repair to exterior entry columns, replacement of outdated and unsafe front entry doors,
professional cleaning/replacement of HVAC delivery system, structural repair to exterior entry columns, replacement of outdated and unsafe front entry doors, and replacement of dilapidated
professional cleaning/replacement of HVAC delivery system, structural repair to exterior entry columns, replacement of outdated and unsafe front entry doors etc.
Other - We would like to use this option as another opportunity to advocate for professional cleaning/replacement of HVAC delivery system, structural repair to exterior entry columns,
replacement of outdated and unsafe front entry doors, and replacement of dilapidated wooden steps into/exiting trailers for Oak Grove Elementary.
The HVAC system is very old and in terrible condition. It needs replacement or fixing ASAP - I've contacted our local rep who has it on his radar, but I'm concerned it has not been fixed
properly. The front entry doors & columns and trailer steps are also outdated & need repair.
HVAC
Safety: repair of exterior entry columns, life-safety compromised entry doors, unsafe wooden stair-cases, non-secure entry, leaky HVAC leaks causing slip/fall safety hazard.
HVAC work and front door replacements
professional cleaning/replacement of HVAC delivery system, structural repair to exterior entry columns, replacement of outdated and unsafe front entry doors, and replacement of dilapidated
We would like to use this option as another opportunity to advocate for professional cleaning/replacement of HVAC delivery system, structural repair to exterior entry columns, replacement
of outdated and unsafe front entry doors, and replacement of dilapidated wooden steps into/exiting trailers for OGE
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Our elementary school is most in need of the funds for professional cleaning and upgrades to the HVAC system, replacement of unsafe front entry doors, and replacement of broken wooden
Our school is om meed pf professional cleaning/replacement of HVAC delivery system, structural repair to exterior entry columns, replacement of outdated and unsafe front entry doors, and
Replacement of HVAC
Replacement of dilapidated steps into trailers
Better more secure front entry door
opportunity to advocate for professional cleaning/replacement of HVAC delivery system, structural repair to exterior entry columns, replacement of outdated and unsafe front entry doors,
Hvac
We would like to use this option as another opportunity to advocate for professional cleaning/replacement of HVAC delivery system, structural repair to exterior entry columns, replacement
of outdated and unsafe front entry doors, and replacement of dilapidated wooden steps into/exiting trailers for OGE.
We would like to use this option as another opportunity to advocate for professional cleaning/replacement of HVAC delivery system, structural repair to exterior entry columns, replacement
of outdated and unsafe front entry doors, and replacement of dilapidated wooden steps into/exiting trailers for OGE.
for professional cleaning/replacement of HVAC delivery system, structural repair to exterior entry columns, replacement of outdated and unsafe front entry doors, and replacement of
We need a professional cleaning/replacement of HVAC delivery system which is extremely old and likely causing asthma flare ups, structural repair to exterior entry columns, replacement of
outdated and unsafe front entry doors, and replacement of dilapidated wooden steps into/exiting trailers for OGE.
We would like to use this option as another opportunity to advocate for professional cleaning/replacement of HVAC delivery system, structural repair to exterior entry columns, replacement
of outdated and unsafe front entry doors, and replacement of dilapidated wooden steps into/exiting trailers for OGE.
Professional cleaning/replacement of HVAC delivery system, structural repair to exterior entry columns, replacement of outdated and unsafe front entry doors, and replacement of dilapidated
-replace HVAC delivery system
-replace unsafe front entry doors
-replace dilapidated wooden steps of the OGE trailers
Oak Grove Elementary needs replacement of HVAC delivery system, structural repair to exterior entry columns, replacement of outdated and unsafe front entry doors, and replacement of
Professional cleaning/replacement of HVAC delivery system, structural repair to exterior entry columns, replacement of outdated and unsafe front entry doors, and replacement of dilapidated
We would like to use this option as another opportunity to advocate for professional cleaning/replacement of HVAC delivery system, structural repair to exterior entry columns, replacement
of outdated and unsafe front entry doors, and replacement of dilapidated wooden steps into/exiting trailers for OGE. We would like to use this option as another opportunity to advocate for
professional cleaning/replacement of HVAC delivery system, structural repair to exterior entry columns, replacement of outdated and unsafe front entry doors, and replacement of dilapidated
These are all done on a needs based assessment and DCSD has not delivered that information. The FCA's and FEAA reports do not clearly summarize the districts needs and priorities!
Professional cleaning/replacement of HVAC delivery system; Structural repair to exterior entry columns; Replacement of outdated and unsafe front entry doors; Replacement of dilapidated
fire alarms and sprinklers seem equally important in the case of a fire
The HVAC system at Oak Grove Elementary is the pits.
We at Oak Grove Elementary would like to use this option as another opportunity to advocate for professional cleaning/replacement of HVAC delivery system, structural repair to exterior
entry columns, replacement of outdated and unsafe front entry doors, and replacement of dilapidated wooden steps into/exiting trailers for OGE.
HVAC delivery system replacement, exterior repair of steps, columns and front entry doors.
Oak Grove Elementary. There are a number of concerns, including the security of the front entry/lack of a vestibule as well as hazardous entry conditions for trailers. Every entry door to the
replacement of HVAC, entry doors, and trailer steps for OGE
Removal/cleaning of dangerous dirty HVAC delivery system in Oak Grove Elementary
Security cameras; security measures preventing intruders; detecting dangerous people.
Why is there a need for this in the first place? Shouldn't all buildings be up to code?
HVAC and front door replacement at Oak Grove
Don't forget Henderson Elementary
This is an odd question. Ideally all of these basic safety needs would be fulfilled.
I can't imagine having to choose between sprinklers and alarms. Both are needed.
Oak Grove Elementary needs repair on front entry doors and a secure vestibule. There is a need for structural repair on exterior columns and replacement of dilapidated wooden steps into
Would like professional cleaning/replacement of HVAC delivery systems, structural repair to exterior columns, replacement of outdated and unsafe front entry doors, and replacement of
Oak Grove Elementary needs replacement of its HVAC delivery system. The air conditioner that services my son's classroom malfunctioned causing smoke and a bad odor to fill the area. Oak
Grove also needs structural repair to the exterior entry columns, replacement of unsafe front entry doors, and replacement of degraded wooden steps leading to the trailers.
Replace HVAC, repair exterior entry columns, replace unsafe front doors, replace wood steps to trailers...
clean the HVAC system at Oakgrove Elementary
At OGE we need the replacement of the HVAC system/ structural repair of exterior entry columns /replacement of unsafe front entry doors and replacement of dilapidated wooden steps
clean HVAC, structural repair, replace outdated doors, replace steps to trailers
We would like to use this option as another opportunity to advocate for professional cleaning/replacement of HVAC delivery system, structural repair to exterior entry columns, replacement
of outdated and unsafe front entry doors, and replacement of dilapidated wooden steps into/exiting trailers for OGE.
professional cleaning/replacement of HVAC delivery system, structural repair to exterior entry columns, replacement of outdated and unsafe front entry doors, and replacement of dilapidated
wooden steps into/exiting trailers for OGE.
Hvac cleaning for oak grove elementary and other structural repairs that are necessary for the exterior of the school
Cleaning/Replacement of HVAC delivery system, structural repair to exterior entry columns, replacement of outdated front entry doors, replacement of steps into trailers at OGE
For Oak Grove Elem - professional cleaning/replacement for HVAC delivery system,
structural repair to exterior entry columns, replacement of outdated and unsafe entry doors and replacement of dilapidated wooden steps into/exiting trailers
Shooter security
Effective emergency lighting will be effective when power goes out inside the school building.
Oak Grove ES needs its HVAC updated badly. It also has columns, stairs and doors in disrepair.
Security: OGE needs a vestibule to upgrade security.
Safety: Repair the many damaged steps used outside the trailers, but also, and most important, replace the HVAC units that are constantly leaking through the ceilings. Tiles are constantly
bursting leaving huge messes on the floors, and wires exposed in the ceilings. The floors are riddled with wet floor signs as well as recycling cans and trash cans to collect the water, which are
often accidentally run into by the students. It is difficult to maneuver through the maze of cans, and wet floor signs, and avoiding buckling tiles that are about to burst. The Pre-K classroom in
particular had water dripping from the ceiling for weeks right next to a light fixture.
Oak Grove elementary is in desperate need of entire school HVAC delivery system. Also does not have sprinkler in classroom buildings.
All three. I don't think these are separate items.
Oak Grove elementary is in desperate need for a cleaning/replacement of HVAC delivery system. Also need sprinklers in classroom areas.
Professional cleaning/replacement of HVAC system and additional venting in the kitchen area, structural repair to exterior entry columns, replacement of outdated/unsafe front entry door,
replacement of dilapidated wooden steps to/from trailers for Oak Grove Elementary
Upgrade HVAC systems, structural repair items, etc. at Oak Grove Elementary
Structural items need replacement, clean out and/or replacement of HVAC systems for better air quality.
Professional cleaning or replacement of HVAC delivery system, structural repair to exterior entry columns, replacement of outdated and unsafe front entry doors, and replacement of
For Oak Grove Elementary: professional cleaning/replacement of HVAC delivery system, structural repair to exterior entry columns, replacement of outdated and unsafe front entry doors and
We would like to use this option as another opportunity to advocate for professional cleaning/replacement of HVAC delivery system, structural repair to exterior entry columns, replacement
of outdated and unsafe front entry doors, and replacement of dilapidated wooden steps into/exiting trailers for OGE.
Cleaning/replacement of HVAC delivery system, structural repair to exterior entry columns, replacement of outdated and unsafe front entry doors, replacement of dilapidated wooden steps
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You can not eliminate any of these items.
would like to advocate for professional cleaning/replacement of HVAC delivery system, structural repair, replacement of outdated and unsafe front entry doors, replacement of stairs, etc.
OGE desperately needs professional cleaning/replacement of HVAC delivery system, structural repair to exterior entry columns, replacement of outdated and unsafe front entry doors, and
replacement of HVAC delivery system, structural repair to exterior entry columns, replacement of outdated and unsafe front entry doors, and replacement of dilapidated wooden steps
Emergency lighting is also very important
We would like to use this option at Oak Grove Elementary as an other opportunity to advocate for professional cleaning/ replacement of HVAC delivery system, struction repair to exterior
entry columns, replacement of outdated and unsafe front entry doors, and replacement of dilapidated wooden steps into/exiting trailers for OGE.
Professional cleaning/replacement of HVAC delivery system, structural repair to exterior entry columns, replacement of outdated and unsafe front entry doors, and replacement of dilapidated
Metal detectors, bulletproof glass, safe rooms, locking doors
Knowledge of personal security and training
At Oak Grove Elementary, we need professional cleaning/replacement of HVAC, structural repair to exterior entry columns, replacement of outdated and unsafe front entry doors, and
replacement of dilapidated wooden steps into/exiting trailers for OGE. (It's a disgrace considering the taxes we pay!)
Clean out HVAC
Please use for other high priority safety items in our deteriorating school facilities
We would like to use this option as another opportunity to advocate for professional cleaning/replacement of HVAC delivery system, structural repair to exterior entry columns, replacement
of outdated and unsafe front entry doors, and replacement of dilapidated wooden steps into/exiting trailers for OGE.
professional cleaning/replacement of HVAC delivery system, structural repair to exterior entry columns, replacement of outdated and unsafe front entry doors, and replacement of dilapidated
Oak Grove Elementary- Professional cleaning/replacement of HVAC delivery system, structural repair to exterior entry columns, replacement of outdated and unsafe front entry doors, and
Professional cleaning and replacement of HVAC delivery system, structural repairs to ext. entry columns, replacement of outdated front entry doors, and replacement of dilapidated wooden
e would like to use this option as another opportunity to advocate for professional cleaning/replacement of HVAC delivery system, structural repair to exterior entry columns, replacement of
outdated and unsafe front entry doors, and replacement of dilapidated wooden steps into/exiting trailers for OGE.
cleaning/replacement of HVAC delivery system, structural repair to exterior entry columns, replacement of outdated and unsafe front entry doors, and replacement of dilapidated wooden
steps into/exiting trailers for OGE.
I would like to professional cleaning/replacement of HVAC delivery system, structural repair to exterior entry columns, replacement of outdated and unsafe front entry doors, and replacement
Oak Grove Elementary school requires a number of items to make the school and safe environment: cleaning/replacement of the HVAC system, structural repair to exterior entry columns,
replace outdated and unsafe front entry doors, replace wooden steps for trailer classrooms
school entry to update the security system
This also depends on the location and condition of the facility. Whoever created this survey does not know what they are doing.
How many schools have fire systems already installed, do any schools NOT have fire systems?
Oakgrove Elementary could use a new HVAC delivery system, structural repaires to exterior entry columns, replacement of outdated and unsafe entry doors, and replacement of dilapidated
Locked doors with proper access methods (cards, finger ptint readers, etc)
Windows that open/close as well as keep in/out hot and/or cold air
Professional cleaning/replacement of HVAC delivery system, structural repair to exterior entry columns, replacement of outdated and unsafe front entry doors, and replacement of dilapidated
Oak Grove ES needs professional cleaning/replacement of HVAC system, structural repair to exterior entry columns, replacement of front entry doors, replacement of wooden steps to trailers
I would like to advocate for Oak Grove Elem School which needs professional cleaning/replacement of HVACdelivery system, structural repair to exterior entry columns, replacement of
Our plenum is disgusting and my kids with allergies are suffering. We need professional cleaning or replacement of HVAC.
Community Social engagement for children
To reiterate all of these options are important.
Henderson Middle School needs major facility upgrading
Need professional cleaning/replacement of HVAC, structural repairs
Additional staff to provide a sufficient number of campus security supervisors - but not more police presence.
Within reasonable budgetary constraints.
Depending on schools and purchase contract prices (e.g., bulk orders, etc.)
Fire alarms and sprinklers are tied at one
All safety
Cultural sensitivity training for SROs
We need a new building at Henderson Mill Elementary
All schools should have all of the above. Shocking that we even have to comment on this.
Update Henderson Elementary school. It is embarrassing to live on the same street with it.
All three of the above are important and should be looked at and updated !
Stakeholders should not have to decide which of these items is most essential. The fire codes and safety codes and needs expressed by building leaders and inspectors should dictate where
Renovate Henderson Mills Elem
Renovate Henderson Mill Elementary
renovate Henderson Hills Elementary
Professional cleaning/replacement of HVAC delivery system, structural repair to exterior entry columns, replacement of outdated and unsafe front entry doors, and replacement of dilapidated
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FEAA in the county, 3rd
HVAC at Oak Grove elementary is mess and many parents are concerned about mold. Structural repairs are needed on the exterior entry columns of the school; Front entry doors are outdated
Henderson Mill Elementary needs a new facility that can accommodate buses and cars while providing Teacher parking where a child's safety is not impact. The current situation in the
morning and afternoon is deplorable.
Henderson Mill Elementary needs a new facility that can accommodate buses and cars while providing Teacher parking where a child's safety is not impact. The current situation in the
Anything that keeps intruders who mean harm from entering schools.
We need police protection in 2-4 areas, building entries, etc. Students walking to and from school protection.
Metal detectors to prevent violence in schools.
Seriously, these need to be prioritized according to student safety and adherence to building codes.
Henderson Mill Elementary received tour lowest facility score. It should be at the top of the list for facility improvements
Alarms are just as important as the sprinklers.
see above
See above comment
Henderson Mill Elementary school needs the funds. It has the 3rd lowest facility condition assessment in the entire county and the lowest score in the assessment that ranks how well
Henderson Mill Elementary needs a new roof
Our school is not ADA compliant. It makes for an unsafe environments for those who have challenges getting up and down stairs
On site security personal
Security system for people entering the building so they absolutely do not have access to students or staff without a background check (scanning ID to see if anything pops up on them ...
Really depends on the current conditions in each location but in general sprinklers & alarms first then lighting
this should not be based on lay people's opinion, this should be based on hard core risk probability/cost/benefit analysis
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The highest priority for safety should be the every day exposure children have to hazardous conditions at Henderson Mill Elementary, such as poison ivy in running areas, old pipes protruding
from the ground along the "track" and unlevel surfaces near a basketball hoop, and mold in the 50+ year old HVAC system and poorly maintained facility.
We also need to focus on Elementary School funding and look at a reallocation of funding a new school for Henderson Mill Elementary which has very low scores.
Security measures improved
AT LEAST GET THE AIR WORKING IN THE SCHOOL FOR THE KIDS..
additional security cameras at Druid Hills High School
Outdoor lighting for after school activities return
Need lighting near gym and bandroom
I am more concerned with having a higher police presence in school.
Metal detectors
Again - horrible trade offs
Keeping Fire Alarms updated and working are best keys to get the children out of the building should a fire occur.
Building and playground security
better fences and prevent vandalism
security personnel provide the greatest safety
Grading properties so they don't become places for massive water accumulation.
Would like to see more access to defibrillators and medical equipment in case of emergencies vs. having only one nurses office that is locked during after school programs
school improvements for Henderson Mill Elementary
You decide
Principal and teachers make the biggest difference.
It's too easy to access the buildings.
Outer doors need to lock at all times.
Do we really have to choose between fire alarms and fire sprinklers or emergency lighting? That is depressing.
none of these, school fires never happen
Fencing
Fix issues like mold at Henderson Mill Elementary.
Premises safety must be addressed! Henderson Mill Elementary has uneven stairs outside that collect water, which gets tracked into the building and creates slip and fall hazards. Metal pipes
jut out of the grounds ON THE RUNNING PATH for P.E. Broken fencing sticks out on a curve of the "track," so kids get gashed in the sides when not playing close enough attention (as young
children tend to fail to do.) The kitchen is plagued with pests. Much of the grounds is covered in poison ivy, a systemic response to which led to 3 weeks of misery, steroids, and benadryl, and
depleted all of my sick time at work. And for heaven's sake, move the flag pole. It's currently buried in trees and requires children to cross morning carpool traffic to access. Why isn't in a
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. 3rdf Lowest FCA in the county, and
Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FCA in the county, 3rd lowest FEAA, school is 52 years old. Moving students WILL NOT improve the facility. Voting for ES funds but not
necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds.
All required to protect occupants & infrastructure investment. If I pick sprinklers, certainly that doesn't mean no investment in lighting, ... This is not a County Wide choice. It needs to be
Controlled access to the DeKalb School of the Arts HS courtyards
All of these should be a priority.
All
All of the above
Vestibules are nice but only helpful if the district staffs a person at the vestibule entrance. Otherwise, the doors should be locked and have a release mechanism for a person to be buzzed in
when they identify themselves. Similarly, entrances should have some glass windows/doors to be able to see who is approaching the building. Security cameras are useful but my experience
is that there is no one watching them...so they are only useful in solving "crimes" after the fact. Outdoor lighting is critical. The darkness invites trouble: damage to property (both petty and
OGE in need of this
Fencing is important only to keep kids protected.
The neighborhood people keep breaking into our trailers and taking our computer, Active Board projectors, etc.
We need to be safely secured in our school.
The outside can be quite dark in the mornings when the lights are out. It would also help security to have intercoms that project outside for classes that transition.
Proc Card Entrance at every door.
Security Cameras
Oakgrove ES
Security, alarmed police on at the school at all times while children and staff are present
In the back--really to keep kids out of the woods.
As mentioned above, Ashford Park ES's current fencing does not protect these young children from exiting the school grounds.
OGE needs new door and steps.
Would like for there to be resource officers at the front door as there are at the middle and high schools.
These items are on a case by case basis. Some schools need extra security at the front door. Some schools need NO extra front door security. To ask stakeholders to prioritize these items
shows a lack of understanding by DCSD to understand the issues related to SPLOST funds and allotments.
Oak Grove Elementary front doors are extremely dangerous for young hands to open. Huge safety hazard. Need to rework the entire entry system.
Training for staff is more important than anything else.
If feasible, I would favor all of these and would prioritize the vestibule and fencing over outdoor lighting, as the students are not there generally at night, though outdoor lighting is helpful and
Oak Grove door replacement
Don't forget Henderson Elementary
Fencing would be a strong second.
This has been desperately needed at Henderson Middle for years.
The entrance to the school needs to be more secure to protect the students.
As it stands now at Clarkston High School, anyone from the outside can walk into the building unnoticed due to unsecure entrances.
Oak Grove elementary needs repair to structural columns supporting building.
I think this needs to be decided as you look at each school.
Also need structural column repairs.
Front office, security and anyone who can see the front door should have a hidden panic button with a silent alarm to alert police in the event of an armed intruder. Similar to what bank
Servalence will be more effective
The process you are using is flawed. Present data regarding current systems and conditions of schools and then present the recommended process to support and improve the systems.
Outdoor security cameras, alarms on all school buildings (trailers, etc)
All schools should have the lowering metal doors that block off hallways in the event of an intruder.
Better education on prevention
Henderson Middle school is considered as a DeKalb County park, and thus loses education funding
Within reasonable budgetary constraints.
See prev cmt
New School for Cedar Grove Community
All safety
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Category 1 SAFETY AND SECURITY
The building is old.
Prefer to keep students safe over keeping property secure if we can't have both
Update Henderson Elementary. You can't even walk in the parking lot because it is so crooked. Some one is going to get hurt and sue the school system. The litigation will cost more than
Both front door and fencing.
Building and regional leaders should dictate these priorities-- needs for different schools are different.
Renovate Henderson Mills Elem
Renovate Henderson Mill Elementary
renovate Henderson Hills Elementary
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FEAA in the county, 3rd
Oak Grove ES needs a vestibule!!
Henderson Mill Elementary needs a new facility that can accommodate buses and cars while providing Teacher parking where a child's safety is not impact. The current situation in the
morning and afternoon is deplorable.

Category 2

Henderson Mill Elementary needs a new facility that can accommodate buses and cars while providing Teacher parking where a child's safety is not impact. The current situation in the
Important for security and life safety to have a vestibule that can be monitored, protected, and is the only way that people can enter the school while students and teachers are in the building.
Extra security to manage all the daytime opened doors to keep intruders out and to keep the student population inside the buildings.
Henderson Mill Elementary received tour lowest facility score. It should be at the top of the list for facility improvements
camera system
There is a gate along the fencing that remains open and has no latch. Anyone could go and walk into the gym and kidnap a child.
Outdoor lighting should be automatic.
camera throughout building and better phones. extra security guard
Stricter control over who enters as well as EXISTS the facility
Henderson Mill Elementary school needs the funds. It has the 3rd lowest facility condition assessment in the entire county and the lowest score in the assessment that ranks how well
Henderson Mill Elementary needs new facilities
See previous aforementioned comment regarding visitor access to the building
Access control system for outside doors
I don't understand what is meant by vestibule. Outdoor lighting is one of the cheapest and most effective deterrents to crime.
We don't have a lobby that provides room for a security desk. It is pushed over in a corner and doesn't really "stop" those entering the building.
this should not be based on lay people's opinion, this should be based on hard core risk probability/cost/benefit analysis . And it depends on the site!
fences that are rusty and have fallen down need to be replaced
We also need to focus on Elementary School funding and look at a reallocation of funding a new school for Henderson Mill Elementary which has very low scores.
Henderson Mill is not safe. Before you add a fence, replace the school so we don't worry about mold, bugs, gas leaks and this crumbling building.
Fencing at Druid Hills Middle
Securing of side entrances
Police officers
There is no outside lighting to get to or from the parking lot after sporting events, concerts, school meetings, etc. at DHMS. DHHS also uses facilities at the middle school. It's an accident
sports fields need lighting for practice at night, and to be able to see any visitors
another horrible trade off
The outdoor lighting at DHMS is inadequate.
Oak ES is in bad need of the creation of vestibule.
I think door management trumps every other item in this day and age, fencing is a very passive barrier, lighting protects property at night but adds nothing to daytime security, management of
Cameras, coupled with access control
Many schools such as Druid Hills Middle School lack a security vestibule, so any potential intruder has immediate access to classrooms if they get inside the front door. A security vestibule
Not just anyone should be able to enter the schools at their own will.
security personnel provide the greatest safety
All exterior doorways should be part of this upgrade. The ES doorways are not monitored or secure all of the time.
Building access should be both efficient and secure.
You decide
Security personnel provide the most protection for our students
Principal and teachers make the biggest difference.
Secure playground/outdoor areas so people cannot just walk up to those areas without checking in first.
Camera/intercom system that actually works.
I fear for my kids' safety from the building and grounds at Henderson Mill themselves more than any outside invader. However, the people who climb onto the roof and break the skylights
(replaced with plywood? really?) make me wonder who else has easy access to the roof.
Kids are at school early and late. Good lighting will make them safer.
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. 3rdf Lowest FCA in the county, and
Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FCA in the county, 3rd lowest FEAA, school is 52 years old. Moving students WILL NOT improve the facility. Voting for ES funds but not
necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds.
would depend on the school
All required to protect occupants & infrastructure investment. If I pick fencing, certainly that doesn't mean no investment in lighting, ... This is not a County Wide choice. It needs to be made
Security cameras to deter vandalism and theft
All of the above
ADDITIONS

The additons at the 4 high schools are a short term solution and shoudl not be pursued. A new cluster should be created to ease overcrowding. Unless Dr. Green intends to ignore the new
cluster and provide inferior buidlings, he won't create a Cross Keys 2.0. This is absolutely the best plan for the future of the district. A 750-1000 seat addiotn is unrealisitc at Lakeside. The
traffic in that area has been impossible for several years. Ove the past 3 years, the PTA and school council have discussed concerns about emergency vehicles being unable to get to the school
and surrounding neighbors in case of an incident - an addition will surely increase the inability of emergency vehicles to get through. Does DCSD really want to be responsible for a community
member dying of a heart attack (research shows most occur early in the morning) because the ambulance can't get there quickly? It's mighty cavalier of the district to say it is feasible to add
an addition but say they aren't responsible for the roads in the surrounding area or willing to consult with the county's planning dept about the feasiblity before forging ahead. Students
already cross in the middle of the road, parents already stop and drop off students on busy roads out of frustration with trying to manage the surrounding areas. Create a 9th grade academy
for LHS and Clarkston at Avondale and then you can use the money for those additions to create a new cluster.
Henderson Mill Elementary should be included in the additions and/or renovations.
Please rebuild Henderson Mill Elementary since it is overcrowded.
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The BOE has not honored their original agreement to keeping clusters in place. If additions to Chesnut and Jolly 8 million a piece can help prolong those schools for 25 years, the same should
be done for Cross Keys. This would seem to be the more fiscally responsible budget item to follow for the county. In addition, it would allow for additions for Lakeside now and potential
growth. A new rebuild at Briarcliff site will be a safety and traffic nightmare. The transportation cost will dramatically increase for busing. Road improvement for a road that currently ranked
7th worst intersections in GA will be required. With CHOA, EMORY, and the FALCONS moving into the area, more traffic and safety concerns will be overwhelming. One school getting the
Henderson Mill Elementary is in dire need of re-building or drastic building improvements. It hasn't changed since I attended in in the 1980s or since my father attended in the 1960s. The
school scored the third lowest in facility scores across all of DeKalb County elementary schools.
Henderson Mill Elementary to be rebuilt
The bathrooms at Oak Grove ES are a disgrace to Dekalb County and need to be renovated....new fixtures, etc.
Rebuilding of Henderson Mill Elementary to a 900 seat school
School buildings that are 50+ years old need help!
None of the above. While it is true that new schools must be built to deal with projected populations, the numbers MUST be confirmed. Traffic patterns must also be considered when building
new schools. As for the elementary schools, the schools that received the lowest FCA score need the most attention. Dekalb County can not continue to ignore the conditions of aging buildings
None of the above; schools with the lowest FCA score need to be addressed. DCS cannot keep ignoring the deterioration of the buildings and expect A) faculty to stay and B) students to excel.
Henderson Mill Elementary to be rebuilt as a new 900-seat elementary school
Henderson Mill ES to be rebuilt as new ES
Henderson Mill Elementary to be rebuilt as a new 900-seat ES
Henderson Mill Elementary to be rebuilt as a new 900-seat ES.
Henderson Mill Elementary needs to be rebuilt!
I prefer the option that best supports the renovation of Henderson Mill Elementary School (HMES). I have lived in this community since 1984 (32 years), and my children attended HMES from
1984 to 1994. Since HMES was built there have vitually been no renovations to the facility, thus the low rating of the FEAA.
I prefer the option that best supports the renovation of Henderson Mill Elementary
School. (HMES). I have lived in this community
since 1984 (32 years). My children attended this excellent school from 1984-1994. HMES was built there and there have virtually been no improvements to this school, thus the low rating
I prefer the option that best supports the renovation of Henderson Mill Elementary School (HMES). I have lived in this community since 1984 (32 years). My children attended this excellent
school from 1984 till 1994. Since HMES was built there have virtually been no renovations to the school, thus the low rating of the FEAA.
Henderson Mill needs addition/renovation to alleviate unhealthful conditions sue to neglect; this school was rated lowest facility condition in the county, and is not on any list for ESPLOST
New school is needed for Indian Creek E. S. It seems as if the children are being overlooked due to parents not complaining or giving the county the never ending list of problem that currently
exit at the school. Many Parents are non English speakers, but they are not the ones learning, it is all about the students. No Indian Creek is not on the North end of the county, however all
Indian Creek elementary needs a new building. The overflow of placing more and more classrooms outside has many security issues. Our building should accommodate with size of our
population and trailers should not be the solution. Especially when the trailers are not equipped with the adequate supplies and resources for teaching. These students are not getting an equal
I prefer the option which supports funding for Henderson Mill Elementary School (HMES). I've been in this community since 1984
(32 years), my children attended this excellent school from 1984 til 1994 and there has been virtually no improvements to HMES. Thus the FEAA rating being unexeptionly low.
Henderson Mill Elementary to be rebuilt as a new 900-seat ES.
The Ashford Park Elementary option
Henderson Mill Elementary needs to be updated.
None for ES - higher need for MS and HS
Henderson Mill Elementary to be rebuilt as a new 900-seat ES.
Henderson Mill Elementary to be rebuilt as a new 900-seat ES
Henderson Mill Elementary to be rebuilt as a new 900-seat ES
Henderson Mill ES should be rebuilt or expanded to accommodate the growth and overcrowding.
Do NOT support planning to be over budget without knowing exactly where the money will come from, & having to consider property tax increases
Henderson Mill Elementary NEEDS to be rebuilt due to its overcapacity (138%) and low facility condition assessment. Henderson Mill Elementary needs to be rebuilt as a new 900-seat ES.
Rebuild Henderson Mill to be a 900 seat elementary school
Henderson Mill Elementary to be rebuilt as a new 900-seat ES.
Henderson Mill Elementary to be rebuilt as a new 900-seat ES
Henderson Mill should be rebuilt as a new 900 seat ES
Henderson Mill Elementary to be rebuilt as a new 900 seat ES
Henderson Mill Elementary to be rebuilt as a new 900-seat ES.
Specify Henderson Mill Elementary to be rebuilt as a new 900-seat ES
Henderson Mill Elementary to be rebuilt as a new 900-seat ES.
Rebuilt Henderson Mill Elementary to be a new 900 seat ES.
Henderson Mill elementary to be a rebuilt as a new 900 seat elementary school.
Would like to see Henderson Mill Elem be rebuilt as new 900-seat ES
But kind of need to know where the ES would be.
I have heard from friends about the terrible shape of Henderson Mill ES. Please consider rebuilding Henderson Mill Elementary as a new 900-seat ES.
Would advocate Henderson Mill Elementary to be rebuilt as a new 900-seat ES
Indian Creek Elementary is dangerously overcrowded
Until Dekalb has greater financial oversight and better stewardship of its funds, expand to increase capacity but no replacements of existing schools. No land purchases when existing space is
Would like for Henderson Mill Elementary to be rebuilt as a new 900 seat elementary school.
Henderson mill Elem rebuild for more students
Henderson Mill ES rebuild.
Henderson Mill needs to be rebuilt based on massive overcrowding
Henderson Mill Elementary should be rebuilt as a new 900-seat ES.
Druid Hills MS needs updated HVAC, electrical, ADA access and a new track. We would also benefit from updates to the front office/counseling suite.
Need to rebuild Indian Creek elementary
Indian Creek Elementary needs to be rebuilt so it can accommodate more students in the Clarkson community
We need to rebuild Indian Creek Elementary so that we can accommodate more students.
Henderson Mill Elementary to be rebuilt as a new 900-seat ES
I would prefer NOT to increase capacity of DHS - the neighborhoods around the school cannot accommodate more students.
Specify Henderson Mill Elementary to be rebuilt as a new 900-seat ES
Indian Creek is due for a new building
Henderson Mill Elementary should be rebuilt as a new 900-seat ES
Cross Keys Cluster definitely needs new elementary schools. They have been neglected too long!
Henderson Mill Elementary should be rebuilt as a new 900-seat ES.
Henderson mill elem to be rebuilt as a new 900 seat ES
Henderson Mill Elementary to be rebuilt as a new 900-seat ES.
Indian Creek Elementary is over crowded.
Need Henderson Mill Elementary to be rebuilt
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Indian creek really need extra space
Specify Henderson Mill Elementary to be rebuilt as a new 900-seat ES
I recommend Henderson Mill Elementary be rebuilt as a new 900-seat ES.
Henderson Mill Elementary to be rebuilt as a new 900 seat ES
Indian Creek Elementary is way overcrowded
Henderson Mill Elementary to be rebuilt as a new 900-seat ES.
Henderson Mill Elementary to be rebuilt as a new 900-seat ES
More money for Elem schools - specifically Henderson mill elementary which needs a new building.
What is DCSD doing with the funds allocated for land purchase in SPLOST IV?
Rebuild Henderson Mill Elementary to alleviate overcrowding. Suggested size: 900-seat
Henderson Mill Elementary is in need of relief. This is the school for which we are zoned, and the overcrowding is considerable.
Henderson Mill Elementary needs attention/money for facility improvements. I'm in favor of the option that addresses that.
Henderson Mill Elementary needs to be on this list. 125% overcrowded in 2022 with horrible building facility rating. No new land needed.
Henderson Mill Elementary needs to be replaced.
It is not clear to my husband and me why there is a plan to expand the seat capacity of high schools in the northern part of the district, when studies that we reviewed in the spring as part of
this effort suggested that seat capacity in the southern part of the county was not being used. Having attended one of the meetings in the spring, my sense from parents in the southern part
of the county was that they wanted their schools to be improved and strengthened so that their kids would not have to leave their home areas. This makes logical sense to us as parents and
guardians. We do not understand why these seat expansions are being proposed, nor do any of the materials posted on the website explain the rationales for these expansions. Further, it is
Don't forget Henderson Elementary
None of these are more than a Band-Aid solution, which is a waste of money because they don't adequately address future growth. The most sensible solution is to create a new Doraville
cluster. Lakeside should be redistricted, because all of the proposals for an addition at Lakeside do not include expansions of the common areas that would also be needed for the increased
population, such as a larger cafeteria, kitchen, gym, media center, office space for the additional guidance counselors that will be needed for the larger population, etc. The stairwells in the
old part of the building are too small for the population Lakeside already has - it is scary to be in a stairwell there during class change. Right-size Lakeside through redistricting or create a 9th
Don't put a band-aid on a larger problem. Fix it properly and plan for the future.
HME needs a new school. Facility is greatly deteriorating. Have you done a recent walk through?
Henderson Mill Elementary to be rebuilt as a new 900-seat ES.
Henderson Mill Elementary needs to be rebuilt as a new 900-seat elementary school.
Rebuild Henderson Mill Elementary.
Would like Henderson Mill Elementary to be rebuilt as a new 900-seat ES
Built Henderson Elem as new 900 seat ES
Rebuild Henderson Mill Elementary as a new 900 seats capacity ES.
rebuild Henderson Mill
I would like Henderson Mill Elementary to be rebuilt as a new 900-seat ES
Specify Henderson Mill Elementary to be rebuilt as a new 900-seat ES
Henderson Mill Elementary to be rebuilt
Henderson Mill Elem rebuilt due to overcapacity and low facility condition assessment
Henderson Mill should be upgraded or rebuilt to a 900 seat capacity.
Henderson Mill elementary needs to be on this list to be rebuilt. Teachers are working in decrepit classrooms and the area needs another 900 seat school.
Henderson Mill Elementary need to be on this list. Much needed replacement to a 900 seat school. Teachers are working in very outdated classrooms.
NONE - I am interested in DESA/DSA attain an auditorium. We are nationally recognized!!!
The facilities associated with Henderson Mill Elementary School MUST be brought up to 2016+ standards. There has been nothing done to this school, while others are being addressed. Are
these children somehow net deserving of a school that is safe and meets their educational needs?
Henderson Mill Elementary needs a rebuild to accommodate at least a 900 seat elementary
Henderson Mill to be rebuilt as a 900 seat ES
Henderson Mill Elementary to be rebuilt as a new 900 seat elementary school.
I would like to see upgrades to the elementary schools most in need, IF the district can find other revenue such as selling surplus property.
Specify Henderson Mill Elementary to be rebuilt as a new 900-seat ES.
While this does not affect OGE directly, the Lakeside Cluster of schools is
advocating for Henderson Mill Elementary to be rebuilt due to its overcapacity (138%) and low facility condition assessment. Option 2A offers the most available funds to achieve this goal
Need more space
Henderson Mill Elementary to be rebuilt as a new 900-seat ES.
Henderson Mill Elementary should be rebuilt in the next 5 years, as it is at over 130% capacity. This affects the wellbeing of our whole cluster.
please rebuild henderson mill elementary as a new, high capacity school!
Henderson Mill Elementary to be rebuilt as a new 900-seat ES
Henderson Mill Elementary rebuilt as a new 900-seat ES.
I prefer 2A, but it looks like there is no money for that. Option 2C would be fiscally responsible.
Specify Henderson Mill Elementary to be rebuilt as a new 900-seat ES.
Specify Henderson Mill Elementary to be rebuilt as a new 900-seat ES.
Henderson Mill Elementary needs to be rebuilt as a new 900 seat school
The limited data does not support clear decision making.
Clarkston is booming with new students and upcoming babies in the future. A new Indian Creek ES and addition to Jolly ES would be greatly needed.
We would like to ask that some of these funds be used to raze Henderson Mill Elementary and rebuild as a 900 seat elementary due to overcapacity and low facility conditions.
HMES playground and track is in sad shape! Kids actually get hurt and break bones by tripping on the uneven track and broken equipment.
Rebuild Henderson Mill ES as new 900-seat ES
I'm very concerned about overcrowded schools county-wide and its negative impact on student learning and safety.
Rebuild Henderson Mill Elementary as a 900 seat ES!
Overcrowding is just as detrimental as broken/inoperable safety features. New schools to relieve the overcrowding is extremely important.
WE need more care of our current schools, not more land. Henderson Mill Elementary is full of aging and unsafe systems. It is IGNORED in education budget considerations, evidently, because
it's land is considered DeKalb County park land. A new gym was built there almost entirely with parent and community donations. People, it is NOT A PARK; IT IS A SCHOOL.
I chose 2C because of the budget. Also, please note that the recommendation that was made to go with Option B from the earlier meetings should be reconsidered. Although that option was
voted on in the meetings / online, nobody knew what they were voting for specifically. In our small group, every single person indicated that they needed more information to vote on an
option, and while I abstained and did not vote, the facilitator convinced the others to vote so "their voices could be heard". They voted, but in my opinion it meant nothing.
Upgrade Cedar Grove Completely
Henderson mill elementary is in terrible shape and needs to be updated or rebuilt asap.
Use the area between the gym and the school to rebuild. Then knock the old building down and create a new running, parking lot, agriculture garden and sports - soccer/baseball field on top
of the hill with lots of grass. This makes sense because parking is horrible, and the layout of the school is pretty awkward...
Indian Creek is THE most over crowded school we have. We don't just need a new school for it - we need an ADDITIONAL school
I feel strongly it is in need!
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I support county wide updates but I Ann it satisfied with the secondary recommendation. the additions and school builds need to be seriously revisited. I am not convinced that spending a
huge chunk of money on CKHS is the answer for all. Mr Williams told me at the Stone Mountain input meeting that major renovations can extend a school for 25 years - such as what is
recommended st jolly and chestnut . I'm thinking we need to revisit renovation CKHS , adding doraville school and making additions at other region 1& 2 high schools smaller . This whole
The north side needs an entire new cluster to relieve overcrowding and the entire county needs to be redistricted. Unpopular, but anything else is kicking the van down the road.
Just update Henderson Elementary school.
Henderson Mill needs a new facility. A "27" is unacceptable for our community.
Please put budget dollars toward improvements and additional facilities at Henderson Mill Elementary School. It has been left untouched by improvements for nearly 50 years.
We need a new Henderson Elementary school or a large addition.
Henderson Mill Elementary is in desperate need of updating and upgrading. Both my kids attend that school and there are so many kids attending there in crowded spaces and a very sad dirt
I prefer the option that includes a rebuild for Henderson Mill Elementary School. We are a STEM school in an antiquated building. Our facilities condition were some of the lowest in the
county! We are also set to be severely overcrowded in 2022. Where do you plan to put the Tucker kids coming into Lakeside? Will this squeeze the space even more. Please give HMES a larger,
We need funding to increase the size of Henderson Mill Elementary not JUST redistricting to lower population of school and to correct the current rehabilitation needs. We voted for E-PLOST V
I support spending for both new and additions/improvements to existing elementary schools, though not necessarily those listed. Henderson Mill Elementary school needs either a new facility
or EXTENSIVE upgrades/additions to ease overcrowding and improve facilities for learning. The school and faculty are amazing and doing wonders in a facility that is woefully outdated and
lacking. The existing plan to redistrict to reduce overcrowding does NOTHING to address the main problem that the facility is outdated and needs to be rebuilt or substantially updated to be
Henderson Mill needs a new facility. Our neighborhood school values its diversity and remains committed to meaningful and innovative learning experiences; the current facility is completely
inadequate for that and will continue to decline as the community grows. We do not want redistricting-- we want a functional and sufficient building to serve our current, wonderful
Renovate Henderson Hills Elem
renovate Henderson Hills Elementary
Henderson Mill Elementary School
Henderson Mill Elementary received a FEAA score of 50. The school is 50 plus years old and has had no renovation. Need a new school.
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FEAA in the county, 3rd
Henderson Mill ES needs to be rebuilt.
Update and expand the existing facilities at Henderson Mill Elementary school.
Update and expand the existing facilities at Henderson Mill Elementary school.
You have plenty of money if you didn't waste so much of it. Get a grip, stop whining and make due with what you have like the rest of us.
Henderson Mill Elementary needs updating badly. My children both attended school there. Moving students out of that school destroys the distribution of students in the school and does
Henderson Mills Elementary is overcrowded and in poor condition... it needs help on both counts
Henderson Mill Elementary needs to be replaced!!
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FCA in the county, 3rd
Increase dollars for Elementary rebuilds and additions. Specifically a new building for Henderson Mill Elementary - Lowest FEAA in County, 3rd lowest FCA.
Need new land to build more HS s in the area.
Please look at the needs of other old buildings such as Henderson Mill and middle.
Henderson Mill Elementary school's facilities are in desperate need of repair as per FEAA and FCA reporting done by THIS COUNTY. If the suggested improvements are data-based, shouldn't
the schools with the lowest scores AND overcrowding be receiving facility repairs? Black mold has been found in our classrooms. Our reports indicate that countless aspects of our school's
Henderson Mill Elementary received tour lowest facility score. It should be at the top of the list for facility improvements
Build art/music wing for Dunw HS, small classroom addition for classes, fix fields, parking
Also need a new high school in Doraville to relieve overcrowding in Dunwoody and Chamblee!! (Option A of feasibility study)
Henderson Mill Elementary school needs the funds. It has the 3rd lowest facility condition assessment in the entire county and the lowest score in the assessment that ranks how well
lets work with what we already have. Make it better. We don't need to build all new schools.Henderson Mill needs a new school.
Henderson Mill Elementary is in DIRE need of a new building!!! It is near the bottom by all standards of measurement for condition and assisting in the education of students.
Especially older ES like HMES which is very underfunded for future improvements.
Henderson Mill Elem. needs a new facility. The school is in poor condition.
Without information on how the amounts differ and the priorities that shift with money, this is an impossible question. We need high school facilities
I like this choice, however, the district should utilize land that they already possess
I prefer 2A but am concerned about the additional cost
This is another bad question, there is no way to understand the necessity/cost/benefits of each of these options
Henderson Mill Elementary School is wonderful but sorely in need of a new facility. That cannot be denied. Please support the faculty, staff and wonderful students there.
Our elementary school in particular, Henderson Mill Elementary, could really use a new facility. The parking is inadequate, the drive through lane always backs out into Henderson Mill road at
The district needs to stay within the money it has budgeted. No amount over $255 M should be spent.
Henderson Mill Elementary needs more support. It is a good school in need of $$$. A new school is more expensive than fixing a good, existing school.
Not sure, but, Henderson Mill ES needs a complete rebuild. It is well over capacity and scored one of the lowest on the facilities report. It needs to be expanded with parking improvements,
Henderson Mill Elementary needs a new facility. 27/100 in FCA CANNOT go unaddressed.
New building or facilities are much needed at Henderson Mill Elementary.
We need to reallocate funds such that Henderson Mill Elementary receives a NEW SCHOOL which has very low scores.
NEW BUILDING FOR HENDERSON MILL!
Not sure if we need more schools but we do need work on older schools
I don't like any of the combinations.
I think money should be focused on renovations and updates plus new land acquisition for sports areas
These upgrades are needed for schools like Clarkston cluster with overcrowding and projected growth.
I'm saddened to see that Oak Grove ES is not included on the list of schools despite us adding multiple trailers this year.
Anytime this county tries to buy land it gets ripped off, pays too much, and 5 years later we see a bunch of indictments regarding the land, just use the land you have. Build up (additional
NO MORE DEBT!!
We are long overdue for a new building that can meet our students' needs: In facility condition studies, Henderson Mill received the 3rd lowest score of all elementary schools in the district.
(And the two schools with lower scores have been promised improvements that HMES will not get.) Henderson Mill has also been over capacity for years and by 2022 is projected to have 40%
more students than our building can hold - the 4th highest. Among all schools, HMES had the lowest rating for the adequacy of the facility to meet educational needs.
Rebuild Cary Reynolds and Sequoyah where they are
Where's the damn Sequoyah Middle School rebuild?
I only say land, because I don't know how you can build a new school unless you tear down an old one, and then you would not have the school. So buy land, build a new one, then close and
tear down one of the 1920's (they seem that old) buildings and build a new school there
Upgrades are necessary for the Cross Keys cluster. We have been passed over too many times.
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FCA in the county, 3rd
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FCA in the county, 3rd
Capacity will continue to be an issue. Sufficient investment is required.
New land and school for Henderson Mill Elementary. We have CLASSROOMS without AC and a room that has paper towels blocking water from flooding EVERY DAY. WE have sweated through
the first few months small children complaining. We have to endure the awful smells that come from mold and gas leaks.
I'm concerned about the poor quality of the facility at Henderson Mill ES and how they are not included in the budget.
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FCA in the county, 3rd
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Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FCA in the county, 3rd
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FCA in the county, 3rd
Would like to see new elementary school to replace aging and overcrowded Henderson Mill Elementary.
Henderson mill elementary school needs a new building
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FCA in the county, 3rd
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FCA in the county, 3rd
Henderson Mill Elementary School should be rebuilt. In facility condition studies, Henderson Mill received the 3rd lowest score of all elementary schools in the district. (And the two schools
with lower scores have been promised improvements that HMES will not get.) Henderson Mill has also been over capacity for years and by 2022 is projected to have 40% more students than
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FCA in the county, 3rd
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FCA in the county, 3rd
The elementary schools in my area have conditions that are deplorable, they need attention. I understand that new schools must be built, but some of the existing schools have conditions
No Split Feeders
New building at Henderson Mill Elementary School.
Henderson Mill Elementary desperately needs a new building. The failure to address a score of 27 on FCA in ANY way is astounding and maddening. Twenty-seven. Out of 100. Any option
that includes a new building for Henderson Mill Elementary gets my praise.
You need to stay within budget!!!
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. 3rdf Lowest FCA in the county, and
I do not like the options. It is not realistic to keep adding on to Lakeside High School to accommodate more students with the housing construction occurring in this cluster. Schools farthest
away need to be reassigned to another cluster. The Oak Grove/Briarcliff area cannot handle the changes to the landscape or traffic. Water is already a huge problem. Students at Sagamore ES
who now walk to Lakeside should not be required to drive or use buses. That just adds to the current problem and breaks up a huge chunk of the Oak Grove/Lakeside community.
Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FCA in the county, 3rd lowest FEAA, school is 52 years old. Moving students WILL NOT improve the facility. Voting for ES funds but not
necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds.
New school for Henderson Mill. This school is inadequate according county standards.
I am concerned about the facility at Henderson Mill.
Yes we need more elementary funding, funds but not primarily or exclusively the schools currently listed. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Henderson Mill Elementary (HMES)
desperately needs a new school!!!! This is a properly diverse and amazing school. HMES has lowest FCA in the county, and 3rd lowest FEAA. Moving students from HMES harms the culture
Specifically, help Henderson Mill Elementary!
Add more funding specifically for Henderson Mill Elementary, which is the lowest FCA in the county, 3rd lowest FEAA. It needs new or additional facilities!!! Moving students to decrease
crowding will not help the school facilities for the existing students. It needs new or additional facilities!!!
Henderson Mill Elementary School needs facilities upgrades.
Henderson Mill ES is no longer an adequate facility for our children.
This questions is extremely confusing and not at all readable for the average parent/stakeholder.
Henderson Mill ES needs a new facility! This is not accounted for in any plan. Our facility is the lowest-rated in the county.
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school
Henderson Mill elementary needs a NEW. Building! It is overcrowded with limited flexibility of redistricting without taking out integral neighborhoods, lowest facilities assessment scores and
stay within the budget.
Henderson mill elementary needs building help!
I do not understand why the elementary schools with the lowest facility scores are being ignored in the allocation process. Several elementary schools including Henderson Mill ES need to be
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school,! Lowest FCA in the county, 3rd
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FCA in the county, 3rd
Henderson Mill Elementary is in desperate need of a renovation/addition or a re-build. The school is pitifully low based on how well-equipped our school is for education, which should be the
main focus. Redistricting and moving students will not resolve the problem that our school has the lowest FCA in the County and the 3rd lowest FEAA. Moving students around will potentially
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FCA in the county, 3rd
A plan that includes the renovation of the DeKalb School of the Arts HS ( Old Avondale High School Building).
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school - it has the 3rd Lowest FCA in the
Henderson Mill Elementary needs a new school.
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FCA in the county, 3rd
Why not 2 new ES with other ES additions?
The ES additions and improvements are much needed and I am willing to support a bond to find that.
Rebuild Henderson Mill
Henderson Mill needs to be rebuilt with a new building. It has never received updates in the 25+ years I've been in DeKalb. When the AC unit was replaced that was a hand me down from
Tucker high school I think. We aren't in the north of the county which has affluent parents and we aren't in the south end if the county which has gotten many updates also. It is over capacity.
Let the Henderson Elementary
I
HMES-Henderson MiLl Ed needs a new school!
Henderson mill elementry needs updating NOT moving students
Please add more $ to new elementary schools. Henderson Mill is in need of a new building. Please check the FEAA and FCA rankings.
New Henderson Mill facility. Moving students will not improve their education situation nor the building's age and deterioration.
Rebuild Henderson Mill Elementary
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FCA in the county, 3rd
Henderson Mill Elementary School needs new facilities.
Replace Henderson Mill Elem School buildings
I'm not really sure what this means.
Henderson Mill Elementary is a health danger to students and teachers. Many of us suffer from asthma and other respiratory problems ONLY during the school year. It is an unhealthy
building. The heating and air systems are old and frequently broken. The building needs to be replaced!!
facility for Henderson Mill Elementary. Rebuild Henderson Mill which is rated worst facility in DCSD
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chose. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FCA in the county, 3rd
Henderson Mill ES is way over capacity now and the anticipated growth is huge. The facility rating is among the lowest and the building is in dire need of replacement. Please rethink which
Indian Creek ES is in dire need of a new building and cannot wait another 5 years for the next ESPLOST, given the growth in that area.
As discussed in the meetings, I would like to find out how some schools were chosen vs. others for additions/renovations. I would like an option to vote for say plan 2A but to reallocate
portions of the facilities/additions moneys to more "in need" schools. For example, Henderson Mill was drastically overlooked. The numbers show that the school has the lowest FEAA (50) in
the disctrict (I think) and one of the lowest FCA (27) scores. Why were we overlooked and why was there no community input on which schools were chosen for improvements. You say that it
It is irresponsible of the district to spend more $ than it has when there are open seats in schools. Redistrict the elementary schools to alleviate overcrowding.
The district can't keep building itself out of overcrowded schools. It is critical to redistrict throughout the county, close our severely under-enrolled schools and make good business decisions,
not cater to the powerful small groups like the high achiever magnets, DSA, DESA
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The BOE has not honored their original agreement to keeping clusters in place. If additions to Chesnut and Jolly 8 million a piece can help prolong those schools for 25 years, the same should
be done for Cross Keys. This would seem to be the more fiscally responsible budget item to follow for the county. In addition, it would allow for additions for Lakeside now and potential
growth. A new rebuild at Briarcliff site will be a safety and traffic nightmare. The transportation cost will dramatically increase for busing. Road improvement for a road that currently ranked
7th worst intersections in GA will be required. With CHOA, EMORY, and the FALCONS moving into the area, more traffic and safety concerns will be overwhelming. One school getting the
DeKalb needs to start investing in education.,
Help Indian Creek School
Do what needs to be done to rebuild Indian Creek elementary school....
There are poor conditions of the bathroom fixtures at Oak Grove Elementary and they need to be fixed.
I know OGE and HMS have poor conditions of the bathroom fixtures.
I hope the building is done in a smart way - if money is needed to make the best decision for ALL students, then figure out a way to obtain it. However, fiscal responsibility is extremely
Bathroom fixtures for Oakgrove ES
Indian Creek Elementary is dangerously overcrowded
Until Dekalb gets it together (a 1 bid insurance policy purchase?) do not exceed budget.
I support the sale of surplus property and the use of general fund reserves, but not the issuance of new bonds.
Indian Creek Elementary is over crowded
Indian creek elementary is very crowded.
Indian Creek Elementary is way overcrowded
Good facilities mean better schools and higher property values. I hate taxes and Dekalb does a horrible job of managing the money, but there's no other solution in the near term.
Find the funds to rebuild Henderson Mill Elementary.
It seems like more explanations are needed regarding the need and justifications related to these additional proposed expenditures are warranted before proceeding. And, as noted above, I
am not sure that the expenditures proposed for the secondary schools are needed.
Don't forget Henderson Elementary
First, save money by using redistricting to eliminate the need for some of the proposed additions. I understand that DCSD owns 50+ acres at the current Cross Keys HS site - build the new
school right there, just like Chamblee HS. If we aren't going to use the Briarcliff property, sell it for top dollar and use the funds toward building a new Doraville cluster. Use land swaps where
possible, like Austin ES did. Consolidate underpopulated schools wherever they may be in the County, which will save money. DCSD should not be operating any schools that do not meet the
Do what needs to be done to address the need for additional school seats that we expect to fill in the future, and nothing less.
More schools need to be scheduled to be rebuild.
Building additions and school replacements need a bigger piece of the $500 million.
NONE - I am interested in DESA/DSA attain an auditorium. We are nationally recognized!!!
advocating for Henderson Mill Elementary to be rebuilt due to its overcapacity (138%) and low facility condition assessment. Option 2A offers the most available funds to achieve this goal
None
At Oak Grove Elementary, the bathroom conditions are a complete disgrace. The fixtures must be replaced asap. Sinks don't function, some toilets don't function properly. THIS IS A MATTER
OF HYGIENE FOR OUR ELEMENTARY STUDENTS!!! It is 100% unacceptable!! I would urge the superintendent or any community stakeholder to come inside our amazing school, walk into the
Hire a competent consultant instead of the MGT and Parsons!
Sell properties that are not being utilized.
Henderson Mill Elementary is full of aging and unsafe systems. It is IGNORED in education budget considerations, evidently, because it's land is considered DeKalb County park land. A new
gym was built there almost entirely with parent and community donations. People, it is NOT A PARK; IT IS A SCHOOL.
Spend what you have. Isn't that what budgets are for?
Find ways to cut existing budget to shift funds to education
Be frugal with funds stay within budget.
Do it right. HMES is crumbling and not even on the e-splost list. Stop delaying!
Update Henderson Elementary school.
Please put budget dollars toward improvements and additional facilities at Henderson Mill Elementary School. It has been left untouched by improvements for nearly 50 years.
Use what is needed to address concerns we have! Henderson Mill received the lowest score of all schools in the county in regard to FEAA (50 out of 100),FCA 27 out of 100)---the condition of
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds and additions. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school or SUBSTANTIALLY
renovate/expand. Lowest FCA in the county, 3rd lowest FEAA. Moving students WILL NOT improve the facility. It only compromises our diversity.
Only better management can make HMES a safe and secure, modern environment.
Renovate Henderson Hills Elem
The County has to take into consideration the amount of new construction in Region 2 particularly in the Lakeside cluster. Northlake Mall is slated to become a mixed use development and
there already are several other complexes going in around North Druid Hills, LaVista Road, Briarcliff and Henderson Mill. And Henderson Mill ES is the WORST ES in DeKalb County.
renovate Henderson Hills Elementary
Henderson Mill Elementary needs to be addressed. Continuously looked over for every SPLOST.
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FEAA in the county, 3rd
Update and expand the existing facilities at Henderson Mill Elementary school.
Update and expand the existing facilities at Henderson Mill Elementary school.
You have plenty of money. Stop wasting it. Stop charging me more.
Elementary schools across the county are suffering (not just Henderson Mills), and early education should be a high priority
Sell property that is not housing a school But do not sell land adjacent to schools.
Increase dollars for Elementary rebuilds and additions. Specifically a new building for Henderson Mill Elementary - Lowest FEAA in County, 3rd lowest FCA.
Keep within the budget is best at this time.
Henderson Mill Elementary received tour lowest facility score. It should be at the top of the list for facility improvements
Build new schools, not additions to schools where surrounding infrastructure cannot accomodate increased capacity!!
Henderson Mill Elementary school needs the funds. It has the 3rd lowest facility condition assessment in the entire county and the lowest score in the assessment that ranks how well
Henderson Mill needs a new school.
I would like to see included MORE funding for HMES ES which is old and underfunded.
Henderson Mill Elem. needs a new facility. The school is in poor condition.
Try to look ahead and build for the coming tide, we keep building new buildings and adding trailers immediately. Build to the large number
Capacity is important, but also quality of facilities. High schools in 2016 really need at least two gyms and support rooms. At Dunwoody we don't even have four walls around the
wrestling/gymnastics room (this makes coaching extremely challenging and I just think Dekalb should be able to do better for their kids) and there are so many sports sharing a single gym, it is
Also look at reducing the scope of 2A based on need, but of course that may end up at 2B anyway.
That completely depends on where the revenues come from and the risks involved
Stop kicking the can to the next SPLOST and simply bandaiding issues at the schools. Property values and the taxes therefrom will only diminish as the schools are allowed to rot. Allowing
Henderson Mill Elementary to continue deteriorating from a 27/100 FCA will destroy the property values in that area.
We also need to reallocate funds such that Henderson Mill Elementary receives a NEW SCHOOL which has very low scores.
Unless money is spent improving SMHS and adding small football stadiums at schools with plenty of land.
Invest in more teachers & staff to facilitate learning and eliminate problem students.
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Sell unused land, like the Briarcliff high school land along N. Druid Hills Road. This is not an appropriate location to build a modern school. It's too congested and not safe for pedestrians, kids
walking to school, etc. Keep Adams Stadium, parking and access to Adams, but rezone and sell the rest and use funds to make ESPLOST projects go further.
We are long overdue for a new building that can meet our students' needs: In facility condition studies, Henderson Mill received the 3rd lowest score of all elementary schools in the district.
(And the two schools with lower scores have been promised improvements that HMES will not get.) Henderson Mill has also been over capacity for years and by 2022 is projected to have 40%
more students than our building can hold - the 4th highest. Among all schools, HMES had the lowest rating for the adequacy of the facility to meet educational needs
Instead, cut admin/central office budget
Fix inferior facility issue at Henderson Mill
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FCA in the county, 3rd
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FCA in the county, 3rd
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FCA in the county, 3rd
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FCA in the county, 3rd
Henderson Mill Elementary School should be rebuilt. In facility condition studies, Henderson Mill received the 3rd lowest score of all elementary schools in the district. (And the two schools
with lower scores have been promised improvements that HMES will not get.) Henderson Mill has also been over capacity for years and by 2022 is projected to have 40% more students than
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FCA in the county, 3rd
Capacity is an issue, but facilities that are in terrible condition must be addressed, as well. Henderson Mill Elementary cannot be left to continue rotting.
We need to spend money to keep this county from spiraling down the toilet. So long as families with resources flee to Cobb and Gwinnett to put their kids in schools without major health and
safety issues like Henderson Mill, this county will continue to be a laughing stock of the nation.
Dekalb MUST start working within a budget!
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. 3rdf Lowest FCA in the county, and
Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FCA in the county, 3rd lowest FEAA, school is 52 years old. Moving students WILL NOT improve the facility. Voting for ES funds but not
necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds.
Add New school for Henderson Mill ES.
Stick to the budget and make it work.
Henderson Mill ES is desperately in need of a new facility. Moving students to other schools will not solve this problem! We love Henderson Mill & don't want to see the community broken up.
HOWEVER, a new building should be in the plans for Henderson Mill Elementary BEFORE any additions are considered
Henderson Mill Elementary
We need to replace several elementary schools.
Readjust budget to help very needy school -HMES
I am willing to support a bond. On a relative basis, our property taxes and the amount going to schools are very low compared to other public school systems nationwide particularly those that
I will not vote for any more until I see that funds are fairly distributed
It would be nice to stay within budget but there are some significant problems with older building and overcrowding. Buildings take a long time to tear down and rebuild so even though
decisions are made now it may take several years before the actual problems are resolved. So by postponing decisions on additions and new buildings the situation inschools such as
Education needs to be front and center. Educators need yearly raises!
Please add more $ to new elementary schools. Henderson Mill is in need of a new building. Please check the FEAA and FCA rankings.
Henderson Mill Elementary School needs new facilities.
Find the money to re-build Henderson Mill Elem.
We have to replace the old buildings and bring our facilities up to date, whatever it takes. Our facilities are an embarrassment.
DCSD should sell under leveraged property and use the proceeds to make the ESPLOST V projects go further.
The BOE has not honored their original agreement to keeping clusters in place. If additions to Chesnut and Jolly 8 million a piece can help prolong those schools for 25 years, the same should
be done for Cross Keys. This would seem to be the more fiscally responsible budget item to follow for the county. In addition, it would allow for additions for Lakeside now and potential
growth. A new rebuild at Briarcliff site will be a safety and traffic nightmare. The transportation cost will dramatically increase for busing. Road improvement for a road that currently ranked
7th worst intersections in GA will be required. With CHOA, EMORY, and the FALCONS moving into the area, more traffic and safety concerns will be overwhelming. One school getting the
I would like to understand what kind of checks and balances will be in place to keep project on budget prior to choosing where overages will come from.
The bathroom facilities at Oak Grove ES are in very poor repair and in need of fixture replacements.
Many DeKalb surplus properties are in areas with declining growth. DCSD needs to invest in areas with growing populations.
Henderson Mill Elementary needs to be updated
Sell the old Briarcliff high school.
Oak Grove Bathroom are in very poor condition as well as ceiling of the school
Indian Creek Elementary is dangerously overcrowded
1. Audit salaries of those at DeKalb County BOE.
2. Audit money spent on DeKalb County BOE facilities/offices.
Indian Creek Elementary is over crowded
Indian creek elementary is very crowded.
We need new bathrooms!
Disclose to the public the surplus property that DCSD owns!
I do not support selling the Briarcliff High School property. A new school should be built there to serve the Lakeside cluster or School Choice/magnet program.
No additional taxes
All of the above should be utilized.
Further community engagement and explanations are needed before proceeding with these additional steps.
Don't forget Henderson Elementary
Again, redistricting could eliminate some costly additions. And I think the population projection numbers DCSD is using are too low- the Options do not include enough money for a sufficient
addition at Lakeside, and even DCSD's rosiest projection is that an addition would leave it 98% full, leaving no room for future growth. Additions are an Band-Aid. While many oppose
redistricting, I believe in the end it will be necessary after all the expensive additions anyway. Kids don't really have any long-term problems from split feeders or redistricting -- they adapt.
Use the general funds. Typically if money sits around it DeKalb, then it gets "lost" or mismanaged, used to buy personal items on P cards, etc. Go ahead and spend the money on what we
Do not sell Briarcliff High. This is a prime location to build a 9th grade academy and relieve overcrowding in nearby high schools.
I do not support selling the Briarcliff High School land. I would like to see a new school built at that location.
NONE - I am interested in DESA/DSA attain an auditorium. We are nationally recognized!!!
Only if really a need. Best to keep cost at $255M or below through efficient planning & use of money.
Na
Disclose all DCSD owned properties and sell unused properties to support additional funding for current and future needs.
I'd love for DCSD to sell surplus property, but the market is limited based on the location of that property.
Henderson Mill Elementary is full of aging and unsafe systems. It is IGNORED in education budget considerations, evidently, because it's land is considered DeKalb County park land. A new
gym was built there almost entirely with parent and community donations. People, it is NOT A PARK; IT IS A SCHOOL.
After you make a ton of money selling the property on North Druid Hills, you can spend that money to pay for a property in Doraville. Please don't ignore the fact that the students in that area
Look at county budget and audit for further savings and duplicate expenditures
As a DeKalb home owner, I am willing to pay increased millage rates to improve the learning standards for all students in the county.
Henderson mill ES facility needs must be addressed in any plan. It's score on adequacy was among, if not, the lowest.
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Also support using reserve. Dump the un-needed property and spend the cash now to fix things right.
Fix Henderson Mill Elementary.
Please put budget dollars toward improvements and additional facilities at Henderson Mill Elementary School. It has been left untouched by improvements for nearly 50 years.
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FCA in the county, 3rd
Renovate Henderson Hills Elem
Renovate Henderson Mill Elementary
renovate Henderson Hills Elementary
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FEAA in the county, 3rd
Update and expand the existing facilities at Henderson Mill Elementary school.
Update and expand the existing facilities at Henderson Mill Elementary school.
You are already 90% of my tax bill. Fire 60% of the administrators and you will have plenty of cash to give to the kids. If you want me to feel bad for you, try giving a damn about the kids
But do not sell property which house current schools, just property that is truly surplus (not being used for anything currently and not estimated to be needed for additional classrooms,
Increase dollars for Elementary rebuilds and additions. Specifically a new building for Henderson Mill Elementary - Lowest FEAA in County, 3rd lowest FCA.
Henderson Mill Elementary received tour lowest facility score. It should be at the top of the list for facility improvements
There will always be projects to do - stay within bugdet.
District has almost half a billion dollars in reserves - serve your constituents and use the money to create decent facilities for all!
Henderson Mill Elementary school needs the funds. It has the 3rd lowest facility condition assessment in the entire county and the lowest score in the assessment that ranks how well
Henderson Mill needs a new school.
If we have property that can be sold or swapped, it should be explored
If the land is in the right location, use it for the proposed new school facilities
I also think there must be some sort of systemic overage in general spending at DCSS based on how little seems to be applied to facilities and teacher support. There are limited numbers of
copiers, facility upgrades don't happen without SPLOST funding or another source like this. Where is all the money going?
If there is truly surplus property that is not and cannot be used in the future then it makes sense to sell. I suspect that would not fully cover the overage, however. If there are some reserves I
would consider using but need to ensure there is enough left for emergency spending. I would also look for creative financing agreements with any municipalities that could stand to benefit.
again, this is completely insufficient information to make an informed choice
Do what you need to do to improve my neighborhood's property values, rather than letting our schools fall down around our children.
We also need to reallocate funds such that Henderson Mill Elementary receives a NEW SCHOOL which has very low scores.
I don't care what you do, just fix Henderson Mill ES
I see a combo of bond & sale of surplus property if $60.6 million is needed.
All surplus property should be sold off before other debt is taken on or General Fund is utlized
RENOVATE
Use that surplus property
Scarcity drive efficiency
Sell unused land, like the Briarcliff high school land along N. Druid Hills Road. This is not an appropriate location to build a modern school. It's too congested. Keep Adams Stadium, parking
and access to Adams, but rezone and sell the rest and use funds to make ESPLOST projects go further.
A second option is the tax backed by property millage
Sell Druid Hills property before it gets annexed into City of Atlanta
You shoulda supported the Assembly development project, boneheads.
I do not believe there will be support for bonds.
I do not believe surplus property sales will be best managed in the district's interest.
However, investment is needed.
Whatever it takes to provide proper accommodation for our students.
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FCA in the county, 3rd
The improvement directly effects property value
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FCA in the county, 3rd
Revisit the salaries of the DeKalb County administrators. The spending at the county office is out of control and for things that are not important to the education of our children. Put the
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FCA in the county, 3rd
Henderson Mill Elementary School should be rebuilt. In facility condition studies, Henderson Mill received the 3rd lowest score of all elementary schools in the district. (And the two schools
with lower scores have been promised improvements that HMES will not get.) Henderson Mill has also been over capacity for years and by 2022 is projected to have 40% more students than
Sell unused or underused property: Examples - old Briarcliff and Kitteridge, Hooper Alexander, former offices on N Decatur, etc
The Briarcliff campus must be sold. It is useless to the county. It has no walkable neighborhoods. It is prime real estate that should benefit the Lakeside Cluster community. Why address only
Again, do not spend money you do not have. I support strategic sale of surplus property but that money should be used to directly improve student education.
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. 3rdf Lowest FCA in the county, and
Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FCA in the county, 3rd lowest FEAA, school is 52 years old. Moving students WILL NOT improve the facility. Voting for ES funds but not
necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds.
We owe students a decent facility in which to learn.
Yes we need more elementary funding, funds but not primarily or exclusively the schools currently listed. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Henderson Mill Elementary (HMES)
desperately needs a new school!!!! This is a properly diverse and amazing school. HMES has lowest FCA in the county, and 3rd lowest FEAA. Moving students from HMES harms the culture
Real estate makes the most sense. Don't dip into reserves or raise taxes if you have this option.
Both A & B.
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FCA in the county, 3rd
I do not know much about finances so although I can only choose one option here. I am actually in favor of whatever is best for the school system.
Funds need to be distributed with watchdog in place. Dekalb county has history of poor money Mgmt.
Please add more $ to new elementary schools. Henderson Mill is in need of a new building. Please check the FEAA and FCA rankings.
Henderson Mill Elementary School needs new facilities.
What language is this. I have no idea what any of this means.
Property values are up. Dekalb owns a lot of abandoned property
DCSD property on N. Druid Hills Rd / Briarcliff Rd is unusable for a modern school environment due to area's highly congested traffic, and dangerous pedestrian area. It would be irresponsible
to place children in this environment on a daily basis, not to mention the negative impact on the surrounding area adding to the traffic problem. DCSD should sell part of this property facing
N. Druid Hills Rd, keeping Adams Stadium, parking and direct access to the stadium. This land should be re-zoned for commercial use and sold to developers to gain maximum funding for
I would be interested in more information about the surplus properties that DCSD owns and more about bonds. Using some of the reserves might also make sense. It is difficult to support only
Would support if any raise in the millage rate was matched with true, measurable improvements to our local school facilities.
Depends on overall plan.
I would only support it if research shows that it is absolutely necessary in order to make the improvements for all students and is fiscally responsible.
Depends on a lot of questions including how the new facilities and additions support long term planning for growth.
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Indian Creek Elementary is over crowded
Indian creek elementary is very crowded.
Indian Creek Elementary is way overcrowded
DCSD can't deliver clear fiscal transparency currently! DCSD should not get anymore money until there is transparency regarding all DCSD expenses.
Don't forget Henderson Elementary
If DCSD wants a bond for a Band-Aid approach, I will not support it. A bunch of additions at a bunch of schools trying to shoehorn more students into too little space is not worth the extra
money. However, if DCSD does the responsible thing financially by looking at the long term and uses redistricting and creates a new Doraville cluster so there's room for future growth, I would
Stop taxing residents and mismanaging our tax money. Make necessary adjustments with county funds to cover these costs. You know that you can make cuts and manage things more
NONE - I am interested in DESA/DSA attain an auditorium. We are nationally recognized!!!
DCSD hasn't accounted for current spending for SPLOST or general funds. Show the public through financial audits where funds are being spent and reallocate resources to better support the
I support the sell of surplus properties, including the old Briarcliff high school, to pay for new facilities and additions. That location is not suitable for a high school. Traffic is horrible along that
We need to have safe environments in our schools so students focus on learning. Old schools need to be updated in order to compete with newly built schools.
As a DeKalb home owner, registered voter and community organizer, I would support and help rally support around the idea.
I would also ask my neighbors to support it .
As long as this money would help HMES.
Fix Henderson Mill Elementary.
Please put budget dollars toward improvements and additional facilities at Henderson Mill Elementary School. It has been left untouched by improvements for nearly 50 years.
I would most likely support it if this were the ONLY way to raise the money. However, if the school district has surplus properties that could be sold for revenue and/or could use general fund
reserves, those optons shoud be EXHAUSTED before looking to tax payers to foot the bill. Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School
Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FCA in the county, 3rd lowest FEAA. Moving students WILL NOT improve the facility
Renovate Henderson Mill Elementary
renovate Henderson Hills Elementary
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FEAA in the county, 3rd
Update and expand the existing facilities at Henderson Mill Elementary school.
Update and expand the existing facilities at Henderson Mill Elementary school.
DO not raise property taxes!!!!
Increase dollars for Elementary rebuilds and additions. Specifically a new building for Henderson Mill Elementary - Lowest FEAA in County, 3rd lowest FCA.
Henderson Mill Elementary received tour lowest facility score. It should be at the top of the list for facility improvements
Strongly against thsi
not sure exactly what that means for DCSD
Henderson Mill Elementary school needs the funds. It has the 3rd lowest facility condition assessment in the entire county and the lowest score in the assessment that ranks how well
Henderson Mill needs a new school.
DCSD is already the highest property tax burden by far.
again, this is an uninformed choice since I don't have information to estimate the risk
I'm happy to pay more taxes now to improve the value of my home in the long term.
We also need to reallocate funds such that Henderson Mill Elementary receives a NEW SCHOOL which has very low scores.
Depends upon viewing a comprehensive and transparent plan
If neighborhoods schools are guaranteed to be improved.
depends on how the funds would be spent
Unless all surplus land was sold off
I expect DeKalb to stay within the confines of SPLOST money.
Rarely do I see my elementary school included for improvements, yet the facility is 50 years old. I will not vote for bonds to improve schools unless my school is listed for improvement. How
come there is never an initiative to give each school 1Million EQUALLY to be used as is best decided locally at the level of the school, instead we see a few chosen schools that money is
I would. However, I do not believe it will be supported en masse.
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FCA in the county, 3rd
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FCA in the county, 3rd
Henderson Mill Elementary School should be rebuilt. In facility condition studies, Henderson Mill received the 3rd lowest score of all elementary schools in the district. (And the two schools
with lower scores have been promised improvements that HMES will not get.) Henderson Mill has also been over capacity for years and by 2022 is projected to have 40% more students than
I would not support it without knowing exactly how DCSD planned to spend it. If the expenditures were clear, I would likely support it.
People will stop moving here when they see the state of the crumbling elementary schools. Our property values will drop. Maintenance is crucial to property values, not just at homes
themselves, but across the community. We need to pay a little more in taxes to draw families with decent incomes and children.
Do not borrow money especially with our current board's inability to work within a budget.
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. 3rdf Lowest FCA in the county, and
I would only support a bond if Henderson Mill Elementary was on the list for replacement. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FCA in the county, 3rd lowest FEAA, school is
52 years old. Moving students WILL NOT improve the facility. Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds.
I want an adequate and effective facility for my children.
As long as the money is directed towards Henderson Mill ES!!
Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school.
If the new facilities and additions are near my home, then yes. Otherwise, no. Our area was the LAST to get new facilities -- my children attended HS prior to the Chamblee & Lakeside
renovations -- they resembled inner city schools during that time, and I was ashamed.
I do NOT want taxpayer money wasted yet again and Dekalb does not have a good track record in this department.
Henderson Mill Elementary School needs new facilities.
I sure hope not. It is time to return the millage rate back to the state maximum - we no longer are responsible for a community college. I would campaign against it in my area.
too many old people who won't support
DCSD would need to show they would use the money efficiently to properly improve buildings and planned growth.
Property taxes have been increased over 300% in the past 5 years. The community will not support it if the county has other viable options such as land sale!
I have a feeling they will not due to a longstanding distrust with our school board. But if the board and district can do their best to present an option that is good for all students then they may
See my answer above.
Indian Creek Elementary is dangerously overcrowded
Indian Creek Elementary is over crowded
Indian Creek Elementary is way overcrowded
The community does not trust DCSD.
DCSD needs to manage the current budget.
No new taxes
Since seniors are exempt from school taxes, but not exempt from bonds, they would vote against this.
Don't forget Henderson Elementary
The community is most often swayed by cost, so they may support a bond if they are convinced that DCSD has done what it can to be financially responsible -- I think that would have to
include using redistricting first to right-size the facilities we have, then building where necessary, such as Cross Keys and a new Doraville cluster.
Same reasons.
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Category 1 SAFETY AND SECURITY
Dekalb Schools really needs a make over. There are too many schools in the school system that needs to be improved. The older schools are not only falling down, but they are also a health
NONE - I am interested in DESA/DSA attain an auditorium. We are nationally recognized!!!
I think the community stakeholders understands that the quality of our school facilities (including capacity issues being met) directly affects property values and desirability and economic
Spend Spend Spend without showing how past funds have been spent is foolish and does not create TRUST within the community.
I think this would increase the likelihood that the local areas would try to incorporate to keep millage rate lower
DCSD has been regaining community trust over the last four years. Parents and community members who monitor the district closely are more hopeful and optimistic about the possibilities
for DCSD. But it will require thoughtful, continued engagement and progress to receive a positive vote.
Everyone is talking about how these public input meetings are for show. People don't trust the county or the school board. If you listen now, perhaps you will gain their trust and you may get
Selling an "increased tax" can be difficult, but helping them to understand the why is critical. NO ONE knows that Indian Creek is at nearly 1200 students and that information needs to be
Depends on how the money would be spent. Need a definite plan up front prior to the vote and no changing things after!
I hope not.
Please put budget dollars toward improvements and additional facilities at Henderson Mill Elementary School. It has been left untouched by improvements for nearly 50 years.
The school district should exhaust ALL possible internal options for supporting new facilities and additions before looking to the taxpayers to foot the bill. This is a school district with a long
history of mismanagement and bad judgement and if the funds could be generated through sale of surplus properties or are already available as a fund reserve, this should be utilized before
asking the community to take on further tax burden. While the community would probably support the bond, it should not be asked to do so before the school board puts in its own fair
If the needs and plan are adequately communicated to community members. We have voted against bonds/millage before-- make sure the plan is well thought out and well communicated.
The community will not support it because DeKalb in general has never used funds properly. We wasted millions of tax payers money fighting the Heery Construction Company because one
person - Crawford Lewis - couldn't accept a settlement before it reached millions. If we saw that money could be spent correctly in the County the community might buy into it but right now
Renovate Henderson Mill Elementary
renovate Henderson Hills Elementary
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FEAA in the county, 3rd
Update and expand the existing facilities at Henderson Mill Elementary school.
Update and expand the existing facilities at Henderson Mill Elementary school.
sounds like higher taxes on property owners!!! NO more taxes. We have too many renters benefiting from our property taxes as it is.
Increase dollars for Elementary rebuilds and additions. Specifically a new building for Henderson Mill Elementary - Lowest FEAA in County, 3rd lowest FCA.
The community does not have the extra funds for these projects. Be wiser in your spending.
Henderson Mill Elementary received tour lowest facility score. It should be at the top of the list for facility improvements
No way especially since you are rebuilding Austin which is spending $30MM not necessary. Renovate it, build art wing at HS, fix fields at MS and HS. Fix fields at Kingsley and Chesnut.
Again, you have 400 million in reserves... Also, regardless of flawed feasability study Option B is not a popular option in my area. Option A was overwhelmingly favored. Malfeasance in survey
system to blame for result of Option B. People want new facilities, not additions that will be band aid fixes in our are that is undergoing tremendous growth (Dunwoody). New single homes,
Henderson Mill Elementary school needs the funds. It has the 3rd lowest facility condition assessment in the entire county and the lowest score in the assessment that ranks how well
Henderson Mill needs a new school.
The Henderson Mill Elementary community would accept additional bond funds if their school was included as a school slated for replacement of the building.
People in my community are skeptical and we have not seen the SPLOST money put to use. Need to see improvements from the moneys that have been voted on
Just my gut feeling
My neighbors would also appreciate having schools that attract new homeowners to the area, rather than scaring them away when they see the state of the facilities. Henderson Mill
Elementary's teachers and staff are amazing, but with an FCA of 27, they can't adequately meet the needs of the students without a new building. The current facility is too far beyond repair
for the county to have even proposed capital upgrades to the systems! No wonder potential buyers see the condition of the place and choose to buy in Decatur or Gwinnett, instead. We will
We also need to reallocate funds such that Henderson Mill Elementary receives a NEW SCHOOL which has very low scores.
Again, our property taxes are already high in our neighborhood, so you would have to show a comprehensive, transparent plan for use of all funds.many people still don't trust DCSD.
Depends on how my neighborhood schools will be impacted.
Not if surplus land wasn't sold
Voters most likely believe they already approved ESPLOST funding in May, so not sure why the schools are asking for even more money.
Would depend on how strongly DCSD makes their case
A bond tied to millage would tie in the cost of school funds with the areas that would benefit (i.e. increase in home values).
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FCA in the county, 3rd
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FCA in the county, 3rd
Henderson Mill Elementary School should be rebuilt. In facility condition studies, Henderson Mill received the 3rd lowest score of all elementary schools in the district. (And the two schools
with lower scores have been promised improvements that HMES will not get.) Henderson Mill has also been over capacity for years and by 2022 is projected to have 40% more students than
I'm confident that anyone south of Briarcliff will enthusiastically support contributing to our local schools. Please take OUR voices into consideration!
I believe the community is frustrated with Dekalb's lack of transparency and doubt much more will be approved without transparency about where it is going.
People will stop moving here when they see the state of the crumbling elementary schools. Our property values will drop. Maintenance is crucial to property values, not just at the homes
themselves, but across the community. We need to pay a little more in taxes to draw families with decent incomes and children. When kids get sick from mold in their schools, the whole
Dekalb stakeholders are SICK of board decisions that are not financially feasible
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. 3rdf Lowest FCA in the county, and
Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FCA in the county, 3rd lowest FEAA, school is 52 years old. Moving students WILL NOT improve the facility. Voting for ES funds but not
necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds.
Why isn't ESPLOST enough? You cannot ask for more.
I think if there were more specifics about what the additional funds would do, people would support it
Henderson mill em elementary needs a new facility and moving our students will not improve the facility as it has the lowest FCA in the county, 3rd lowest FEAA. HMES has beyond a
same comments as Q10
However, I think support would be biased based on the schools being improved.
I think the community would need to hear the facts so that they could make an informed decision.
Henderson Mill Elementary School needs new facilities.
If you can find funds to replace Henderson Mill Elem School facilities
Proper equipment and facility for Henderson Mill Elementary. Rebuild Henderson Mill which is rated worst facility in DCSD
The community may think they just approved $500MM in taxes for ESPLOST in the May vote, so why am I being asked to support DCSD with even more money?
Henderson Mill Elementary should be included in this. Some of the schools do not need playground replacement or upgrades. Money could be taken from here to replace bathrooms,
parking, etc at Henderson Mill and other schools that were built in the same time period.

Category 3 CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS

The bathroom fixtures at Oak Grove Elementary are in terrible condition. Please replace these.
If additions to Chesnut and Jolly 8 million a piece can help prolong those schools for 25 years, the same should be done for Cross Keys. This would seem to be the more fiscally responsible
budget item to follow for the county. In addition, it would allow for additions for Lakeside now and potential growth. A new rebuild at Briarcliff site will be a safety and traffic nightmare. If
one school were to get the bulk of the budget, a new school should be build in Doraville. The Mayor and the area wants it. I ask the The BOE to honored their original agreement to keeping
poor conditions of the bathroom fixtures at OGE
Bathrooms, elementary playground equipment, and parking are in need of upgrades at Henderson Mill Elementary.
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Category 1 SAFETY AND SECURITY
Oak Grove Elementary is in need of new bathroom fixtures. The current fixtures are in horrible condition.
Restrooms at OGE in dire need of renovating...fixture replacement
The bathroom fixtures at Oak Grove Elementary are in poor condition and really they need to be replaced. They are old and dingy.
Our elementary schools and middle school (Henderson) desperately need new HVAC systems. Henderson Mill ES needs a renovation or rebuild. Facilities score of 27 should be illegal!
Henderson Mill Elementary School has been overlooked in these plans!! Needs repair!!!
The bathrooms at Oak Grove are original 1950's bathrooms and need to be updated. They show the wear of such traffic and lack of maintenance.
Need to improve the poor conditions of the bathroom fixtures at Oak Grove Elementary
Bathrooms are OGE are terrible. My daughter hates going to the bathroom at school.
poor conditions of the bathroom fixtures at Oak Grove Elem
Oak Grove Elementary is in dire need of new bathroom fixtures. They are the same ones that were there when I was a student, and now I'm a parent!
The option that best supports renovation of HMES.
WHICHEVER ONE SUPPORTS THE BEST RENOVATION PROCESS FOR HMES.
Renovations for Indian Creek ES as well. PLEASE!
Renovation of HMES, one of the best performing schools in the county.
poor conditions of the bathroom fixtures at OGE
We desperately need to fix or update our poor bathroom fixtures
How will other feeder elementary school be supported and upgraded?
Poor bathroom conditions at Oak Grove Elementary.
Henderson Mill Elementary needs to be updated
the poor conditions of the bathroom fixtures at OGE.
The bathroom fixtures at Oak Grove Elementary are in poor condition and desperately need to be replaced.
Oak Grove Elementary needs new bathroom fixtures.
The school bathrooms are a disaster. They need to be updated.
Bathroom fixtures at Oak Grove Elementary are in very poor condition and need replacing.
OGE is in major need of new bathroom fixtures. The current fixtures are in extremely poor condition.
Specifically the bathrooms at Oak Grove Elementary desperately need updating.
please consider mentioning the poor conditions of the bathroom fixtures at OGE
The bathrooms and fixtures at OGE school are inadequate and extremely outdated.
Poor conditions of bathroom fixtures at OGE
playground, field condition or lack thereof
Fencing and playground equipment.
please consider renovation of the bathrooms at Oak Grove elementary
bathroom fixtures at Oakgrove need updating
Address the poor conditions of the bathroom fixtures at Oak Grove Elementary
Bathroom fixtures at OGE are in VERY POOR condition
Ashford Park ES desperately needs a new playground!
Bathroom fixtures at oak grove elementary are at very poor condition.
Under option 3C Oak Grove Elem is potential recipient of $325,000 of new bathroom fixtures - and we DESPARATELY NEED THEM.
I support anything that would renovate major systmes like HVAC which is a problem for most DeKalb County schools
The bathrooms at Oak Grove ES are super old and in bad repair. Improvements are greatly needed.
Oak Grove Elementary has terrible bathroom conditions. We need new bathroom fixtures at OGE.
For reference, the bathroom conditions and overall conditions are poor (leaks, buckets catching them in hallways).
I support Option 3B or 3C to improve athletic fields at Clarkston High School as well as ADA improvements at Clarkston High School. The fields are so overgrown and out of shape that students
have been injured. Also, the students with wheelchairs only have access to one elevator and can only access 2 out of 15 portable classrooms.
Indian Creek Elementary is dangerously overcrowded
$10M on athletics fields when our schools are bursting at the seams?!?!? Get more money to the classrooms - retain/recruit top teachers, reduce classroom size.
Oak Grove Elementary needs new bathroom fixtures. They are outdated and in need of replacement.
Poor conditions of the bathroom fixtures at OGE. Desperately need replacing!!
OGE is in need of bathroom fixtures, the bathrooms in general are very dated and in poor condition.
OGE restrooms are in poor condition.
Oak Grove's restroom fixtures are outdated and need immediate replacement
The bathroom fixtures at Oak Grove Elementary are in poor condition and should be replaced.
restroom condition is really poor at Oak Grove Elementary School.
Bathroom fixtures for Oak Grove Elementary
poor conditions of the bathroom fixtures at OGE.
Bathroom fixtures and facilitites at Oak Grove are in very poor condition as compared to other schools in the district
The OGE bathroom is in a very poor condition. To maintain the kids' safety, we strongly suggest the improvement ASAP
Clarkston HS deserves new sport facilities as the current ones are deplorable.
At OGE we are in DIRE NEED of new bathroom fixtures. The state of these fixtures is UNSAFE for our students. Some of the sinks look like they are falling off the wall, and the other day a large
toilet paper holder fell off the side of the stall and scratched/bruised my daughter (not to mention she is a 5 year old who was then unable to get any toilet paper and came home with poopy
My child's school, Oak Grove Elementary, is in desperate need of upgrades to its restroom fixtures.
Druid Hills Middle School is in need of upgrades to the electrical system. Many classrooms only have one outlet. With the increasing demand of modern technology the building can not
support the many electrical needs. Also, 7 classrooms on the front of the building have the BARD air conditioning units inside the classroom. The units are loud which impact instructions.
Need bathroom fixtures
poor conditions of the bathroom fixtures at Oak Grove Elementary
Oak Grove Elementary is in desperate need of bathroom fixture work. The bathrooms are in horrible shape, broke, and smell. This is a critical need.
The bathroom fixtures at Oak Grove Elementary are in desperate need of improvement.
Oak Grove Elementary's bathrooms are in horrendous condition. My children hate to use the bathroom at school and tell me this all the time because the bathrooms are so outdated and the
plumbing doesn't work properly. This MUST be replaced as it should be an embarassment to the school district.
OGE is in desperate of bathroom renovations.
Bathroom fixtures at Oak Grove ES are in poor condition and in need of replacement.
Horrible conditions of bathroom fixtures at OGE
Indian Creek Elementary is way overcrowded
Bathroom conditions at OGE are DEPLORABLE with many students refusing to use the facilities during school hours
poor conditions of the bathroom fixtures at OGE.
Build Henderson mill a new school. More money toward elementary schools.
The perception from I get from this survey is DCSD has no idea what they are doing!
Oak Grove Elementary has sub-par bathrooms that need replacing.
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Category 1 SAFETY AND SECURITY
OGE needs updates to bathroom fixtures. They are very old and in poor condition. My kids don't like to use the bathroom at school.
The bathrooms at Oak Grove Elementary are nasty and depressing.
The bathrooms and bathroom fixtures at Oak Grove Elementary are outdated, filthy, not energy efficient and NEED IMMEDIATELY REPLACEMENT. Upgrades needed!
The restroom fixtures at Oak Grove Elementary are in dire need of replacement.
Henderson Mill needs renovations. The facility screams of neglect.
Need to rebuild Henderson Mill Elementary School and address HVAC and poor restroom conditions at Oak Grove Elementary.
Question/ answer does not make sense
Poorly constructed/ explained
bathrooms at Oak Grove Elementary are in bad state
I know that the improvements / remediations in option 3C are definitely needed at some of the schools listed, because I have familiarity with those schools; I don't think that enough detail is
available regarding the elementary schools needs and this could be considered if additional funding sources are pursued.
0 for athletic fields. 0 for playgrounds except for HP accessible improvement @ schools with large HP populations. Most $ into Restroom replacements.
Poor bathrooms at Oak Grove
I would most favor 3B, but would want less money for athletic fields (which affect only a portion of a school's students) and shift some of those funds toward Restroom Fixture Replacement
(which affects all students). Modernized HVAC and bathrooms are basic comfort issues that affect everyone in a building, and can make your day miserable if they aren't adequate. Henderson
Middle and Lakeside have both had chronic problems with their HVAC systems for years, and maintenance efforts have not solved the problems. Their old systems need to be replaced. The
parking lots are Henderson Middle are terrible also - the bus area is used to house other DCSD buses as well, so it is in awful condition. Even the carpool loop, which is only a few years old, has
This question means very little to me. My children attend a DeKalb charter school, and we won't see one dime of these millions.
Oak Grove Elementary's bathrooms are in terrible condition. The bathroom fixtures do not work very well and really need to be replaced. Leaking faucets and toilets cause a terrible mess and
We need new bathroom fixtures--current conditions would be considered poor.
The bathroom fixtures at Oak Grove Elementary are in poor condition and need to be replaced.
Oak Grove Elementary school bathrooms are in dire need of repair
OGE is in urgent need of updates/repair of bathroom fixtures.
Oakgrove Elementary's bathrooms are in desperate need of updating.
Oak Grove Elementary's bathrooms are in desperate need of remodeling - the kids can't reach the handles property on the sinks and the bathroom fixtures in general are in poor shape.
Money should be spent on the bathroom facilities and fixtures at Oak Grove Elementary.
Our bathroom fixtures are in very poor condition. Need replacing badly.
bathroom fixtures are in terrible condition at OGE
bathroom fixtures for Oak Grove
Oak Grove ES's restrooms are extremely dated and in poor condition.
The restrooms at OGE are in extremely poor condition. There is often only 1 sink working, none of the doors close properly or handles, and the small children are frequently getting stuck
inside, or cannot open them from the outside, so that only 1 or 2 out of the 5 stalls are ever used.
Oak grove Elementary needs new bathroom fixtures and an HVAC unit in the kitchen. Cafeteria workers have no central A/C.
NONE - I am interested in DESA/DSA attain an auditorium. We are nationally recognized!!!
Henderson Mill Elementary is overcrowded and needs renovation.
Henderson Mill Elementary does not appear on this list. Why?
Bathroom fixtures at OGE are severely insufficient and outdated
The bathrooms at Oak Grove Elementary are in terrible shape.
Bathroom fixtures are in poor conditions and are in need of repair or replacement at OGE.
Oak Grove Elementary needs new bathroom fixtures
I would like to see all of these areas funded if additional funding can be attained.
Poor conditions in Oak Grove ES bathroom fixtures need repair.
The bathroom fixtures at OGE are in very bad shape. These fixtures need to be replaced.
poor conditions of the bathroom fixtures at OGE
Oak Grove Elementary very much needs bathroom upgrades!
new bathroom fixtures needed!!
Bathrooms are so bad at Oak Grove Elementary our daughter insisted on being transferred to another school.
Bathroom fixtures at Oak Grove Elementary (see previous comment). These are in dire need of replacement. They are in shockingly poor and unsafe condition. Sinks and toilets not functioning
Oak Grove elementary had poor conditions of the bathroom fixtures
poor conditions of the bathroom fixtures at Oak Grove Elementary
Oak Grove Elementary- poor condition of bathroom fixtures.
I've seen the conditions at Chestnut Elementary school. The school really does need renovations. It is shocking how bad it looks compared to Peachtree Middle School which is only a block
away.
The bathroom fixtures at Oak Grove Elementay are in poor shape and in need of updating.
Oak Grove Elementary school bathrooms are in desperate need of upgrading. There is always leaks, poor sinks, needs new toilets and new dividers
Oak Grove Elementary bathrooms are in very poor condition. Funds are needed to upgrade bathroom facilities.
A comprehensive plan needs to be presented, not the patchwork, wait until the last second ideas that DCSD has historically presented. New Superintendent, same result! Sad.
I see athletics as a great part of many schools but many of the schools listed in this option are in need of quality facilities seen at new schools.
Oakgrove Elementary needs updated Restroom fixture replacements. The current restrooms are out dated with cracked walls and unhinged doors on some stalls. It is showing its age.
Parking and pavement upgrades at Lakeside are an absolute necessity. ADA Accessibility at every school should take a much higher priority than athletic field upgrades.
HMES playground and track is in sad shape! Kids actually get hurt and break bones by tripping on the uneven track and broken equipment.
Oak Grove ES needs new bathroom fixtures
Bathroom fixtures at Oak Grove Elem are in need of replacement.
The fixtures and overall condition at Oak Grove Elementary are deplorable. Please fix!
Henderson Mill Elementary is full of aging and unsafe systems. It is IGNORED in education budget considerations, evidently, because it's land is considered DeKalb County park land. A new
gym was built there almost entirely with parent and community donations. People, it is NOT A PARK; IT IS A SCHOOL.
Restrooms, lead / water remediation, parking
Rebuilt the South De Kalb Community
Druid Hills High needs beyond the field work. They have been left out when it comes to athletic
accommodations.
Population increase means we need to focus on more parking addition to schools and playground replacements... lead water remediation, etc..
Jolly is one of the most underfunded, ignored schools in our system and deserves renovations!
I feel very strongly that Henderson Mill Elementary needs to be added to the upgrade list as they are in desperate need of improved facilities. They are dealing with a growing, dynamic
population that loves the school and wishes to keep their kids in that neighborhood. Please consider adding Henderson Mill Elementary to this list.
Renovations to school and capital renewal need to happen. We have to find more money
Replace building at Henderson elementary school
Some of these schools are really old, falling apart and full of lead. They need a complete overhaul.
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Don't spend any money on sports facilities.
Please put budget dollars toward improvements and additional facilities at Henderson Mill Elementary School. It has been left untouched by improvements for nearly 50 years.
Henderson elm school at bottom of your very own facility assessment findings, yet no money is allocated to renovations? Makes zero sense unless your findings are invalid!
Will renovations cost $16 mil? Can we use some of that for a Henderson Mill ES rebuild?
Henderson Mill Elementary School needs improvements in every area. This should have been done years ago.
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds and Renovations. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FCA in the
county, 3rd lowest FEAA. Moving students WILL NOT improve the facility
Henderson Mill needs a new facility. Our neighborhood school values its diversity and remains committed to meaningful and innovative learning experiences; the current facility is completely
inadequate for that and will continue to decline as the community grows. We do not want redistricting-- we want a functional and sufficient building to serve our current, wonderful
Renovate Henderson Hills Elem
Renovate Henderson Mill Elementary
renovate Henderson Hills Elementary
I hope HMES is on your list as it needs many of these things.
Again Henderson Mill is not mentioned. This is disgraceful.
Renovate Henderson Hills Elementary
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FEAA in the county, 3rd
Oak Grove desperately needs new bathroom fixtures.
Update and expand the existing facilities at Henderson Mill Elementary school.
Update and expand the existing facilities at Henderson Mill Elementary school.
Seriously, you are whining about how much you need money and then spending them on sports fields?
Henderson Mills elementary was surveyed and reported as 'lowest score in the county' - some adjustments should be made to remedy that
Beyond outdoor fields, we need better gym/sport conditioning facilities at Dunwoody High School. And a fine arts area. Not sure why Dunwoody does not have what other Dekalb High
Henderson Mill elementary is in dire need of renovation
Our aging schools need new bathrooms!!!
Increase dollars for Elementary rebuilds and additions and facilities updates. Specifically a new building for Henderson Mill Elementary - Lowest FEAA in County, 3rd lowest FCA.
Spend wisely please for the community.
Henderson Mill Elementary school's facilities are in desperate need of repair as per FEAA and FCA reporting done by THIS COUNTY. If the suggested improvements are data-based, shouldn't
the schools with the lowest scores AND overcrowding be receiving facility repairs? Black mold has been found in our classrooms. Our reports indicate that countless aspects of our school's
Henderson Mill Elementary received tour lowest facility score. It should be at the top of the list for facility improvements
No additions - REDISTRICT!!
HMES has the 3rd lowest Facility Condition Assessment in the entire county and the LOWEST score in the assessment that ranks how well equipped our school is for education.
Henderson Mill Elementary school needs the funds. It has the 3rd lowest facility condition assessment in the entire county and the lowest score in the assessment that ranks how well
Henderson Mill Elementary is in DIRE need of capital improvement!
I support ES capitol funding for HMES which is a very old building that needs major improvements.
Henderson Mill Elem. needs a new facility. The school is in poor condition. School does not meet the student's needs.
At Dunwoody, we need facilities and parking. We don't have adequate space for sports, arts, parking, science. Fulton and Gwinnett provide all this, we need to do better
Depends on which option 2 is chosen. If not 2A then 3A, otherwise 3B. Note the parking description mentions 3C only, but the schools are listed under 3A so it's not clear which option this
Athletic field upgrades with field houses, spectator seating and lighting sorely needed. A pool at Peachtree MS needed, since they have the land, would be great and Dunwoody could use it
Chesnut doesn't want more seats
remove the HS athletic field upgrades. There is a serious over-emphasis on selective sports rather than general health education. The emphasis on tackle football also must stop as it is
extremely dangerous for children's brain health and a serious liability for the school once the general population understands how damaging it is and how schools had the information that it is
I support renovations for ES's but especially Henderson Mill ES. I also support parking additions at schools because HMES in particular needs more. MOST of all, if a higher budget for a Captial
Renewal Program would earn Henderson Mill ES a new facility, I would ask for this!!
Remove ES Playground Replacement, School bus parking, and Parking additions from the list and redistribute more money towards Capital Renewal. Also, HS Athletic Fields Upgrades should be
The failure to include Henderson Mill Elementary on this list looks like an admission that it is beyond repair. But without including it either here OR with the new facilities proposal looks like
bias against the school. Why would the county ignore a facility with only a 27/100 FCA? Are you trying to drive away all the homeowners with the resources to buy in better districts? What do
We also need to reallocate funds such that Henderson Mill Elementary receives a NEW SCHOOL which has very low scores.
New track for Druid Hills High School. Renovation of fields at Druid Hills Middle school.
Restroom fixture replacement at Druid Hills High School
SUPPORT HENDERSON MILL ES
I think we need to improve both athletic fields and to allocate funds for additions on elementary schools as well as replace crumbling playgrounds... there has to be a balance in the numbers.
The amount budgeted for DHHS/DHMS is wholly inadequate. DHMS uniquely serves DHHS sports as well as serving as a county facility for cross country.
Our HE athletic fields are a disgrace compared to Cobb and Gwinnett. No attempt for adding new stadiums at larger schools is unacceptable.
bathroom at all stadiums need work
Would not want to encourage more kids to drive (no more parking for students)
Oak Grove is need of new roofing, has a musty odor. I am saddened that Oak Grove is not included in any restorations other bathrooms - which it does need as well.
Oak Grove is listed only for restroom upgrades, yet our HVAC is failing. I walk in the school and it is humid and dank. Moisture drips off the ducts, unacceptable. With every rain, we have
buckets in the hall and flooded classrooms from a failed roof, and still there is no mention of Oak Grove for significant capital improvements. This is unacceptable, Oak Grove campus is
Very unfairly balanced allocations. Seems like expenses are to either extreme, instead of more evenly distributed.
Due to the age of the buildings, Druid Hills High School and Middle School both are in need of upgrades to their electrical and HVAC systems to improve learning environment for our students.
Need to rebuild Carey Reynolds and sequoya
middle schools
Voting for 3C to support funds to be spent at Oak Grove Elementary
Why does Briarlake ES need a new playground? Brand new....
Due to the age of the buildings, Druid Hills High School and Druid Hills Middle School both are in need of upgrades to their electrical and HVAC systems.
Henderson Mill ES needs renovations. 3rd lowest FCA and lowest FEAA.
Henderson Mill Elementary School should be listed specifically for renovation and expansion.
Today Henderson Mill Elementary 10/13/2016 had a GAS LEAK FOR TWO HOURS. I've worked here only 3 years and this is the 4th leak we've had. RIDICULOUS.
Druid Hills High School needs new air conditioning and heat systems. It's way too old and the kids need to focus on school, not whether or not they are freezing or sweating.
Old schools need upgrades.
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FCA in the county, 3rd
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FCA in the county, 3rd
Buses need to be non-carbon emitters. Can the DeKalb County and other metro countries purchase electric-powered, or natural-gas powered buses?
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FCA in the county, 3rd
Henderson Mill Elementary School should be rebuilt. In facility condition studies, Henderson Mill received the 3rd lowest score of all elementary schools in the district. (And the two schools
with lower scores have been promised improvements that HMES will not get.) Henderson Mill has also been over capacity for years and by 2022 is projected to have 40% more students than
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FCA in the county, 3rd
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Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FCA in the county, 3rd
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FCA in the county, 3rd
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FCA in the county, 3rd
Henderson Mill Elementary should not be left out in it's deteriorating condition!
Henderson Mill Elementary needs a new building. Whatever option will achieve that result gets my vote. Leaving a school with a facility condition score of 27 is NOT AN OPTION.
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. 3rdf Lowest FCA in the county, and
Henderson Mill ES is overcrowded and old. It needs to be rebuilt. It is the oldest building that has had no renovations.
Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FCA in the county, 3rd lowest FEAA, school is 52 years old. Moving students WILL NOT improve the facility. Voting for ES funds but not
necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds.
We must improve inferior facilities like Henderson Mill. Removing students de.ora not help the bulk of students who will still be attending in the inadequate and old building.
Henderson Mill has not been renovated and is 50+ years old.
Yes we need more elementary funding, funds but not primarily or exclusively the schools currently listed. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Henderson Mill Elementary (HMES)
desperately needs a new school!!!! This is a properly diverse and amazing school. HMES has lowest FCA in the county, and 3rd lowest FEAA. Moving students from HMES harms the culture
Specifically, for Henderson Mill Elementary!
the bathrooms need to be upgraded
Many elementary schools in Dekalb county, not listed, are in need of facility improvements. Henderson Mill Elementary especially.
Henderson Mill ES needs additions/ a new building.
Our elementary schools need support!
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school.
Henderson Mill ES has the 3rd lowest Facility Condition Assesment score in the COUNTY (the 28th largest school system in the USA btw) and the LOWEST score in the assessment that ranks
Some MAJOR allocation adjustments from 3c
Henderson Mill Elementary
I do not understand why the district hired a battalion of consultants to gather data, yet the schools with the lowest facility scores are not up for replacement.
"Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FCA in the county, 3rd
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FCA in the county, 3rd
Please consider Henderson Mill Elem. for the renovation.
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FCA in the county, 3rd
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. 3rd Lowest FCA in the county, and
What is the $1.88M for DECA Athletic Fields in Option 3C? This school doesn't have athletic teams.
I support renovations and a rebuild to Henderson Mill
Vote for the options with Elementary Funding, but add comments in the fields to support additional Elementary school funding and specifically a new school for Henderson Mill (there is not a
comment option at the very end of the survey, so do it on the individual votes) - My comments said "Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for
Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FCA in the county, 3rd lowest FEAA. Moving students WILL NOT improve the facility.
More information is needed on what exactly is capital renewals. More information is needed on why Jolly and Chesnut are getting renovations. Are they in worse condition than Henderson
Mill? If Henderson Mill has lower scores than information is needed as to why these schools are getting updates when other schools score lower.
Need renovations to HMES
Henderson Mill Elementry needs updating not moving students!
Please add more $ to new elementary schools. Henderson Mill is in need of a new building. Please check the FEAA and FCA rankings.
A new building for henderson mill elementary is a necessity.
Henderson Mill ES
Henderson Mill Elementary School needs new facilities.
Henderson Mill Elem is in dire need of replacement or renovation
Henderson Mill Elementary has sinks falling off the walls in the restrooms. The empty spaces are covered by black trash bags. Henderson Mill is in DIRE need of renovations or replacement
Rebuild Henderson Mill Elementart which is rated worst school facility in DCSD and needs remodel or rebuild.
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chose. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FCA in the county, 3rd
Henderson Mill ES needs a complete overhaul and new facility. Disappointed to not even see this school on the list for renovations. We are busting at the seams and continue to get
Suggest prioritizing capital renewal projects that address the major building systems that are in dire need of repair across the County. Missing from this list is Druid Hills Middle School HVAC
and electrical upgrades. We have classrooms with BARD HVAC units installed inside the classroom that need relocated outside the classroom. It creates a disruptive learning environment,
leaks and attracts bugs. $0.5MM would cover this. Druid Hills Middle School is a 1968 building with poor electrical wiring. While buying new computer equipment in Category 4: Technology
is terrific, it is of no use if the electricity at the school is already overburdened and teachers use a daisy chain of extension cords to get outlets to where they need to be, creating tripping
Again, I believe that we need to reallocate some of the budget for more in need schools. Henderson Mill Elementary's FCA/FEAA scores along with the utilization rates show that it has one of
the highest needs. A playground renovation or bathroom fixtures would be nice but more major improvements need to be allotted if not a total renovation.
Where is the data to support Playground Replacement? Playgrounds were not assessed in the FEAA or the FCA?
Why is there a need for more ADA/Accessibility upgrades when Josh Williams has said every school would be ADA compliant by the end of SPLOST IV?
Why isn't Midvale E.S. on the list for restroom fixture replacement when in 2011 the FCA stated "toilet and bath
accessories, toilet partitions, and
signage, are aged, worn, and
damaged, and should be
replaced?" They have not been replaced.
What about replacing, not adding to, the parking lots at schools where the FCA says it is "potentially dangerous" such as Midvale E.S.?
I would focus more money on ADA upgrades.
Henderson Mill Elementary has not had bathroom upgrades in its history. We need new bathrooms and fixtures. It is terrible when children won't use the restroom at school bc they are so
As mentioned above, Oak Grove Elementary restrooms need fixture replacement due to poor condition.
If additions to Chesnut and Jolly 8 million a piece can help prolong those schools for 25 years, the same should be done for Cross Keys. This would seem to be the more fiscally responsible
budget item to follow for the county. In addition, it would allow for additions for Lakeside now and potential growth. A new rebuild at Briarcliff site will be a safety and traffic nightmare. If
one school were to get the bulk of the budget, a new school should be build in Doraville. The Mayor and the area wants it. I ask the The BOE to honored their original agreement to keeping
Henderson Mill bathrooms are woefully outdated.
Oak Grove Elementary is in need of new bathroom fixtures. The current fixtures are in horrible condition.
OGES needs Restroom fixtures replaced!
The bathroom fixtures at Oak Grove Elementary are in poor condition and really they need to be replaced. They are old and dingy.
My kids say restrooms are disgusting and won't use them.
Henderson Mill Elementary School has been overlooked in these plans!! Needs repair!!!
The bathrooms at Oak Grove are original 1950's bathrooms and need to be updated. They show the wear of such traffic and lack of maintenance.
Need to improve the poor conditions of the bathroom fixtures at Oak Grove Elementary
OGE bathrooms are terrible
Restroom fixture replacement for OGE
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Oak Grove Elementary is in dire need of new bathroom fixtures. They are the same ones that were there when I was a student, and now I'm a parent!
Sports is one of the big draws of public school and if we want to retain kids in our system, we need to offer stellar facilities
Renovation of HMES.
RENOVATION OF HMES
Rebuilding of Indian Creek ES
Why Indian Creek is not on the list?
Renovation of HMES.
Ask that Druid Hills MS and Druid Hills HS receive funding for track replacement, field repair, ADA access, tree removal along the Cross Country course, security lighting and fencing, and
Our restrooms are in extremely poor condition
How will the overcrowding at Indian Creek ES be addressed?
Henderson Mill Elementary needs to be updated
The bathroom fixtures at Oak Grove Elementary are in poor condition and really need to be replaced.
Oak Grove Elementary needs new bathroom fixtures and this need should receive high priority.
I don't like that I have to choose between playground replacements and restroom fixture replacement and Lead/Water remediation. ALL of those things should potentially have increased
None of the above
The conditions of the bathroom fixtures at OGE and HMS are poor.
Oak Grove Elementary in need of bathroom fixture replacement.
OGE needs new bathroom fixtures.
Specifically the bathrooms at Oak Grove Elementary desperately need updating.
They county would pay for lead remediation anyway.
Replacement of bathroom fixtures OGE
please consider renovation of the bathrooms at Oak Grove elementary
ADA accessibility equipment for special needs studnets.
POOR CONDITION of the bathroom fixtures at OGE
New playground for Ashford Park ES very much needed. Right now the kids simply play in the dirt--there's not enough room for them to play on the playground.
Poor conditions of the bathroom fixtures at OGE
If it isn't used for lead/water remediation, then it can be used for fixtures/replacements
Oak Grove ES needs major fixture replacement.
Indian Creek Elementary is dangerously overcrowded
Focus on capacity - make sure we have enough classrooms, smallest possible class size.
Oak Grove Elementary's bathroom fixtures are unacceptable.
Restroom fixture replacement at OGE
We need fixtures!!
The bathroom fixtures at Oak Grove Elementary are in poor condition and should be replaced.
restroom condition is really poor at Oak Grove Elementary School.
poor conditions of the bathroom fixtures at OGE.
Bathroom fixtures and facilitites at Oak Grove are in very poor condition as compared to other schools in the district
At OGE we are in DIRE NEED of new bathroom fixtures. The state of these fixtures is UNSAFE for our students. Some of the sinks look like they are falling off the wall, and the other day a large
toilet paper holder fell off the side of the stall and scratched/bruised my daughter (not to mention she is a 5 year old who was then unable to get any toilet paper and came home with poopy
My child's school, Oak Grove Elementary, is in desperate need of upgrades to its restroom fixtures.
OGE needs replacement of bathroom fixtures. They are in poor condition.
Druid Hills Middle School serves as a high school athletic field and host the District and Regional Cross Country events. The track needs to be replaced, the athletic fields need upgrading, trees
need to be removed from the Cross Country course. Additionally, the area can not be assessed by anyone with limited mobility. The areas needs to be brought up to ADA code including
poor conditions of bathroom fixtures at Oak Grove Elementary
The bathrooms at Oak Grove Elementary are in terrible shape and fixture replacement is a must.
OGE is in desperate of bathroom renovations.
Bathroom fixtures at Oak Grove ES are in poor condition and in need of replacement.
The restroom fixtures at OGE are in very poor conditions. So much so that my first graders tries to avoid using the restroom at school. That is unacceptable.
Indian Creek Elementary is way overcrowded
Bathroom conditions at OGE are DEPLORABLE with many students refusing to use the facilities during school hours
Add more funds to school rebuilds and additions. Henderson Mill Elementary should have a new building.
Deferred maintenance should be an option!
I attended Oak Grove Elementary when I was a child and now my daughter goes there. The bathrooms look exactly the same as when I used them almost thirty years ago. Fixtures are often
broken or in need of repair. My daughter has told me they often have to hold the doors for each other because the latches will not work. The conditions are deplorable and should be fixed
Bathrooms are disgusting at OGE and need replacement.
specifically for OGE
There is not enough information here to make a choice. How bad are each of these things? Dekalb should pay a consultant to make these determinations. Oh wait, we did.
Restrooms are not ADA compliant for adults or students. Fixtures are not water efficient and wasteful at Oak Grove Elementary. Plumbing in teacher's lounge is outdated and leaks constantly.
I'm hopeful these funds for HS athletic fields includes stadiums. Our stadiums need help!!
More funding might be needed for improving some of the restrooms. Some of the Druid Hills Middle School (DHMS) restrooms seemed barely serviceable the last time I was there a couple of
years ago, and my sense was that at least some students did all that they could to avoid using the DHMS restrooms they were so bad. DHMS is in need of electrical upgrades, HVAC, and ADA
access. DHMS and Druid Hills High School share some athletic facilities. Both DHMS and DHHS need track replacement and athletic field repair. ***Restrooms at the DHMS and DHHS baseball
and soccer / track facility are desperately needed. *** Players need access to running water for hygiene and prevention of disease outbreaks associated with diarrheal diseases, for example.
ADA access is also needed; the stairs down to the baseball/soccer / track field are hazardous and represent a fall hazard, especially when tree debris is left there by the school system. DHHS
Restrooms at Oak Grove
Also, since Henderson Mill ES received the lowest facility assessment score in the whole County, it should receive some funds for renovation
Hard to answer with limited info. Playgrounds and athletic fields are wonderful, but it's a no brainer that if restroom fixtures NEED to be replaced, and if there is lead remediation to be done,
need to diversity that pool more - not just all or nothing between ES renovation v. HS athletic fields
Oak Grove Elementary is in dire need of restroom fixture replacement. The restrooms are so out of date and with leaking fixtures, they are dangerous.
Poor condition needing attention!
The bathroom fixtures at Oak Grove Elementary are in poor condition and need to be replaced.
Oak Grove Elementary in need of restroom repair
OGE is in need of urgent update of its poor bathroom facilities.
Oak Grove Elementary's bathrooms are in desperate need of remodeling - the kids can't reach the handles property on the sinks and the bathroom fixtures in general are in poor shape.
The bathroom facilities at Oak Grove Elementary must be addressed.
bathroom fixtures are in bad condition at OGE
Bathroom at Oak Grove Elementary are in very poor condition.
The restrooms are a quality that is so poor that I am shocked that they are OSHA regulation at this point. They are rarely working at full capacity, there is typically only 1-2 faucets that are
working, and every door to every stall does not work properly or even have handles for small children to open. You can literally see claw marks on the doors made by children trying to pry the
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Oak Grove elementary adult and student restrooms are outdated and a health hazard.
NONE - I am interested in DESA/DSA attain an auditorium. We are nationally recognized!!!
Bathroom fixtures at OGE are severely insufficient and outdated
Oak Grove Elementary bathrooms are in very bad condition and are in great need of an upgrade
Oak Grove bathrooms are in need of replacement.
The bathrooms are awful at Oak Grove Elementary
Oak Grove Elementary school elementary school bathrooms are in horrible condition. Kids prefer not to use them which is not good for their health.
Poor conditions in Oak Grove ES bathroom fixtures need repair.
Replacing antiquated gym floors i.e. Clarkston High Schools needs new floor
The bathroom fixtures at OGE are in very bad shape. These fixtures need to be replaced.
poor conditions of the bathroom fixtures at OGE
Oak Grove Elementary - Restroom fixture repalcement
new bathroom fixtures needed!!
Bathrooms are so bad at Oak Grove Elementary our daughter insisted on being transferred to another school.
Again: restroom fixtures at Oak Grove Elementary are dangerously malfunctioning and in dire need of replacement.
poor conditions of the bathroom fixtures at Oak Grove Elementary
Oak Grove Elementary- poor condition of bathroom fixtures.
The bathroom fixtures at Oak Grove Elementay are in poor shape and in need of updating.
OGE is in desperate need of upgrades
Oak Grove Elementary bathrooms are in very poor condition. Funds are needed to upgrade bathroom facilities.
Present the process and data that resulted in these recommendations for a better understanding of the needs. FCA AND FEAA reports have NO credibility!
Oakgrove Elementary's bathrooms are in need of updating
The lead problems aren't "potential" anymore, are they? They're real and must be addressed.
HMES playground and track is in sad shape! Kids actually get hurt and break bones by tripping on the uneven track and broken equipment.
Oak Grove bathroom fixtures need replacement.
I'm concerned about the over-crowding of elementary schools and its negative impact on student learning and safety.
Henderson Mill Elementary is full of aging and unsafe systems. It is IGNORED in education budget considerations, evidently, because it's land is considered DeKalb County park land. A new
gym was built there almost entirely with parent and community donations. People, it is NOT A PARK; IT IS A SCHOOL.
Rebuilt the South De Kalb Community
All the above for Druid Hills High School.
Henderson mill elementary school needs to be rebuilt or renovated.
The safety of our children is important!
Druid Hills HS needs to upgrade their athletic Track to a real Track and not cement which it currently is now. The upgrade will reduce injuries and help the Track & field program all around.
Turning the Track will allow a full 400Meter track to fit behind the school. Right now the track is only about 350meters or so.
Not spend money on old structure. Build new building, structure Henderson elementary
How is fixing the lead problem not a given???
Please put budget dollars toward improvements and additional facilities at Henderson Mill Elementary School. It has been left untouched by improvements for nearly 50 years.
the restroom facilities in my child's school are horrible. he frequently "holds" so he can go home and use the restroom. It affects his health and well-being on the daily basis.
many of the suggested playgrounds to be replaced - e.g. Briarlake playground is in a very good shape and some say it is better than the one at my kid's school.
We need to fix existing schools and make them usable for children.
Whatever would send monies to improve and update Henderson Mill infrastructure such as HVAC, etc
Money needs to be allocated for Henderson Mill Elementary School, not just the above mentioned schools.
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds and Renovations. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FCA in the
county, 3rd lowest FEAA. Moving students WILL NOT improve the facility
include practice field for band
Henderson Mill needs a new facility. Our neighborhood school values its diversity and remains committed to meaningful and innovative learning experiences; the current facility is completely
inadequate for that and will continue to decline as the community grows. We do not want redistricting-- we want a functional and sufficient building to serve our current, wonderful
renovate Henderson Hills Elem
Renovate Henderson Mill Elementary
renovate Henderson Hills Elementary
Replacement building for HMES
As a graduate of a DeKalb High School in the late 70's, we have experienced a high number of cancer related deaths.
Renovate Henderson Hills Elementary
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FEAA in the county, 3rd
The bathroom fixtures at Oak Grove ES are in extremely poor condition. We desperately need these replaced.
Update and expand the existing facilities at Henderson Mill Elementary school as well as Jolly ES/Chesnut ES
Update and expand the existing facilities at Henderson Mill Elementary school.
Jolly and Chesnut are not the only ES that need updating.
None.
Apply to Henderson Mill es
If needed, we have to keep the water safe, basic needs. Next would be restroom updates.
DHMS/DHHS receives funding for track replacement, field repair, ADA access, tree removal along the Cross Country course, security lighting and fencing, and restrooms.
Where is Henderson Mill on this list? HMES has the 3rd lowest Facility Condition Assessment in the entire county and the LOWEST score in the assessment that ranks how well equipped our
More funds should be directed to Henderson Mill Elementary. It has the third lowest Facility Condition Assessment (FCA) score in the county (a 27 out of 100).
Artificial turf needed in all high school stadiums will save money in the long run
Increase dollars for Elementary rebuilds and additions and facilities updates. Specifically a new building for Henderson Mill Elementary - Lowest FEAA in County, 3rd lowest FCA.
Henderson Mill Elementary school's facilities are in desperate need of repair as per FEAA and FCA reporting done by THIS COUNTY. If the suggested improvements are data-based, shouldn't
the schools with the lowest scores AND overcrowding be receiving facility repairs? Black mold has been found in our classrooms. Our reports indicate that countless aspects of our school's
Henderson Mill Elementary received tour lowest facility score. It should be at the top of the list for facility improvements
The fields at Dunw HS are attrocious. Enlarge them, reposition fields for more use, reposition baseball field so we can use outfield.
This category should give us more than one option.
Athletic fields for existing older high schools are currently inadequate for existing students and need improvements to support the added seats at certain high schools as proposed.
Why is HMES not on your list? It is a great school that needs help. 3rd lowest Facility Condition Assessment! Because we are not Dunwoody!
Henderson Mill Elementary school needs the funds. It has the 3rd lowest facility condition assessment in the entire county and the lowest score in the assessment that ranks how well
Henderson Mill Elem. needs a new facility. The school is in poor condition.
Unfortunately athletics brings in the money but I support the ES renovations and playground replacements.
Give the kids the tools to participate. It keeps them fit, engaged after school and part of the community. good things happen when kids can participate in school sports
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The athletic fields at Dunwoody HS are dangerous and need improvements desperately.
See above comment. I would also consider community fundraising efforts for athletic facilities and working with organizations such as Kaboom for playground replacements.
We should not have to pay for Lead/Water remediation at all. This should be a DeKalb COUNTY or State of GA expense. During the meetings, many people voiced this ... also with ADA/access
issues. Should NOT be a SPLOST expense, but a federal compliance expense from a fund other than school system monies.
Please consider including Henderson Mill Elementary School in this option! HMES needs renovations, improvements, or a new facility! It is overcrowded inside and out!
Have you seen HMES playground?
I hear many schools have dangerous conditions on their playgrounds.
DHMS/DHHS receives funding for track replacement, field repair, ADA access, tree removal along the Cross Country course, security lighting and fencing, and restrooms. At present Druid Hills
facilities are in the WORST condition of ANY athletic facilities I have EVER seen (speaking as a football coach and parent of boys that play sports all over the state of Georgia and someone that
We also need to reallocate funds such that Henderson Mill Elementary receives a NEW SCHOOL which has very low scores.
HENDERSON MILL NEEDS TO BE ADDED TO THIS LIST!!!
see above comment
DHMS/DHHS receives funding for track replacement, field repair, ADA access, tree removal along the Cross Country course, security lighting and fencing, and restrooms.
Druid Hills HS/MS
DHHS/DHMS needs funding for track replacement, field repair, tree renoval along XC course (used by whole county), ADA access, security lighting, fencing and restrooms. One port-a-potty at
DHMS is not sufficient for the number of athletes using the fields & cross country course.
Druid Hills MS and HS for track replacement, field repair, ADA access, tree removal along the Cross Country course, security lighting and fencing, and restrooms.
DHMS/DHHS receives funding for track replacement, field repair, ADA access, tree removal along the Cross Country course, security lighting and fencing, and restrooms.
Request that DHMS/DHHS receives funding for track replacement, field repair, ADA access, tree removal along the Cross Country course, security lighting and fencing, and restrooms.
I would like for DHMS/DHHS to receive funding for track replacement, field repair, ADA access, tree removal along the Cross Country course, security lighting and fencing, and restrooms
Druid Hills HS needs an update to their track and cross country course. As well as more parking made available during the day.
DHMS/DHHS receives funding for track replacement, field repair, ADA access, tree removal along the Cross Country course, security lighting and fencing, and restrooms.
Clarkston has original athletic facilities that are so outdated, they are dangerous.
I think you see the disaster that is occurring in Flint, no body is going to tolerate lead in the system. If it is found, it is the responsibility of the board to remove it with immediate haste. And
now that criminal charges are being filed in Flint against key leaders, I think the district knows lead remediation (and all plumbing improvements associated with that) will trump everything
Druid Hills Middle School is unique in that it hosts high school and county wide events. This facility needs a new track, athletic field upgrades, tree removal along the track and County cross
country course, a restroom installed and ADA access to the fields. There currently is none. Please review the funding levels for athletic fields at other schools and prioritize those who host
We are long overdue for a new building that can meet our students' needs: In facility condition studies, Henderson Mill received the 3rd lowest score of all elementary schools in the district.
(And the two schools with lower scores have been promised improvements that HMES will not get.) Henderson Mill has also been over capacity for years and by 2022 is projected to have 40%
more students than our building can hold - the 4th highest. Among all schools, HMES had the lowest rating for the adequacy of the facility to meet educational needs.
75% of schools tested to date have some lead contamination
Prioritize investing in athletic fields that host County wide events. Druid Hills Middle School also serves as a High School athletic field and hosts County-wide events. This facility needs the track
replaced, athletic fields upgraded, trees removed from cross-country course to remove tripping hazards, security lighting and fencing and ADA accessible restroom/concession stand installed.
Restroom fixture replacement is a close second on this question. Facilities in Henderson Mill Elem are woefully inadequate. Assume similarly aged schools are the same.
Henderson Mill Elementary School should be listed specifically for renovation and expansion.
IF THOSE SCHOOLS RANK LOWER then sure. WE ARE 1 AND 3 ON THE LIST OF SCHOOLS WHO NEED A NEW BUILDING. You are getting AUSTIN a new building? WHAT is wrong with you? Do we
have to go to to the news to get a new building when we have mold, roaches in the cafeteria, gas leaks and no AC???? I hope that the journalist that looks into this situation finds that all three
Druid Hills Middle school hosts events where other schools attend, too! It needs so much work so it's a place our students can be proud to play on !That place needs a bathroom facility, too!
MS hosts county events. No bathrooms?! Also, need upgrades on track, access, security lighting, etc.
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FCA in the county, 3rd
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FCA in the county, 3rd
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FCA in the county, 3rd
lowest FEAA. Moving students WILL NOT improve the facility."
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FCA in the county, 3rd
Henderson Mill Elementary School should be rebuilt. In facility condition studies, Henderson Mill received the 3rd lowest score of all elementary schools in the district. (And the two schools
with lower scores have been promised improvements that HMES will not get.) Henderson Mill has also been over capacity for years and by 2022 is projected to have 40% more students than
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FCA in the county, 3rd
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FCA in the county, 3rd
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FCA in the county, 3rd
While other things above are important, remediation of possible lead in the water must be the priority.
Whatever component would allow a new building for Henderson Mill Elementary!
Look at the FCA scores across the county. Anything under 50 unacceptable, but under 30 is a disgrace. Renovating Chestnut but not Henderson Mill has bad optics, but not as bad as
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. 3rdf Lowest FCA in the county, and
Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FCA in the county, 3rd lowest FEAA, school is 52 years old. Moving students WILL NOT improve the facility. Voting for ES funds but not
necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds.
New school for Henderson Mill.
The playground at Henderson Mill floods every time it rains and is unusable.
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FCA in the county, 3rd
Henderson Mill ES really needs a new facility!
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school.
Henderson Mill is just us the 3rd lowest!!
Replace more elementary schools
"Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FCA in the county, 3rd
If there are increases to renovations budget, Henderson Mill Elementary should be at the top of the list.
Henderson Mill has 50+year old plumbing.
Some schools have raised the money to update their own playgrounds. When you have buildings that leak water or AC units that leak and require paper towels to be pushed up against the AC
units on a daily basis it's hard to bite to spend money on athletic fields or playgrounds. Leaks and water cause mold and are harmful which creates more of a health impact for students and
Need renovations to HMES
How about renovating Henderson mill elementry? My son is in 5th grade and we pay a lot of tax and I would be very upset if you bused him to another school! Not acceptable response to the
Please add more $ to new elementary schools. Henderson Mill is in need of a new building. Please check the FEAA and FCA rankings.
Henderson Mill Elementary School needs new facilities.
Henderson mill elementary renovation!
Henderson Mill Elem needs to be targeted.
Why is Henderson Mill Elementary not in this equation?? Our facility is listed as one of the worst in the county.
Proper equipment and facility for Henderson Mill Elementary. Rebuild Henderson Mill which is rated worst facility in DCSD
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chose. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FCA in the county, 3rd
Need to seriously look more closely at playground renovations and determine if needed at some schools on list.
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DCSD should prioritize athletic facilities that host County wide events over individual schools. Druid Hills Middle School is a High School facility hosting County Cross Country meets. Option 3B
gives $2.73 MM to Clarkston HS, $1MM to Salem MIDDLE School and $1.5MM to Towers HS, none of whom host County wide events. Druid Hills is allotted $0.43MM but we highly
recommend swapping this amount with $1MM for Salem MIDDLE School so you can replace Druid Hills unusable track, add ADA compliant portable restrooms and concessions stand and
remove trees whose roots are tripping hazards along the County cross country course and track. We hosted the Dekalb County Cross Country finals recently, hundreds of students, parents and
I would like another option to include reallocating some of the budget or increasing the budget not only for Jolly and Chesnut but also for Henderson Mill. I do not want to take away from any
schools but why were Chesnut and Jolly chosen for renovations before Henderson Mill? They both have higher FCA and FEAA scores. They also have lower utilization rates. How did these
Only if the elementary schools pledge to use them - so many elementary schools hardly let their kids outside
None of these.
I support HS athletic field upgrades, but not the proposed list.
I also feel strongly that paving needs to be added to the operational budget. There are many schools that needs major systems replaced so I would also add money here.
Henderson Mill Elementary does not have adequate parking This is very frustrating to the school community and to the neighbors as traffic backs up on the Henderson Mill
road.
Henderson Mill Elementary is in desperate need to additional parking.
Oak Grove ES media center and school in need of computer refresh
School buildings that are 50+ years old and that have been neglected for decades are in major need of upgrades. There is a big problem when HVAC units flood and cause major loss of
instructional time (Henderson Middle) and ceiling tiles regularly fall because of water leaks and termites swarm classrooms every year (Sagamore). We can afford to provide better for our
Oak Grove needs its HVAC replaced or updated to avoid the continuous leaks in the ceiling. I've noticed trash cans placed throughout the hallways on sunny days to deal with this,
HVAC improvements and computer refresh for the media center computer lab at Oak Grove Elementary
OGE HVAC improvements
Technology improvements
HVAC improvements that should help to stop the water leaking through the ceiling tiles
Oak Grove Elem is in need of a computer refresh for the media center computer lab
AC at DHHS has been non existent in many classrooms during a record heat. Not optimal for learning or teaching. Likely not the only school that is in desperate need of upgrades
Lakeside desperately needs it's pool replaced. It has been repaired over the decades until there is no more patchwork that can be done. Loss causes parents and students additional money to
rent pool space in the community, take time off work to carpool students, and students often must practice before dawn or until 9:30 pm to get that community pool time.
Indian Creek should be on the list.
OGE is in need of a computer refresh for the media center computer lab. Whilewe are fortunate to have funding through the PTA and OGF for classroom
technology, we lack significant funding for a school-wide refresh.
Oak Grove Elementary needs HVAC improvements that should help to stop the water leaking through the ceiling tiles.
OGE also needs technology Improvements and a computer refresh for the media center computer lab. Whilewe are fortunate to have funding through the PTA and OGF for classroom
technology, we lack significant funding for a refresh.
OGE should be slated to receive HVAC improvements that should help to stop the water leaking through the ceiling tiles as well as wet tiles falling from the ceiling.
**Technology Improvements
* OGE is in need of a computer refresh for the media center computer lab. OGE lacks significant funding for a school-wide refresh.
OGE needs repair or replacement of our HVAC. It constantly leaks thru the ceiling tiles and who knows what kind of trouble that could cause.
Oak Grove Elementary needs improvements to its HVAC system.
Water continues to leak through the ceilings at OGE resulting in trash cans being left in the middle of hallways. Not only is this unsightly, it is unsafe.
Replacement HVAC at OGE due to massive areas of ceiling leakage and significant needs for technology, specifically new computers at OGE
Need HVAC improvement that would stop the water leaking through the ceiling tiles at OGE
Need HVAC improvements that would help to stop the water leaking through the ceiling tiles.
Oak Grove ES needs a new HVAC system. The sight of having bucket after bucket in the hallway to catch leaks from the HVAC is very sad.
OGE needs to have HVAC improvements to help stop the water leaking through the ceiling tiles.
Please ensure all schools are addressing ADA/accessibility
OGE needs a new HVAC system so the school the water leaks can stop and technology improvements. OGE needs a computer refresh for the media center computer lab.
OGE to receive HVAC improvements that should help to stop the water leaking through the ceiling tiles
Technology at OGE.
HVAC - there is water leaking through ceiling tiles which is unacceptable.
Additional parking is necessary at Oak Grove Elementary.
**Technology Improvements: Oak Grove Elementary is in need of a computer refresh for the media center computer lab.
Oak Grove Elementary desperately needs new HVAC systems
OGE needs HVAC improvements that will help stop the water leaking through ceiling tiles-- this creates an UNSAFE situation for little ones who may slip and fall in water puddles.
OGE needs HVAC improvements to stop the water leaking through the ceiling tiles.
Technology Improvements
OGE is in need of computer upgrades for the media center computer lab.
Druid Hills Middle School require HVAC and electrical upgrades. Please increase funds in this category to cover these two areas.
Technology Improvements
* OGE is in need of a computer refresh for the media center computer lab. Whilewe are fortunate to have funding through the PTA and OGF for classroom
technology, we lack significant funding for a school-wide refresh.
Oak Grove Elementary is in need of HVAC improvements to stop the water leaking through the ceiling tiles and to stop the high cost of maintaining these outdated systems
OGE needs a new HVAC system and must be refreshed. There is water leaking from the ceiling from the HVAC system. That is ridiculous.
Technology Improvements are needed at OGE
OGE needs HVAC improvements to stop the water leaking through the ceiling tiles on a constant basis
OGE is in need of a computer refresh for the media center computer lab
Indian Creek Elementary is way overcrowded
More money for capital improvements at all elementary schools. Henderson Mill should be on the list.
ADA should have been completed by now!
Alternative transportation ideas should be contemplated such as light rail and neighborhood shuttles. Too much money is being spent on transportation! How did Arabia Mtn ever get built
Oak Grove Elementary has an air conditioning system that has been leaking for at least 11 years.
HVAC improvements for OGE -- We have leaky ceilings from the unit and just last week there was smoke billowing from the unit in my child's classroom. The class had to evacuate to the media
HVAC system leaks in cafeteria. Every time it rains our ceiling leaks and we have to put garbage cans to collect water (safety hazard for children due to slips). We also need technology
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The HVAC system at Oak Grove Elementary is horrible. My child's classroom is not properly heated or cooled a significant portion of the year. In addition the delivery system leaks water
through the tiles and onto the floor on a near daily basis, especially in the summer, leaving spots on the floor and ceiling both. This is an environmental safety concern, as the water presents a
slip hazard in busy halls. The computers at Oak Grove are also substandard. If the children are required to take computer based testing, the computers need to be updated to support that
There is not enough information here to make a choice. How bad are each of these things? Dekalb should pay a consultant to make these determinations. Oh wait, we did.
Oak Grove Elementary is in dire need of an air conditioning system for its main cafeteria kitchen. The cafeteria workers are slaving in the summer heat without any central AC.
Do not increase budget. Already overspending
HVAC is in poor condition, frequent leaks / falling ceiling tiles / mold concerns due to dirty plenum which causes condensate line to clog. HVAC motors dying prior to end of useful life due to
Pls see above regarding DHMS' needs for HVAC and electrical upgrades
HVAC
see above
Oak Grove is in need of HVAC replacement to prevent the dust and smoke that often comes out of the vents. The system also produces too much condensation and water often floods through
the ceiling tiles and in the halls. Oak Grove also is in need of a refresh for the computer systems.
We need HVAC attention to stop water leaking from Ceilings.
The HVAC system at Oak Grove Elementary needs repair so water will stop leaking through the ceiling tiles.
HVAC at Oak Grove Elementary in need of repair to prevent leaks
OGE needs a new HVAC system and repair of water leakage through the ceiling caused by an old, defective and malfunctioning HVAC.
the HVAC system at Oakgrove has chronic leaks that require buckets in the hallways and replacement of ceiling tiles
new HVAC system, new computers for the media center
School-wide refresh of technology at Oak Grove Elementary
Oak Grove elementary is in need of an HVAC for the cafeteria kitchen.
NONE - I am interested in DESA/DSA attain an auditorium. We are nationally recognized!!!
HVAC improvement projects at OGE - to help stop the existing water leakage through the ceiling tiles.
Oak Grove Elementary needs HVAC improvement, repair of water leaks in roof/ceiling and computer refresh for the computer lab.
OGE is in need of a computer refresh for the media center computer lab. Whilewe are fortunate to have funding through the PTA and OGF for classroom
technology, we lack significant funding for a school-wide refresh.
Oak Grove ES needs HVAC improvements to help stop water leaks through ceiling tiles.
HVAC
OGE is not slated for any improvements related to this question. However, the capital renewal projects include many HVAC projects for other schools, and we will be advocating for OGE to
receive HVAC improvements that should help to stop the water leaking through the ceiling tiles.
HVAC improvements are needed at Oak Grove Elementary. Hopefully this should help to stop the water leaking through the ceiling tiles
At Oak Grove 1. water is leaking through our ceiling tiles! we need HVAC help just like other schools do. 2. Our media center computer lab is in great need of updating/refreshing. The lab does
not meet our current needs to support core curriculum at all grade levels.
Oak Grove Elementary- HVAC improvements to stop water leaking through ceiling tiles, and computer refresh for media center computer lab.
ADA/accessibility issues are required by law.
Parking additions would also be nice.
Oak grove is in need of HVAC system improvements that will stop the multiple water leaks in the ceiling.
Oak Grove Elementary needs major HVAC improvements for the safety of the students and staff.
Poor process with no data for decision making.
Oakgrove Elementary needs a new HVAC system to help keep an even temperature through out the school and prevent the continual leaks that are ruining ceiling tiles.
Every item in this category needs to be funded, but the lack of ADA compliance in DCSD is appalling. We have to do better.
HVAC improvements and technology improvements, like a computer refresh for the media center computer lab
Oak Grove ES needs funding to rehab HVAC system to eliminate leaks in the ceiling
Considering ADA/accessibility issues have been legally required for decades now (IDEA since 1975 and ADA since 1990), I'd hope we could get any outstanding problems in that area resolved
OGE needs much improved HVAC! Water has been leaking through the ceiling tiles for more than a year. So gross!
Henderson Mill Elementary is full of aging and unsafe systems. It is IGNORED in education budget considerations, evidently, because it's land is considered DeKalb County park land. A new
gym was built there almost entirely with parent and community donations. People, it is NOT A PARK; IT IS A SCHOOL.
none
Rebuilt the South De Kalb Community
Henderson Mill Elementary is lacking in parking!
As long as HMES is on the table for improvement.
Please put budget dollars toward improvements and additional facilities at Henderson Mill Elementary School. It has been left untouched by improvements for nearly 50 years.
Henderson Mill needs better better parking options
Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school or SUBSTANTAIL upgrade/renewal/addition. Lowest FCA in the county, 3rd lowest FEAA.
Henderson Mill needs a new facility. Our neighborhood school values its diversity and remains committed to meaningful and innovative learning experiences; the current facility is completely
inadequate for that and will continue to decline as the community grows. We do not want redistricting-- we want a functional and sufficient building to serve our current, wonderful
Renovate Henderson Hills Elem
Renovate Henderson Mill Elementary
renovate Henderson Hills Elementary
HMES does not have ADA access to many places on campus
Renovate Henderson Hills Elementary
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FEAA in the county, 3rd
HVAC replacement at Oak Grove ES is desperately needed. Ceilings are constantly leaking due to HVAC issues. Concerned about mold.
Update and expand the existing facilities at Henderson Mill Elementary school.
Update and expand the existing facilities at Henderson Mill Elementary school as well as School bus parking and additional parking spaces.
None.
More funds should be directed to Henderson Mill Elementary. It has the third lowest Facility Condition Assessment (FCA) score in the county (a 27 out of 100).
Increase dollars for Elementary rebuilds and additions and facilities updates. Specifically a new building for Henderson Mill Elementary - Lowest FEAA in County, 3rd lowest FCA.
Henderson Mill Elementary school's facilities are in desperate need of repair as per FEAA and FCA reporting done by THIS COUNTY. If the suggested improvements are data-based, shouldn't
the schools with the lowest scores AND overcrowding be receiving facility repairs? Black mold has been found in our classrooms. Our reports indicate that countless aspects of our school's
Henderson Mill Elementary received tour lowest facility score. It should be at the top of the list for facility improvements
No parking decks but place parking over drainage ditch at dhs.
recommend hvac repair/installation
You don't need parking additions if you redistrict!!
Parking at older high schools that are already overcrowded is already over capacity with just seniors and faculty parking in them. At Dunwoody HS the surrounding neighborhoods are
overflowing with students parking on streets. Many students need to drive for dual enrollment in am or pm, and after school activities. With the proposed added number of seats to be built
HMES needs an upgrade. NOW! We are the 3rd lowest Facility Condition Assessment in the entire county.
Henderson Mill Elementary school needs the funds. It has the 3rd lowest facility condition assessment in the entire county and the lowest score in the assessment that ranks how well
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Growth = more students = more drivers = parking
Dunwoody High School, with an addition coming, really needs allocation for the existing retention pond to be buried and paved over to increase parking. This is already a problem and will be a
Depends on need, but it we definitely don't want major systems failing. Everything else is nice to have IMO.
Parking is always an issue. We are "bursting at the seams" regarding parking at Dunwoody HS.
Henderson Mill Elementary School is in need of a new facility! If increasing the budget allocation for the Capital renewal program would accomplish this, that is what I support.
Funds for parking should not be withheld if the allotted amount is insufficient to solve the parking problem. Henderson Mill Elementary's parking and driveway situation puts small children in
We also need to reallocate funds such that Henderson Mill Elementary receives a NEW SCHOOL which has very low scores.
WE ALSO DON'T HAVE ANY PARKING. ACCIDENTS HAPPEN FREQUENTLY
Good example of need is SMHS
Bathroom upgrade
Also parking additions need to be done- 1.enough parking must be available for students who go to school both on campus and off 2. to encourage involvement of parents there needs to be
enough parking that parents can park and meet with a teacher or volunteer/support the school
Parking is a major issue at certain schools.
Oak Grove is need of new roofing, has a musty odor. I am saddened that Oak Grove is not included in any restorations other bathrooms - which it does need as well.
Oak Grove is listed only for restroom upgrades, yet our HVAC is failing. Every time it rains, we have buckets in the hall and flooded classrooms from a failed roof, and still there is no mention
of Oak Grove for significant capital improvements. This is unacceptable, Oak Grove campus is greater than 50 years old and needs significant capital investment. We need a new roof, new
Why are these 4 choices separate from those in Q13? I would rather give a portion of money from Capital renewal for renovations to ES
Druid Hills High School and Druid Hills Middle School both require HVAC and electrical upgrades. The buildings are old and temperature fluctuations create poor learning environments in both
schools. Druid Hills Middle School also has BARD HVAC units that were installed INSIDE several classrooms that need to be relocated. They are loud, disruptive and leak inside the classrooms.
The electrical system can't support computers where we need outlets at Druid Hills Middle School. Please allocate funding to invest in both schools HVAC and electrical to improve the
We are long overdue for a new building that can meet our students' needs: In facility condition studies, Henderson Mill received the 3rd lowest score of all elementary schools in the district.
(And the two schools with lower scores have been promised improvements that HMES will not get.) Henderson Mill has also been over capacity for years and by 2022 is projected to have 40%
more students than our building can hold - the 4th highest. Among all schools, HMES had the lowest rating for the adequacy of the facility to meet educational needs
Lakeside high and oak grove es have horribly insufficient parking that affects the neighborhoods around those buildings greatly
Due to the age of the buildings, Druid Hills High School (built in 1927) and Druid Hills Middle School (built in 1968) require HVAC and electrical upgrades. Please add additional funding to this
Henderson Mill needs parking space
Henderson Mill Elementary School should be listed specifically for renovation and expansion.
We have no parking to top it off! Cars are getting hit by others because we are trying to all squeeze in this ridiculous old building you refuse to update.
Please help regulate the temperature for the kids at Druid Hills high school. When it's too warm, they fall asleep in class. when it's freezing, they concentrate only on frigid fingers and toes.
Old building need infrastructural upgrades.
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FCA in the county, 3rd
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FCA in the county, 3rd
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FCA in the county, 3rd
Henderson Mill Elementary School should be rebuilt. In facility condition studies, Henderson Mill received the 3rd lowest score of all elementary schools in the district. (And the two schools
with lower scores have been promised improvements that HMES will not get.) Henderson Mill has also been over capacity for years and by 2022 is projected to have 40% more students than
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FCA in the county, 3rd
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FCA in the county, 3rd
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FCA in the county, 3rd
Henderson Mill Elementary's facility needs must not be ignored!
Just about all of the schools on this list need a whole lot more than is suggested. And the absence of Henderson Mill, with an FCA of 27, is shocking. Did you even look at the data?
Lakeside HS does not have adequate parking and this was not considering during the recent renovation. There is not enough student parking and most side roads now have no parking signs.
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. 3rdf Lowest FCA in the county, and
Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FCA in the county, 3rd lowest FEAA, school is 52 years old. Moving students WILL NOT improve the facility. Voting for ES funds but not
necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds.
Henderson Mill ES is in need of parking for parents and staff.
Please build Henderson Mill ES a new facility
Henderson Mill ES needs to be on the list for improvements.
Parking please
Henderson Mill doesn't have enough parking for employees much less visitors!
Henderson Mill Elementary has inadequate parking.
Still not sure what capital renewal means.
Need parking at HMES
Do you have a choice with ADA?? Isn't it federal law???
Please add more $ to new elementary schools. Henderson Mill is in need of a new building. Please check the FEAA and FCA rankings.
Henderson Mill Elementary School needs new facilities.
Again - Henderson Mill Elem needs to be replaced
Proper equipment and facility for Henderson Mill Elementary. Rebuild Henderson Mill which is rated worst facility in DCSD and in the top three schools with compromised education access
Lack of sufficient parking becomes q safety issue for children and families. Henderson Mill ES has some space identified for additional parking and simply needs the County to see it -Capital renewal is by far the biggest need to ensure a positive learning environment for our children, free of extreme temperature swings in classrooms, working restrooms with access to hot
There are schools without functioning HVAC systems which are not on this list.
WE seem to keep putting money in to technology and it is still awful. Schools suffer from slow internet access, too few computer labs...the new school and system web sites are worse than
the recently new ones we just had. When computers are stolen, we don't seem able to get them back even though they supposedly are under a chipped contract. The district web site is very
all of the above.
Oak Grove Elementary is in need of all of these. We are fortunate that our foundation raises money to supplement technology in classrooms, but we need a schoolwide refresh of technology.

Category 4 TECHNOLOGY

More money should be spent on school house and classroom technology upgrades - those upgrades that directly impact and benefit students.
Oak Grove Elementary is in need of computer refresh
Oak Grove ES in need of Computer Refresh of media center as well as security vestibule
The computers in the media room at Oak Grove Elementary need to be replaced or refreshed.
We need a database that integrates with DeKalb county tax system to verify residency. DCSD would save a significant amount of money on school expansions if people went to the schools
where they were actually zoned. There is a large amount of address fraud in the Lakeside cluster.
Oak Grove could very much use a computer refresh in the media center computer lab. Parent funding can't support a school wide refresh...that is the county's responsibility.
Computer refresh for the media center computer lab at Oak Grove Elementary
Please renovate HMES, bringing the facility integrity up to the already proven academic excellence.
Please renovate HMES!
MUCH NEEDED
none
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Renovation for Indian Creek need to be first priority.
Renovation of HMES.
This is great. I think it will be vitally important that under-served schools and schools with at least 80% free and reduced lunch students see the application of these earmarked funds. I also
think that administration in these schools should be held to task to keep parents involved in the process, before decisions are made, so that parents are decision-making partners along with
administration. And also that teachers and students using the new technology receive appropriate training so that they USE it - otherwise, it's a complete waste of money.
Technology Improvements -OGE is in need of a schoolwide computer refresh for the media center computer lab.
Oak Grove Elementary is in need a updated computers and computer systems.
OGE needs a computer refresh
We need to keep up with the pace of technology today. All schools should be equipped with WIFI for students. Students should be able to bring personal computers to use in instruction at
Oak Grove Elementary is in need of a computer refresh for the media center computer lab.
OGE is in need of a computer refresh for the media center computer lab. Whilewe are fortunate to have funding through the PTA and OGF for classroom
technology, we lack significant funding for a school-wide refresh.
OGE needs more school buses and new trash compactor
Computer refresh for Oakgrove ES
Oak Grove Elementary is in need of a computer refresh for the media center computer lab. While we are fortunate to have funding through the PTA and OGE for classroom technology, we lack
need school wide computer refresh at OGE
Safety first
Need a computer refresh for the media center computer lab.
Computer Refresh at Oak Grove ES is greatly needed.
OGE is in need of a computer refresh for the media center computer lab. While we are fortunate to have funding through the PTA and OGE for classroom technology, we lack significant
I do not agree with a $65M investment in tech given the state of our school system. What is truly important is teacher retention/recruitment and small class sizes.
OGE needs a school wide refresh of technology and the media centr needs a better compter lab
Technology Improvements
* OGE is in need of a computer refresh for the media center computer lab
OGE computers.
Oak Grove Elementary is in need of a computer refresh for the media center computer lab. We lack significant funding for a school-wide refresh.
technology - need new computers for the media center
All middle and high school future generations should be given their own electronic devices that they are responsible for (other counties do it - why can't DeKalb?)
More resources should be spent on increasing education resources for our children.
Computer refresh and safety and security
OGE has experienced the ceiling leaking problem almost every year. We are advocating for OGE to receive HVAC improvements that should help to stop the water leaking through the ceiling
tiles. Plus, OGE is in need of a computer refresh for the media center computer lab.
Technology improvements-- need a computer lab upgrade-- this is critical in today's economy.
Computer/technology upgrades are important, but money should first be spent on upgrading existing facilities.
OGE media center needs computer refresh.
I support technology improvements.
Technology Improvements
* OGE is in need of a computer refresh for the media center computer lab. Whilewe are fortunate to have funding through the PTA and OGF for classroom
technology, we lack significant funding for a school-wide refresh.
Oak Grove Elementary is in need of a computer refresh for the media center computer lab
Oak Grove Elementary needs a computer refresh to stay up with current technology.
Indian creek elementary is very crowded.
Computer refresh is needed at OGE
Elementary schools need a dedicated armed resource officer.
Computer refresh for OGE media center computer lab
Computer refresh is very important. Often current software is not written to old systems and this vital upgrade will ensure usability of the most current programs for students.
OGE is in need of a computer refresh for the media center computer lab. Whilewe are fortunate to have funding through the PTA and OGF for classroom
technology, we lack significant funding for a school-wide refresh.
Computer refresh. All computers in the school are antiquated, adversely affecting testing, which is primarily computer based at this time.
There is not enough information here to make a choice. How bad are each of these things? Dekalb should pay a consultant to make these determinations. Oh wait, we did.
Is this really needed for SPLOST money? Shouldn't this be covered in annual Education spending through property taxes? ESPLOST is for major building projects.
Spend on safety/ security
need school-wide computer refresh, refresh media center computer lab
Are all of the computer "refresh" changes and the replacement of the activity boards really needed? What will happen with the equipment that is replaced? Can this be repurposed within the
There should not be a need to replace active boards, as they are so new. We should have warranties. And make better purchasing decisions.
the best internet capabilites possible will help teachers and in turn help students utilize online technology more effectively; more ipads
What I often hear is that schools have a good amount of hardware at their disposal, but often can't use it because of insufficient bandwidth, so that is where money is needed. It would also be
great to have more extensive security cameras at the high school and middle school levels.
Looks good.
Oak Grove Elementary is in need of a computer refresh for the media center computer lab.
We need a computer refresh for media center.
Oak Grove Elementary needs new computers for the media center.
Computer Refresh needed at Oak Grove Elementary
Oakgrove Elementary's computer lab is outdated
Computer Refresh and Active Boards
Schools are not equipped with enough technology. Classroom computers and laptops are outdated. With all the testing being done on computers now, more funding needs to be given to
More money needs to be allotted to adequately address wireless connectivity issues.
need new computers for the media center
Too much on HR and Finance. More money needs to be in the classroom.
technology upgrade at Oak Grove.
Computer refresh school wide
OAk Grove Elementary is is urgent need of a new central computer lab. Our computers are very outdated and we do not receive annual district funds for technology.
NONE - I am interested in DESA/DSA attain an auditorium. We are nationally recognized!!!
school-wide refresh needed
Tea hers should be given at least some of the retirement benefits lost when DeKalb stopped the matching contribution at least for employees who were here when stopped and still remain
Oak Grove Elementary needs technology improvements.
I don't have any questions or comments.
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OGE is in need of a computer refresh for the media center computer lab. Whilewe are fortunate to have funding through the PTA and OGF for classroom
technology, we lack significant funding for a school-wide refresh.
Oak Grove ES is in need of a computer refresh for the media center computer lab.
OGE needs a school-wide computer refresh in the media center.
computer refresh at OGE
LEAVE THE SAGAMORE / LAKESIDE CLUSTER ALONE. Don't move students from Sagamore to other schools, please! It is a traffic disaster, will increase risks, time to go to school and many other
things. Just a very bad plan. Keep Sagamore as Feeder for Lakeside! Build a new high school in Doraville instead.
OGE is not slated for any improvements related to this question. However, the capital renewal projects include many HVAC projects for other schools, and we will be advocating for OGE to
receive HVAC improvements that should help to stop the water leaking through the ceiling tiles.
Oak Grove Elementary needs a computer refresh for the media center computer lab.
Community involvement
OGE is in need of a computer refresh for the media center computer lab.
As mentioned previously: Oak Grove Elementary's media lab needs to have equipment fully replaced.
Computers
computer refresh
Oak Grove Elementary- Computer refresh for media center computer lab.
Computer Refresh: Oak Grove Elementary is in need of a school computer refresh
What data and process was used to "identify" the proposed funds for this segment?
Keeping technology up to date is essential to remaining relevant in the 21st century.
Oakgrove is due for a computer refresh for the media center and computer labs.
Our technology access is profoundly limited at Lakeside. We don't have nearly enough devices for our student body.
HMES playground and track is in sad shape! Kids actually get hurt and break bones by tripping on the uneven track and broken equipment.
Oak Grove ES needs refresh of media center computer lab
Computer refresh is in dire need.
I hope that technology resources are provided alongside proper training for teachers and staff so that they are more effectively implemented in the curriculum.
DHMS need an electrical system to support the technology currently in place.
Oak Grove Elementary needs a computer refresh in our computer lab!
Renew and expande for Indian creek ES and Jolly ES
Henderson Mill Elementary is full of aging and unsafe systems. It is IGNORED in education budget considerations, evidently, because it's land is considered DeKalb County park land. A new
gym was built there almost entirely with parent and community donations. People, it is NOT A PARK; IT IS A SCHOOL.
Priorities would be safety and security, infrastructure
There should be total transparency
Rebuilt the South De Kalb Community
Issues like safety/security and infrastructure that most directly impact the students should be the top priority
Please don't forget Henderson Mill Elementary scchool!
Of all of these the computer refresh and infrastructure improvements would help the most.
We need to seriously reconsider active boards and seek other technological solutions
Update computers no longer need phones replace with newer technology
Upgrade Henderson elementary school.
Infrastructure and safety improvements. Please put budget dollars toward improvements and additional facilities at Henderson Mill Elementary School. It has been left untouched by
Definitely NOT (ERP) Finance and HR System. The other four are fine.
Please help Henderson Mill Elementary
Again, Henderson Mill's facilities were identified as woefully inadequate and yet no funds have been earmarked to address new additions or improvements to the existing facility!
All of above need to be upgraded at Henderson Mill Elementary School.
Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FCA in the county, 3rd lowest FEAA. Moving students WILL NOT improve the facility
Need to have a system in place to make sure the kids are safe.
Henderson Mill needs a new facility. Our neighborhood school values its diversity and remains committed to meaningful and innovative learning experiences; the current facility is completely
inadequate for that and will continue to decline as the community grows. We do not want redistricting-- we want a functional and sufficient building to serve our current, wonderful
Renovate Henderson Hills Elem
What are active boards? What is a computer refresh?
Are any of these categories going to help students with STEM?
Renovate Henderson Mill Elementary
renovate Henderson Hills Elementary
HMES is a STEM school and yet has less reliable computers and networks than some of the non-STEM schools in our county. Our old network (due to old building) limits our students and
How many times are you going to keep funneling funds into the HR system?
Renovate Henderson Hills Elementary
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FEAA in the county, 3rd
Computer refresh!
Update and expand the existing facilities at Henderson Mill Elementary school.
I don't think all of these items need money over facility improvements. Active boards are a luxury, not a necessity.
Update and expand the existing facilities at Henderson Mill Elementary school.
Henderson Mill Elemntary needs a total rehaul or new facilty. It is old, run down and needs to be addressed.
Lakeside needs major improvements to access the internet. Teachers have difficulty getting online to enter grades.
All Dekalb county schools should have the lastest computers and I-pad's for learning.
Refresh computers, active boards needed in each class and trailer room.
Henderson Mill Elementary school's facilities are in desperate need of repair as per FEAA and FCA reporting done by THIS COUNTY. If the suggested improvements are data-based, shouldn't
the schools with the lowest scores AND overcrowding be receiving facility repairs? Black mold has been found in our classrooms. Our reports indicate that countless aspects of our school's
Henderson Mill Elementary received tour lowest facility score. It should be at the top of the list for facility improvements
we are a title 1 school and are in desperate need of help.
Henderson Mill Elementary school needs the funds. It has the 3rd lowest facility condition assessment in the entire county and the lowest score in the assessment that ranks how well
Support active boards, safety and security and E-SPLOST. My elementary school, Henderson Mill Elementary School hasn't had ANY NEW FACILITY improvements in 20 years. I do not want to
continue voting for new taxes without this school on this list for capitol improvements!!
Henderson Mill Elem. needs a new facility. The school is in poor condition.
All of those before Active Boards!! These are not a necessity to teach our child. They need newer equipment and that means also newer infrastructure!! Safety and Security is important
Spend the money in the classroom. We have too many kids without technology
Does this also take into account the cost for upgrading wiring to support the new technologies. Some buildings don't have adequate power sources.
We need much more student technology - ipads and tablets to teach from and have access to. Teachers also need more access to copy machines. Every department should have
Safety and security additions of access control systems
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Will the Finance/HR ERP system provide net positive 3-5 year return on investment in reduced go-forward expenses? Has outsourcing those functions been considered?
Why VOIP? Will there be a net positive 3-5 year ROI? Is the POTS service not working?
What is driving the need for cameras and security equipment IN ALL SCHOOLS?
Are the new Active boards that much better than the old? Why not replace more gradually as they wear out?
Favor Computer and Telecom upgrades.
Upgrade technology across the board ... bring us into the 21st century! Other counties have way surpassed us in this area.
Start review at HS level and work down.
not enough information to make a meaningful choice
Would love for teachers to be issued a laptop or Chromebook
all schools need to have reliable computers/tablets, smartboards, etc for the teachers, staff and students
There needs to be better access to technology in all schools. Classrooms with 30+ students have 2 computers for them to use.
Please improve safety and comfort (i.e. No Trailers, class sizes...) before improving technology. It's a great goal, but, our students need basics like AC and clean water...
The lack of public input with regard to this category is disheartening.
We also need to reallocate funds such that Henderson Mill Elementary receives a NEW SCHOOL which has very low scores.
Keep the best technology and the best equipment
All teachers should have a Blog through the school system.
internet should be available in the high schools
computers are constantly in need of updating
We just had a telecom upgrade 2 years ago that cost millions of dollars. We definitely don't need that.
No comment at this time
Yes! Technology is always needed!
12 Million on an HR system is over paying.
The computer refresh better be with modern computer Intel core I5 or better. There needs to be the introduction of at least 3 touch screen computers per school for special needs students.
This is much needed and will benefit all schools. Thank you for including this!!
Need focus on more active boards and computer updates
We are long overdue for a new building that can meet our students' needs: In facility condition studies, Henderson Mill received the 3rd lowest score of all elementary schools in the district.
(And the two schools with lower scores have been promised improvements that HMES will not get.) Henderson Mill has also been over capacity for years and by 2022 is projected to have 40%
more students than our building can hold - the 4th highest. Among all schools, HMES had the lowest rating for the adequacy of the facility to meet educational needs.
More computers for students and staff.
We need to support the kids in many ways cause some of the kids are in need more ways than one they are the future let's not throw them away.
Make sure that you can track and monitor computer inventory during refresh. For HR system $12M sounds extremely excessive!!
Safety and Security has to be the top priority.
Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FCA in the county, 3rd lowest FEAA. Moving students WILL NOT improve the facility
Why are ERP upgrades being taken from SPLOST funds and not some other operating fund?
Infrastructure to HENDERSON MILL ELEMENTARY SCHOOL is desperately needed. The building is antiquated and is already overcapacity. This is a growing area and this elementary school will
Henderson Mill Elementary School should be listed specifically for renovation and expansion.
THE LAST THING this county needs is technology when we are suffering in buildings. GIVE ME A BREAK.
Upgrade and expand current schools and their parking capacity.
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FCA in the county, 3rd
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FCA in the county, 3rd
Way too much spent on technology, period. By the time the humans have caught on to the "upgrades," the systems have to be replaced again. We must stop playing the technology
corporations rat-race game. Instead, we must find better ways to support our TEACHERS, who are the heart of every school.
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FCA in the county, 3rd
This is a definite need. It is embarrassing how out of date DeKalb county schools are compared to other counties.
$12MM for an ERP upgrade, and $22MM for computer refresh?? You have got to be kidding me. who are you buying this from? You just made someone's sales goal for a lifetime. I am all
about keeping current with technology, but I hope that this project is vetted with more diligence than a stock RFP.
Henderson Mill Elementary School should be rebuilt. In facility condition studies, Henderson Mill received the 3rd lowest score of all elementary schools in the district. (And the two schools
with lower scores have been promised improvements that HMES will not get.) Henderson Mill has also been over capacity for years and by 2022 is projected to have 40% more students than
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FCA in the county, 3rd
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FCA in the county, 3rd
Updated computers, laptop carts are much needed, and upgraded wifi. As a teacher, according to TKES I am evaluated on how much technology I incorporate into my lesson and how much of
that technology is in the hands of the students. Schools are overcrowded so use of the computer lab is few and far between.
I'd rather have basic text books and a new building at Henderson Mill. When children don't have a safe and healthy place to learn, what good is technology?
Technology is pitiful throughout the county. Better use of funds. Are there $$$ to train people on the new technology.
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. 3rdf Lowest FCA in the county, and
Some ES facilities still have inadequate technology for student use to support the next generation of learners.
Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FCA in the county, 3rd lowest FEAA, school is 52 years old. Moving students WILL NOT improve the facility. Voting for ES funds but not
necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds.
Specifically, for Henderson Mill Elementary!
seems like a lot for the new ERP - assuming this is starting completely over with a new system?
Safety and Security should be to top priority and then Infrastructure after that.
Review the Finance and HR system as 12M is an exorbitant amount for this software
We were told at a public meeting that this topic is not open for discussion.
HMES is in need of renovation.
Technology does not replace effective teaching. Choose these expenditures and related support wisely. PLEASE.
The computers are old
Safety and security
Not clear why new active boards are needed. Current ones seem to work well
Henderson Mill Elementary School needs new facilities.
Please find funds to replace Henderson Mill Elem.
Technology does not work consistently in our outdated facility.
Every school (ES, MS, HS) should have a high speed wifi system installed that teaches and students can access.
FULLY support all of these. Love how DCSD has made Technology a priority and spread the benefit so ALL schools receive updated computer equipment, IP phones, cameras and security
Why was the BOE and public told three years ago that every classroom was getting a 2nd generation Active Board if this $10m is to install 2nd generation Active Boards? What has been
installed in classrooms?
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Category 1 SAFETY AND SECURITY

Category 5 BUSES, VEHICLES, and EQUIPMENT

Buses are not a capitol expenditure
Yes There need to be new buses. They buses break down constantly and not to mention many are overcrowded. This is a safety issue that the county needs to address.
Oak Grove Elementary buses have downtime due to maintenance issues. Would love to see newer buses.
In order to assist current enrollment numbers at Lakeside I would support portable classrooms, if the BOE honored their original agreement to keeping current clusters in place.
Option A but shift $2-3 million from buses to Band / orchestra equipment and $2 million from buses to compactors.
Oak Grove could use a new trash compactor to help reduce the overall waste space taken by the school's trash.
OGE
I'm a band director in the district. We lack basic equipment that is required for a band to function at the most basic level. Money needs to be put into purchasing new equipment and music.
Rebuilding of Indian Creek is a much needed change for the students. Busing is not a problem for ICES.
OGE is in need of a newer fleet of buses to reduce bus downtime due to maintenance issues. OGE also needs a new trash compactor.
Prefer to spend money on school buses and trash compactor for Oak Grove ES.
OGE and HMS are in need of a newer fleet of buses to reduce bus downtime due to maintenance issues. Note: Under option 5C, OGE may receive a new trash compactor. However, under 5A
OGE needs new buses
Oak Grove Elementary is in need of a newer fleet of buses to reduce bus downtime due to maintenance issues.
OGE needs new buses to reduce repair time and a trash compactor
Why are Portable classrooms still being considered? Start charging impact fees to new residential projects to support the students you will reside in the residential projects.
I support increases in band equipment because that directly impacts kids and increased maintenance. I don't see a problem with the buses--really need more bus drivers as I see it.
At Oak Grove ES, the buses sometimes have to run 2 routes when buses break down. Also, Oak Grove could use a new compactor.
Oak Grove Elementary is in need of a newer fleet of buses to reduce bus downtime due to maintenance issues. Note: Oak Grove Elementary is in need of a new trash compactor.
We've had significant bus delays/re-routes due to mechanical problems. We also need a new trash compactor.
Our school bus route has been delayed due to bus downtime for more than 3 times this year. OGE is in need of a newer fleet of buses to reduce bus downtime due to maintenance issues. Also,
Newer buses are needed to reduce bus downtime due to maintenance
OGE needs new buses and a trash compactor.
Oak Grove Elementary is in need of a newer fleet of buses to reduce bus downtime due to maintenance issues
oak grove needs new buses as they break down often
OGE is in need of a newer fleet of buses to reduce bus downtime due to maintenance issues
Oak Grove ES is in need of a newer fleet of buses to reduce bus downtime due to maintenance issues.
Some schools don't have compactors at all. Put those in before replacing others.
Find alternative forms of transportation!
OGE could use new buses. There have been frequent maintenance issues this year already.
OGE needs a new trash compactor and buses without maintenance problems (new fleet of buses b/c they are always breaking down)
Yes, more buses are needed. I have 3 kids and the buses are constantly in maintenance and breaking down on routes. My 7th grader sits 3 per seat for a 40 minute ride to school each day.
I think that more information is needed regarding the "major school bus purchase." Is this proposed because of safety hazards of the current buses? Need for more capacity? What is the
justification? If part of the need is that the expansion of the northern schools' seating capacities is going to drive more need for buses coming from the south, then this is still yet another
Thank you for finally addressing the needs of school band equipment. Please put as much money into this category as possible.
Oak Grove Buses
No one likes portable classrooms! Use redistricting to right size the schools, build the new Cross Keys HS, a Doraville cluster, and get rid of the expense of portables. Then put the savings
Oak Grove is in need of newer buses to help reduce bus downtime due to maintenance issues. Buses are often late because of these problems.
Oak Grove Elementary needs new buses and a new trash compactor.
OGE is in need of a newer fleet of buses to reduce bus downtime due to maintenance issues.
we need a newer fleet of buses to reduce downtime due to bus maintenance
Trash compactor
Recommend purchasing air conditioned buses for those with longer routes.
NONE - I am interested in DESA/DSA attain an auditorium. We are nationally recognized!!!
OGE is in need of a newer fleet of buses to reduce bus downtime due to maintenance issues.
We need newer buses. Routes are affected with buses down for repairs.
Include compactors as part of any proposal.
OGE is in need of a newer fleet of buses to reduce bus downtime due to maintenance issues.
LEAVE THE SAGAMORE / LAKESIDE CLUSTER ALONE. Don't move students from Sagamore to other schools, please! It is a traffic disaster, will increase risks, time to go to school and many other
things. Just a very bad plan. Keep Sagamore as Feeder for Lakeside! Build a new high school in Doraville instead.
More means of transport more effective
Oak Grove Elementary has suffered significant bus interruptions due to maintenance issues and we need a newer fleet of buses. We also are in need of a new trash compactor.
Oak Grove Elementary- needs a newer fleet of buses to reduce bus downtime due to maintenance issues, and new trash compactor.
Band equipment is sorely needed.
Oak grove is in need of a newer fleet of buses so that down-time due to maintenance issues can be reduced.
Oak Grove Elementary is in need of a newer fleet of buses to reduce bus downtime due to maintenance issues.
Has the district EVER considered a situation where NO BUSES would be needed? That seems like the solution! What are alternative forms for improved transportation? Or a situation where no
Compactors are an ignored but much needed part of school operations.
Oakgrove is in need of a newer fleet of buses to reduce bus downtime due to maintenance
Oak Grove ES needs newer fleet of buses to reduce bus downtime due to maintenance issues. Oak Grove ES needs new trash compactor.
YES to MUSIC Programs
Oak Grove Elementary needs a new fleet of buses
Henderson Mill Elementary is full of aging and unsafe systems. It is IGNORED in education budget considerations, evidently, because it's land is considered DeKalb County park land. A new
gym was built there almost entirely with parent and community donations. People, it is NOT A PARK; IT IS A SCHOOL.
Need more info. We don't know the status of buses, or what would need to be purchased.
Music equipment for band, orchestra and choir
Rebuilt the South De Kalb Community
Lakeside High School need more help in traffic before and after school events! Hire a policeman to keep the traffic moving.
While I don't support more funding for portable classrooms as it lessens the focus on renovating/improving our schools, this plan has funds for band and kitchens
Band is screaming for more equipment and I support this! We will 100% need portables over the next 5 years to deal with over crowding and we need to support our teachers and students
with portable classroom space. The alternative is floating teachers and seriously over crowded classes - not acceptable.
Purchase buses encourage parents to have kids ride buses decrease pollution and traffic congestion
Upgrade Henderson elementary school.
Please put budget dollars toward improvements and additional facilities at Henderson Mill Elementary School. It has been left untouched by improvements for nearly 50 years.
Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FCA in the county, 3rd lowest FEAA. Moving students WILL NOT improve the facility
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Henderson Mill needs a new facility. Our neighborhood school values its diversity and remains committed to meaningful and innovative learning experiences; the current facility is completely
inadequate for that and will continue to decline as the community grows. We do not want redistricting-- we want a functional and sufficient building to serve our current, wonderful
Renovate Henderson Mill Elementary
Renovate Henderson Hills Elem
I prefer not to have portables be a solution. They are ugly and make the students feel isolated from the rest of the school. We should be looking at creating proper expansions.
renovate Henderson Hills Elementary
Renovate Henderson Hills Elementary
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FEAA in the county, 3rd
Update and expand the existing facilities at Henderson Mill Elementary school.
You need Band Equipment, Kitchen Equipment, Support Vehicles, school buses in that order with no need for compactors.
Update and expand the existing facilities at Henderson Mill Elementary school.
How about hold a bake sale for band equipment instead of ripping off citizens?
THis is difficult to know because I don't know which is in worse shape... buses versus kitchens. Student safety is top priority. Also, with band equipment, orchestra should be included too.
Funding for band equipment should be shared with Orchestra, Chorus, and General Music programs.
There should be a lot more funds contributed toward the various activities and school needs
Henderson Mill has no compactor and many smaller schools do. Give HMES a new compactor before replacing others.
We also need these so the students and parents can enjoy the schools, neighborhoods, community friendly place to live.
Henderson Mill Elementary received tour lowest facility score. It should be at the top of the list for facility improvements
Not sure on this - whatever you think is best
School lunches are so horrible, they should be outsourced. Surely, someone else can do a better job.
Henderson Mill Elementary school needs the funds. It has the 3rd lowest facility condition assessment in the entire county and the lowest score in the assessment that ranks how well
Henderson Mill Elem. needs a new facility. The school is in poor condition.
Depends on the age of our school buses - don't know that information.
Re evaluate the bus system. We have buses with a lot of empty seats at the high school. Expand the distance to get a bus or consolidate routes.
DCSD needs to get off the tired bus system. Middle school students get out too late and when Day Light Savings time ends, many students are getting home after dark.
Does it really make sense to purchase new trailers when we are adding on to eliminate that need? Should we just lease until we have additions? Have we looked at smaller buses where
appropriate? I see a lot of buses that are mostly empty as they pull up to school. Save capital and fuel costs.
Additional funds for Band equipment. This could provide scholarships opportunity for some students.
I would think that within each option individual schools needs could be prioritized. Focus on items that support the greatest long term reduction in expenditures.
School "nutrition" is atrocious and needs a complete overhaul. Whoever is in charge of school lunches should be fired!
Ongoing concern for safety of school buses and driver qualifications.
Portable NICE classrooms are sorely needed.
The music programs need $12M as requested, not $4. Decrease funding from service vehicles and give it to the music programs.
NO money should be spent on portable classrooms! The general fund budget is almost $2 M every year. The district can buy 50 trailers a year without using eSPLOST funds.
Compactors are not needed.
Support vehicles should not include sedans for administrators or police vehicles. DCSD DOES NOT NEED a small army.
Band equipment is not a capital expense and should not be included in this list. However, the general fund budget for band equipment should be doubled.
More money should be directed to kitchen equipment and school buses.
Move kids closer to schools to avoid so much busing. Offer vouchers for gas for parents who carpool...
Make schools big enough that portable classrooms are not necessary. Include all arts programs in any purchase for band.
We also need to reallocate funds such that Henderson Mill Elementary receives a NEW SCHOOL which has very low scores.
Only if the portable classrooms include bathrooms and security measures!
Buses should be up to par but the band definitely needs to get new instruments and be able to repair old ones
Promises have been made But broken to improve SMHS Band room and equipment (since 2004). Clarkson and SMHS have severely outdated markee signs. Gas South is named on many school
markee 's in Cobb. Why can't Dekalb benefit from the company? SMHS marker is embarrassing.
you all said that 12 million would go to the band program
Please provide arts funding.
compactors removed from C and less for portable classrooms. Portable classroom should be a stop gap. We are allocating money for portable classrooms when the whole plan was to allocate
real classroom space for the projected overcrowding. Seems counter intuitive
Does the bus purchase allocation also factor in the salaries of additional drivers or are these buses intended to replace older models? The middle school routes are a mess. It's always a guess
ALL Music departments need additional equipment. Choral, Band, and Orchestra.
Too much money is being proposed for support service vehicles.
The Band, Chorus, and Orchestra departments really need more funds allocated to upgrade classroom equipment. All of these disciplines work very hard to provide the schools and community
with great musicianship on a regular basis. Additionally, each of the disciplines have recorded scholarships for the students in their programs. Please consider provided more funds. Also, many
of the HS sites with an auditorium need sound equipment upgrades. These schools are used for county-wide meetings and concerts that benefit the county and the community.
Service/support vehicles only benefit select employees, I look on this proposed figure with suspicion.
INCREASE BAND FUNDING. REQUESTED 12 MILLION FOR BAND. IT WOULD BE MORE THAN BAND IT WOULD GO ACROSS ALL MUSIC RELATED THING IN THE COUNTY. TO HAVE ARTS THRIVE
WE WOULD NEED MORE THAN 4 MILLION. THAT WOULD BE BARELY ENOUGH FOR ONE CLUSTER OF MUSIC/BAND EQUIPMENT
Buses are over 10 years old. So what? Do they still run? Allocate less money to buses (perhaps renovating mechanically sound ones) and more to school support.
Cut the damn portables out.
I would devote less funds to portable classes and more to music equipment.
Henderson Mill Elementary School should be listed specifically for renovation and expansion.
I don't know all the needs.
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FCA in the county, 3rd
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FCA in the county, 3rd
Need to retire and replace the polluting diesel-powered buses with electric or natural-gas buses.
Busing is needed to offer transportation to Region 1 and 2 students to South Dekalb magnet schools.
Henderson Mill Elementary School should be rebuilt. In facility condition studies, Henderson Mill received the 3rd lowest score of all elementary schools in the district. (And the two schools
with lower scores have been promised improvements that HMES will not get.) Henderson Mill has also been over capacity for years and by 2022 is projected to have 40% more students than
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FCA in the county, 3rd
Music Instrument investment is needed and necessary for student growth!
Band equipment? Really? Music is all well and good, but address FCA scores under 30 before showing how much you value the band over other music and arts programs.
There are not enough busses. They break down on a regular basis. They are often not available for extra curricular activities. I fear support vehicles will got the way of county employees with
personal drivers which is beyond ridiculous but we know occurs.
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. 3rdf Lowest FCA in the county, and
Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FCA in the county, 3rd lowest FEAA, school is 52 years old. Moving students WILL NOT improve the facility. Voting for ES funds but not
necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds.
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New school for Henderson Mill
Our busses are overcrowded. I have seen children standing!
Less portable classrooms! A mixture of other capital equipment spend would be better than A, B or C
No more trailers!
No compactors
Many of our campuses are crumbling. I am not against replacing school buses, but it is not productive to have overcrowded, 50-year-old campuses. And the band equipment category is not
I do not think that Band equipment belongs in this category, especially with no info to the public about how the money will be allocated. All of the other categories identify the school and the
amount of money that will be spent there. There should be equal transparency into how this $2M - $4M will be spent.
Henderson Mill has 50 year old kitchen equipment. Too many old trailers
I would prefer that school officials do not get school vehicles. When we have schools that are health hazards for children why so we pay for the white Fords for employees at AIC? The rest of
the employees in the system drive their own cars and those that drive to different places turn in mileage reimbursement. No money should be spent on cars when children should be the first
Buses break down all to often and it's a dangerous situation for all involved.
Please add more $ to new elementary schools. Henderson Mill is in need of a new building. Please check the FEAA and FCA rankings.
I like C for the less on school buses and more on compactors and band equipment, but don't like the additional $ for portable classrooms.
Henderson Mill Elementary needs a new school.
Henderson Mill Elementary School needs new facilities.
The school facilities are more important.
should't be just band in that category -music or all arts.
Recommend when replacing buses, to consider giving older but still functioning buses and/or mini buses, one to each High School for use as transportation for athletic events and field trips.
Coaches and faculty could get commercial licenses to drive and we would not be dependent on bus drivers coming late to pick up students for events. We are often late to athletic events due
I support the focus on a major school bus purchase and think that is a high need. It would be nice to have more information provided about band equipment and portable classrooms. 2-4
million is a big amount to spend when the beginning of the survey started with fire alarms and sprinklers. I think that all schools should have working fire alarms and sprinklers before we make
band allocations. I would like additional information on this though. Also, I realize that portable classrooms are necessary with the overcrowding but spending another 1.5 - 3million on these
types of classrooms might just be like slapping a bandaid on a bigger problem. Which schools are getting these portable classrooms or are these to replace old ones, etc.? Someone mentioned
Please, do not install compactors or buy any more sedans for administrators.
The district owns 448 trailers (AKA portable classrooms) and budgets $1.9M each year for them. A single-wide is less than $32,000. The operating budget is enough to buy more than 60 trailers
every year.
Why is there a need for them to be included? Is the administration's plan to use trailers permanently?
Band equipment is not a capital expense. Why is it on the list?
Oak Grove Buses so frequently are down for maintenance that it affects bus schedules adversely.
Band AND orchestra equipment
Spend more on technology. That is the future.
Needed at Oak Grove Elementary
OGE and HMS need OGE is in need of a newer fleet of buses to reduce bus downtime due to maintenance issues.
Include orchestra in band equipment; provide facilities for band & orchestra to hold classes (e.g. @ Dunwoody High School) & reintroduce orchestra in elementary (e.g. Vanderlyn)
Oak Grove Elementary is in need of a newer fleet of buses to reduce bus downtime due to maintenance issues.
New buses OGE
Stop spending on administration, keep focus on students.
Newer buses are needed to reduce bus downtime due to maintenance
Support the arts more!
There is not enough information here to make a choice.
bus routes are constantly doubled up, leaving children at school for longer period until bus can return and pick up second route after first route
When my son was in the marching band the condition of the instruments was unsatisfactory and unacceptable and embarrassing.
I think that the bands definitely need to be supported.
I understand that buses are needed. They transport our band students too.
see above
NONE - I am interested in DESA/DSA attain an auditorium. We are nationally recognized!!!
Students have been waiting for buses for hours for Henderson middle school due to bus breakdowns, and our elementary school's routes are being interrupted/delayed due to frequent
Band equipment is sorely needed.
Stakeholders have no idea how OLD and broken are the existing musical equipment.
Oak Grove ES needs newer fleet of buses to reduce bus downtime due to maintenance issues. Oak Grove ES needs new trash compactor.
Henderson Mill Elementary is full of aging and unsafe systems. It is IGNORED in education budget considerations, evidently, because it's land is considered DeKalb County park land. A new
gym was built there almost entirely with parent and community donations. People, it is NOT A PARK; IT IS A SCHOOL.
We don't have information to know which budgets need to be increased.
12M is what we voted on that's what we want.
Renovate Henderson Mill Elementary
Please put budget dollars toward improvements and additional facilities at Henderson Mill Elementary School. It has been left untouched by improvements for nearly 50 years.
Money needs to be spent on new/upgraded facilities. Focus on Henderson Mill Elementary School. Lowest FCA in the county, 3rd lowest FEAA. Moving students WILL NOT improve a woefully
Henderson Mill needs a new facility. Our neighborhood school values its diversity and remains committed to meaningful and innovative learning experiences; the current facility is completely
inadequate for that and will continue to decline as the community grows. We do not want redistricting-- we want a functional and sufficient building to serve our current, wonderful
Renovate Henderson Mill Elementary
Renovate Henderson Hills Elem
renovate Henderson Hills Elementary
Music programs are woefully underfunded. They offer students so much, they need to be adequately funded.
Renovate Henderson Hills Elementary
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FEAA in the county, 3rd
Update and expand the existing facilities at Henderson Mill Elementary school.
Update and expand the existing facilities at Henderson Mill Elementary school.
How about hold a bake sale for band equipment instead of ripping off citizens?
But only if this increases the safety of the students versus just having something new.
Our music in DeKalb Co. schools is very important. It keeps the students in school and engaged in a wonderful activity. The parents and community enjoy all the performances.
Band should receive the $12M they were promised months ago.
if increasing anything, i always favor instruction, smaller classes, and arts/music. For nonperforming schools, reduce class sizes to 10 or 5.
Band equipment is in bad shape and need a major overhaul.6 million is needed minimum.
This area is severely underfunded. Equipment is extremely expensive and the benefits of music education and its impact on the ability for students to learn in other areas is not always
recognized. Funding this program directly benefit other areas including STEM and language skills. Easing cost in this area opens this phenomenal opportunity of a music education by giving our
Henderson Mill Elementary school needs the funds. It has the 3rd lowest facility condition assessment in the entire county and the lowest score in the assessment that ranks how well
Henderson Mill Elem. needs a new facility. The school is in poor condition.
This is the least important spending category. Safety and facilities improvements are most important
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Appendix C
Survey Comments (Unedited)

Category 1 SAFETY AND SECURITY
This could provide scholarships opportunity for some students.
Music is critical for children's development. Right now, underprivileged children are not able to participate because they can't afford instruments. $4M is not enough to remove the disparities.
Band equipment needs to be increased to 12 Million. Tubas, bass drums are expensive, and the upkeep of these instruments is very expensive. You have a world class band in the MLK Band
and they should be rewarded for that recognition. The band has to travel to every game location and to rent buses to carry students and equipment is also expensive. The high school band
I am, frankly, astounded that Henderson Mill Elementary's FCA score of 27/100 is completely unaddressed by these proposals, while band equipment is on the table.
We also need to reallocate funds such that Henderson Mill Elementary receives a NEW SCHOOL which has very low scores.
Band room for SMHS and improve field track for all schools.
you all said that 12 million would go to the band program
$12 million for band equipment as previously suggested
Better music programs improve students grades all around. I fully support increasing arts funding. Too many arts programs in our county have been stripped away.
Same question as 15 comment. I support bus purchase if it's for additional buses to ease the transport of middle school students.
12 million that was voted on..
I believe the safety of buses for our children is extremely important. The over all functioning of the bus is important as well as the lighting and sign alerts for the buses when picking up and
dropping off students. I have seen far too many cars try to pass buses when they are stopped loading and unloading children. I think adding a camera control system to monitor cars behavior
Band Equipment has been neglected for so long, students come to school and don't have instruments to play at all or, have an instrument that is barely functioning. This is not providing an
INCREASE BAND FUNDING. REQUESTED 12 MILLION FOR BAND. IT WOULD BE MORE THAN BAND IT WOULD GO ACROSS ALL MUSIC RELATED THING IN THE COUNTY. TO HAVE ARTS THRIVE
WE WOULD NEED MORE THAN 4 MILLION. THAT WOULD BE BARELY ENOUGH FOR ONE CLUSTER OF MUSIC/BAND EQUIPMENT
Increase band equipment to $12M-15M.
The buses need air or our children need to be allowed to lower the windows. They come home sweating and desperate for water/air when they get off the bus in hot months.
Music ed is so critical to development/learning - I was in band/music for 7 years in Cobb Co and that experience was transformative. With this option, you have the potential to make a big
This is the 1st time ever for much needed music and equipment!!! YES
DH MS and HS needs their own busses for after-school activities. Delayed bus arrival and traffic keep our teams from arriving on time.
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FCA in the county, 3rd
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FCA in the county, 3rd
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Category 1 SAFETY AND SECURITY
Henderson Mill Elementary School should be rebuilt. In facility condition studies, Henderson Mill received the 3rd lowest score of all elementary schools in the district. (And the two schools
with lower scores have been promised improvements that HMES will not get.) Henderson Mill has also been over capacity for years and by 2022 is projected to have 40% more students than
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FCA in the county, 3rd
Stay within your budget!
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. 3rdf Lowest FCA in the county, and
Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FCA in the county, 3rd lowest FEAA, school is 52 years old. Moving students WILL NOT improve the facility. Voting for ES funds but not
necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds.
Students need safe buses to get back and forth in. DeKalb employees should have "company cars" to drive. Trucks and service vehicles at the service centers should be included since they are
Please add more $ to new elementary schools. Henderson Mill is in need of a new building. Please check the FEAA and FCA rankings.
Henderson Mill Elementary School needs new facilities.
Remove portable classrooms, band equipment, and compactors. Focus on support/service vehicles which actually support schools, not for the police or administrators.
Improve school kitchen facilities and the quality and healthiness of school food. Kitchens such as those at Henderson Mill Elementary are extremely outdated.
Definite need for trash compactors at OGES to keep up with the eco system improvements needed.
Oak Grove could use a new trash compactor to help reduce the overall waste space taken by the school's trash. Also, I believe we should not be investing in portable classrooms. They are a
poor learning environment for kids and we should focus on providing proper facilities if new classroom space is needed.
PLEASE RENOVATE HMES SO IT WILL EQUAL ITS HIGHLY ACADEMIC STATUS.
HMES NEEDS RENOVATION DESPERATELY! Please consider bringing the facility integrity of this school up to its already proven academic excellence.
HMES needs renovation desperately. Please consider bringing the integrity of this school to its full academic and structural potential.
Needed at Oak Grove Elementary
Oak Grove Elementary in need.
OGE is in need of this
Or proper recycling.
Please ensure our kitchens are properly equipped. So many students in Dekalb depend on schools for their nutritional needs.
OGE trash compactor.
do not know much about this one
Spend more on feeding our children better food! Sysco and US Foods is no way to survive!
We need a new trash compactor
There is not enough information here to make a choice.
No more portable classrooms.
How do trash compactors help the schools? I am sure that there is a reason, but that information would be helpful.
Less trash. Try composting and recycling.
Oak Grove Elementary needs a trash compactor. Our kitchen equipment is ok, but we have no air conditioner in the Kitchen and the heat causes horrible conditions for the kitchen staff.
Food has to be improved
NONE - I am interested in DESA/DSA attain an auditorium. We are nationally recognized!!!
LEAVE THE SAGAMORE / LAKESIDE CLUSTER ALONE. Don't move students from Sagamore to other schools, please! It is a traffic disaster, will increase risks, time to go to school and many other
things. Just a very bad plan. Keep Sagamore as Feeder for Lakeside! Build a new high school in Doraville instead.
Oak Grove needs a trash compactor.
DCSD should have required a more detailed study by a competent consulting firm!
Very poor decision and use of taxpayer funds DCSD!
Oakgrove Elementary could use a trash compactor.
Oak Grove ES needs new trash compactor.
Henderson Mill Elementary is full of aging and unsafe systems. It is IGNORED in education budget considerations, evidently, because it's land is considered DeKalb County park land. A new
gym was built there almost entirely with parent and community donations. People, it is NOT A PARK; IT IS A SCHOOL.
We don't have information to know which budgets need to be increased.
Use more recycle to eliminate cost for compactors
Rebuilt the South De Kalb Community
Could portable classrooms move between schools
Upgrade Henderson elementary school. It's a disgrace.
Please put budget dollars toward improvements and additional facilities at Henderson Mill Elementary School. It has been left untouched by improvements for nearly 50 years.
Money needs to be spent on new/upgraded facilities. Focus on Henderson Mill Elementary School. Lowest FCA in the county, 3rd lowest FEAA. Moving students WILL NOT improve a woefully
Henderson Mill needs a new facility. Our neighborhood school values its diversity and remains committed to meaningful and innovative learning experiences; the current facility is completely
inadequate for that and will continue to decline as the community grows. We do not want redistricting-- we want a functional and sufficient building to serve our current, wonderful
Renovate Henderson Mill Elementary
Renovate Henderson Hills Elem
renovate Henderson Hills Elementary
Do not need portable classrooms if overcrowding is addressed.
Renovate Henderson Hills Elementary
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FEAA in the county, 3rd
Update and expand the existing facilities at Henderson Mill Elementary school.
Update and expand the existing facilities at Henderson Mill Elementary school.
I do NOT recommend 'portable classrooms' - they seem to be a short term solution to a long term issue
Would need more information to understand the current state of these elements.
Better food for the students needs to be cooked on better equipment.
You are spending too much on buildings such as Austin rebuild - who cares about this. Spend money on reducing class sizes for all and esp for poor performing areas - reduce size of class to
10 or 5 per class. Need to address the performance. A new school doesn't do this.
Not sure whicheck of the 3 needs help the most.
I selected portable classrooms, however, I am also concerned that portable classrooms may become the norm for some overcrowded schools rather than addressing the issue with a
if there aren't going to be funds for school expansion, then the quality of the portable classrooms needs to improve.
Henderson Mill Elementary school needs the funds. It has the 3rd lowest facility condition assessment in the entire county and the lowest score in the assessment that ranks how well
We need more serving lines at Dunwoody High School. Kids don't have time to get food and eat it during lunch time.
Anything to make the food healthier and better!
We also need to reallocate funds such that Henderson Mill Elementary receives a NEW SCHOOL which has very low scores.
Outside of many schools are overflowing stinks trash bins.
Do we recycle? Are we teaching the students how to reuse waste as fertilzer or other ways of saving the environment.
recycle bins in every school
I vote for kitchen equipment but only if you give them better, more nutritious fresh food
Some original Kitchen equipment is at Clarkston High School after 40 years
Oak Grove ES has a hole in the floor of one of it's portable classrooms. The county definitely needs new portable classrooms.
Oak Grove campus is greater than 50 years old and needs significant capital investment, specifically our kitchen equipment and preparation area is badly out of date.
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NO MORE PORTABLES BUILD A SCHOOL
Please no more portables.
Invest in portable classrooms SO Henderson Mill ES can continue to operate while we get a new building.
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FCA in the county, 3rd
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FCA in the county, 3rd
Henderson Mill Elementary School should be rebuilt. In facility condition studies, Henderson Mill received the 3rd lowest score of all elementary schools in the district. (And the two schools
with lower scores have been promised improvements that HMES will not get.) Henderson Mill has also been over capacity for years and by 2022 is projected to have 40% more students than
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FCA in the county, 3rd
Better yet, tear down the roach-infested kitchen at Henderson Mill and rebuild the place. What good is new kitchen equipment if the building can't support it?
In case you don't get the point, live in your budget!
Voting for ES funds but not necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds. Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. 3rdf Lowest FCA in the county, and
Build Henderson Mill Elementary a new school. Lowest FCA in the county, 3rd lowest FEAA, school is 52 years old. Moving students WILL NOT improve the facility. Voting for ES funds but not
necessarily the schools chosen. Increase funding for Elementary School Rebuilds.
need to clean up kitchens to allow for better healthier food prep if at all possible
We need bigger school facilities NOT more trailers
If we had real recycling programs at each school there would be less trash to deal with.
Please add more $ to new elementary schools. Henderson Mill is in need of a new building. Please check the FEAA and FCA rankings.
Henderson Mill Elementary School needs new facilities.
Need to build new facilities at Henderson Mill Elem and get rid of portable classrooms.
Take better care of trailers. Repair trailers. Be strategic with use of portable classrooms
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